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PREFACE 

The central. objective of this work is to present an analysis of the 

asymptotic conformal Killing vectors in asymptotically-flat space-times 

of general relativity. This problem has been examined by. two different 

methods; in Chapter 5 the asymptotic expansion technique originated by 

Newman and Unti [31] lhads to a solution for asymptotically-flat space- 

times which admit an asymptotically shear'-free congruence of null 

geodesics,. and in Chapter 6 the conformal rescaling technique of Penrose 

[54] is used both to support the findings of the previous chapter and to 

set out a procedure for solution in the general case. It is pointed out 

that Penrose's conformal technique is preferable to the use of asymptotic 

expansion methods, since it can be established in a rigorous manner 

without leading to the possible convergence difficulties associated with 

asymptotic expansions. 

Since the asymptotic conformal symmetry groups of asymptotically flat 

space-times Are generalisations of the conformal group of Minkowski 

space-time we devote Chapters 3 and 4 to a study of the flat space case so 

that the results of later chapters may receive an interpretation in terms 

of familiar concepts. These chapters fulfil a second, equally important, 

role in establishing local isomorphisms between the Minkowski-space 

conformal group, 90(2,4) and SU(2,2). The SO(2,4) representation has been 

used by Kastrup [61] to give a physical interpretation using space-time 

gauge transformations. This appears as part of the survey of 

interpretative work in Chapter 7. The S[J(2,2) representation of the 

conformal group has assumed a theoretical prominence in recent years. 

through the work of Penrose [9-11] on twistors. In Chapter 4 we establish 

contact with twistor ideas by showing that points in Minkowski space-time 

correspond to certain complex skew-symmetric rank two tensors on the 
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SU(2,2) carrier space. These objects are, in Penrose's terminology [91, 

simple skew-symmetric twistors of valence 
[J. 

A particularly interesting aspect of conformal objects in space-time is 

explored in Chapter 8, where we extend the work of Geroch [161 on multipole 

moments of the Laplace equation in 3-space to the consideration. of 

Q tý =0 in Minkowski space-time. This development hinges upon the fact 

that multipole moment fields are also conformal Killing tensors. 

In the final chapter some elementary applications of the results of 

Chapters 3 and 5 are made to cosm logical models which have conformal 

flatness or asymptotic conformal flatness. In the first class here we 

have 'models of the Robertson-Walker type and in the second class we have 

the asymptotically-Friedmann universes considered by Hawking [73]. 
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CE L PTLR 1 

LNIRODUCT ION TO CONFORMAL SYMMETRIES 

1.1 Symmetries in physical theory 

The historical development of mathematical physics has shown repeatedly 

that an appreciation of the space-time symmetry group underlying a 

theoretical model is of fundamental importance. Firstly, the natural 

algebraic formalism for the expression and manipulation of theories in 

space-time will be based on those geometrical objects E1', 2]* which have 

components transforming in a particularly simple way under elements of the 

symmetry group. We have in mind here the obvious examples provided by 

3-vectors in Euclidean 3-space, and Lorentz 4-vectors and tensors in 

i"iinkowski space-time, all of which have components that transform according 

to linear homogeneous transformation laws. 

Secondly, the unification of concepts that results from a group-theoretical 

approach deepens the understanding. of the nature of physical laws and 

provides an important means whereby the transition from classical theories 

to. their quantised counterparts can be made. In this-way the passage from 

classical Hamiltonian dynamics to quantum mechanics, via the correspondence 

between Poisson brackets and commutators of operators, can be presented in 

an especially illuminating manner [3]. Even at the purely classical level, 

the generation of conservation laws from the symmetries of a theory which 

has field equations derivable from a variational principle El, 41, is seen 

by many philosophers as a peculiarly profound result. 

Throughout this work, references to sources listed in the bibliography 

will be given in square parentheses. 
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Finally, the way in which a given theory is superseded by its "covering 

theory", (a phrase used by Rohrlich CS ] ), often reveals an enlargement of 

the symmetry group, and consequently this device has been used heuristically 

in the search for new tüeories. The various classification schemes for 

fundamental particles [6] show this process in action (although the 

symmetries considered there are not symmetries of the background space-time), 

and, to a lesser extent, the hierarchy of Newtonian mechanics, special 

relativity and general relativity, exhibits the same feature. 

In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in a second mode of 

generalisation of symmetry groups,: the stimulus for which originated in 1910 

With some work of Bateman [7 J and Cunningham [83 on the Maxwell equations. 

They showed that these equations are invariant not only under the 

inhomogeneous Lorentz group (the Poincare group) but also under the 15-paramete 

group of conformal transformations of Minkowski space-time. The physical 

significance of their discovery is still in doubt (in spite of. the fact that 

Cnapter 7 of the present work is devoted to this very question), and this. 

accounts for the scant attention that conformal symmetries have received in 

the intervening years. A short historical survey of the literature is given 

in the above-mentioned chapter. 

It was largely We work of Penrose [9] on the twistor representation of the 

flat-space conformal group, which appeared in 1967, that revived the interest 

in conformal invariance, and since that time he and his co-workers have 

shown that it is not just the symmetries, but also the conformal symmetries 

that should occupy a central role. in our understanding of physics. 

In particular, it has been possible to unify the study of zero rest-mass 

fields of arbitrary spin by recognising that the field. equations are 

aonformally-invariant in each case, and therefore lend themselves readily 

to an analysis in twistor terms [10,113. Of special interest to relativists 

is the spin-2 case, which gives the linearised gravitational field. There 

are difficulties in generalising twistors to arbitrarily curved space-times, 
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but significant progress has been made in the extension to asymptotically 

flat space-times [12,131 
, and at present there seems to be some indication 

that a quantised gravitational theory will emerge. 

1.2 Conformal transformation: and conformal invariance 

The phrase "conformal transformation" has been used by different writers to 

describe quite dissimilar con": epts, and we shall take some care here to 

define the terms that will be employed in the present work. We distinguish 

three types of transformation: 

(i) the conformal point transformations, or "active" conformal 

transformations, mapping points x1 belonging to a region R of 

space-time to 3oints xµ belonging to some other region R, such 

that 

xµ = FP (x°4) 

is one-to-one and analytic in R, and maps the line element 

ds at x' to 

as =o'(x) as 

at x"; where a" (f) is a positive scalar function; * 

(ii) the conformal coordinate transformations, or "passive" 

conformal transformations, which can be generated from 

conformal point transformations in the manner described 

below; 

* We shall use Greek suffices to range 0,1,2,3, 
. 
or (where specified) to 

range 1,2,3,4, in space-time, and. use lower-case Roman suffices in any 

3-space under consideration. Where other types of suffices (e. g. 

Roman capitals) are used the convention will be explained on each 

specific occasion. 
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(iii) the conformal rescalings, which replace the metric tensor gam 

on a particular manifold by a new metric tensor g,,; 
given by 

A 2. 
gay = SL gt,. v 

tivrhereIL is a positive scalar function, suitably smooth, on 

the manifold. The metrics ge , g,,,, are said to be 

conformally related. 

Except when questions of physical interpretation are investigated (in Chapter' 

7 of this work), we shall view conformal transformations primarily as point 

transformations 

= F' (x) , (2.1) 

which are such that 

z= Q" (x) dsl ' (2.2) 

or equivalently 

(X) 
ýF aFß 

= d- (x) goy (x) . (2.3) 
.. 

ax 2x 

With this point transformation (2.1) we may associate a coordinate 

transformation 

xf`y = ado (X°`) (2.4) 

according to the following prescription: for all x belonging to the 

domain of (2.1), the image of x under the point transformation shall have 

the same coordinates. with respect to the primed frame as x has with respect 

to the unprimed frame. That is, 

X 
µý 

= X. (2.5) 
NOW 

XAt ` f/`t (x°') = f'2 (F° (XP) ) 

so for (2.5) to hold for all x, 'it must be the case that f and F are 
functional inverses of each other. Thus the coordinate transformation that 
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corresponds to the point transformation (2.1) can be written 

x', ̀ ' = F"" (x°Gt) . (2.6) 

The effect of (2.6) on the metric tensor can be given by 

g. (x )=a x- 
raXrb (x) 

a Fµ(x') a F'' xgv (x) 
°` (3 äx°` v 

xý 1 aXý i 
=a 

Fý xF' (x) 
gpv (x) (2.7) 

ax°ý axe' 

where we have used (2.5) . Now, using (2.3), we obtain 

gc4, (x') = O"2(x)geß (X).. 

an d then using (2.5) again gives 

gd, � (x') dx°`1 dxA' = Or (x) 4, (x)dx°`dxß , 

or 

ds' = cru(x) dsý . 

Finally, since 61 = ds 1, 
we have 

ds 2= 0- (x) ds , 

which is just the relationship (2.2) between infinitesimal intervals under 

the point transformation (2.1). Thus, there is no inconsistency in the 

use of "active" and "passive" viewpoints provided that the above 

prescription is used to relate transformations in the two schemes. 

Turning attention now to the conformal rescalings, given by 

gam,, 121 gý, (2.8) 

we can discuss their relationship with the conformal point and conformal 

coordinate transformations most easily by examining the idea of conformal 

invariance. Physical theories in a background of flat space-time are 

usually formulated in such a way that Poincare invariance is obvious. 

Now if transformations of the Poincare group leave the field equations of 
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the theory invariant it can be shown that to prove invariance under the 

15-parameter conformal group it is sufficient to show that the theory is 

invariant under conformal rescalings. In this sense, a theory is said to 

be conformally invariant if each of the quantities in the theory transforms 

with a definite conformal weight under conformal rescalings such that the 

field equations are invariant. (A quantity T is said to have conformal 

weight n if it transforms according to 
A 

T-> T =10 T 

under (2.8)`. The proof of the statement above hinges upon the fact that 

the generators of symmetry transformations in a space with metric g,, become, 

in general, generators of conformal symmetries in the space with a conformally. 

related metric ge,, 
.A simple proof of this result appears, in a rather 

different context, in Chapter 6 of the present work. Thus, in Minkowski 

space-time the 15 independent generators of conformal symmetries can be 

produced under conformal rescalings from the 10 independent generators of 

symmetries. 

Of course, invariance of physical theories under conformal rescalings has 

wider applicability than we have suggested above since the metric tensor 

gv in (2.8) may describe a curved space-time in general relativity. 

In that case, however, the contact with Poincare invariance is no longer 

relevant. Instead one has the result that a theory formulated in a 

covariant manner will be invariant under any conformal transformations of 

the form (2.1,2.2) that the space-time might possess, provided that it is 

invariant under conformal rescalings. Thus, where conform-invariance is 

under examination it is sufficient in general relativity to investigate 

invariance under conformal rescalings. This spirit of approach is obvious, 

for example, in the work [14] of Fulton, Rohrlich and Witten. 
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1.3 Motions and conformal motions of space-time 

We begin by defining the Lie difference of a geometric object with respect 

to the transformation 

x'4" X-` = Fµ(x ). (3.1) 

Suppose T is a geometric object (with tensor or spinor suffices suppressed), 

defined throughout space-time, and xER is related to x&R according to 

(3.1). Suppose further that the coordinate systems S and S' are related by 

x'ý` = FIU(x "') , 

where unprimed suffices refer to S, primed suffices refer to S. 

The deformed geometric object J (x) , deformed under (3.1), is defined tobe 

that field at xER whose components with respect to S are equal to the 

components tk' (') 
, with respect to S' , of the field ýP(x) at xER. 

The Lie difference of T (x) with respect to (3.1) is then given by 

(x) - 9' (X) = 9ý' C') -- (X_) (3.2) 

Of particular interest in our work is the deformed metric tensor gµy(x), 

which is given by 

gýv (X) =a 
Fµ öFý 

g0 (x) ' (3.3) 

ax » 

where the analogue of (2.7) has been used. It is convenient now to. discuss 

Killing motions and conformal motions of. space-time in terns of the 

deformed metric tensor. A point transformation (3.1) is, according to 

the definitions adopted by Yaiio [2) and elsewhere, a Killing motion or 

isometry of the space-time if the interval ds between two image points 

x'" and x, "-+ dx-"is equal to the interval ds between the original points 

x, ' and xh" + dxµ As a generalisation of this, a conformal motion is a 

point transformation of the form (3.1) with the property of mapping ds 
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into a (positive) multiple of itself; 

dsý=cr(x)dsx. (3.4) 

In the case of a nDtion, the deformed metric tensor g,,,, (x) is equal to the 

original metric tensor gµ, (x), and in the case of a conformal motion we 

have 

(x) gjy (x) . (3.5) 

It is evident that whereas non-null infinitesimal intervals are not. 

preserved under a conformal motion, ratios of such intervals at a point 

(and hence angles at a point) are preserved. We note secondly that null 

intervals map into null intervals under a conformal motion. It is clear 

also that conformal motions as defined here are identical with the conformal 

point transformations defined earlier in §1.2 

1.4 The Killing equations and the conformal Killing equations 

Consider the infinitesimal point transformation 

x'«-ý X'i` = X' 'f -3"dt. (4.1) 

Neglecting terms of order (dt)2, we find that the Lie difference of the 

metric tensor with respect to (4.1) is given by 

3 
g", (x) -g "V (x) = ax, 

- 
axx y gVP (x) - g, , (x) 

_ (8 + dt) (S + 3ßy dt) {g(x) + gap, * dt, 

- gZ, ' , (x) 

pa dt CgýyýYJ +glp $v +gocv/-A- 
* 

* We shall often denote the partial derivative operator 
s 

by 
, aX, - /u 

and reserve V, or for covariant derivative with 

respect to g, . 
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Since (4.1. ) is an infinitesimal transformation, it is usual in this case 

to cal gµ� - gay the Lie differential of gam,, with respect to (4.1), and 

to define the Lie derivative,,,, g,., , of g,,,, with respect to 5 as 

ýýý, 
ýv g, x oc 

ýýy+g 
.c, 

+ g1 LV, O 
ý' a. (4.2) 

We note that the Lie differential and the Lie derivative of gamy are tensors 

of the same rank as g g,,,, can be expressed in terms of covariant 

derivatives as 

+ Sv ;, Ak (4.3) 

which shows explicitly its tensor character. 

From the definitions of the previous section it follows that a necessary 

and sufficient condition for (4.1) to be an infinitesimal conformal notion 

1S 

S1. v- -2 (4.4 ) 

where the scalar( is given by 

_ 
ýý; 

ý (4.5) 

Making use of (4.3), we can write (4.4) in- the form 

1ýoý.; 
v +Sv ; IA- =20 g") . ( 4.6 ) 

The set of equations (4.4) or (4.6) will be known throughout the remainder 

of this work as the conformal Killing equations. The solutions ',. to (4.6) 

are called conformal Killing vector fields, abbreviated hereafter to 

"C-K vectors". In the special case = 0, (4.6) reduces to the usual form 

of Killing's equations, the solutions of which are known as Killing vectors. 

We shall state, without proof, integrability conditions of (6.4) which will 

be required in Chapter 2. They are 

4 
CA�p =0, (4.7) 
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and 

s cýv +4C,, y ele 
30 =0. (4.8) 
aX 

C, , et is the Weyl tensor of the space-time and C,,,, e is defined by 

Cµav =Rg eC, i R; vý (4.9) 

where R, y and R are respectively the Ricci tensor and the. Ricci scalar. 

The derivation of results (4.7) and (4.8) is to be found in the book [2] 

by Yano. 

There is an alternative form of the conformal Killing equations that will 

be used in the study of asymptotic C-K vectors in asymptotically flat 

space-times (Chapter 5 of the present work). Define a covariant tensor 

density of weight -2 by 

rv det (gdp)J 4 gam� 

Then, writing g for det (gq ), we have 

Ii ýo= (-g) ý4ý5 g ,, -1 (-g) gv" (-g) 

But (-g) is a scalar density of weight 2 so 

+ 2(-g) _S«, «=2 (=g) 3p 
oc , 

and this gives finally 

(-g) VI 
= 

ý? 
g1 -2 g1 ,. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

The conformal Killing equations (4.4) can now be replaced by 

1=0 3 
51-V 

, (4.12) 

with 
Sv defined as in 

_ 
(4.10) 
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1. S Conformal Killing tensors 

In this section we establish a link between C-K vectors and first integrals 

of the null geodesic equations, which generalises in an obvious way to 

suggest a definition of conformal Killing tensors (C-K tensors). The 

integral curves of 

d xý` 
+ äxv dxe 0 (5. l) 

ds Ve ds ds 

where s is an affine parameter, are null geodesics if the tangent vector 

ýµ 
= 

dß`µ 

ds (5.2) 

satisfies 

gay XºM x=0. (5.3) 

(5.1) can also be written in the form 

`U fc 
I1 ý1; 

v =0 (5.4) 

The geodesic equations (5.1) or (5.4) are said to admit a first integral 

of order one if there exists a vector such that 

constant, (5.5) 

for any 
A satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) 

It follows from (5.5) that Sµmust satisfy 

and this is so if and only if 

3 
; v) =0g, 5 

(5.6) 
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i. e. if and only if is a C-K vector. 
*- 

Generalising to first integrals of higher order we may state that. the 

geodesic equations (5.1) or (5.4) admit a first integral of order n if 

there exists a tensor T1 I/A1... An such that 

T ýµý ,\ 
Kl 

... ý/Un = constant , /n 

µ. 
for any 

X 
satisfying (5.3) and (5.4) ; [15,16] . Without loss of 

generality we take 

TµßMý... An = TGu, I,,,... µnß 

It follows that. TM., ... /, n must satisfy 

(ju, A ju n; %) ) 
>ý 

and this is so if and only if 

T 
/44 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

for some VDI ... /kn . We shall call a completely symmetric tensor 

Tµß .. *, 4Ln satisfying (5.8) a conformal Killing tensor (C-K tensor) of 

rank n. 

Conformal. Killing tensors (in Minkowski space-time) will be examined 

further in the work on multipole moments that appears in Chapter 8. 

* In (5.6) the brackets arotnd/t, u indicate symmetrization with respect 

to those indices, so that we have S c&&; v) _(v+ ^fv ; ý) . 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOME MATHEMATICAL 

PRELIhNINARIES 

2.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of this chapter is to present a survey of some of the 

mathematical techniques that will be used in the chapters that follow. 

No apology will be made for the juxtaposition of classical topics, such as 

Lie groups and Spinors, and recently developed techniques like the Newman- 

Penrose spin coefficients and the''- operator, since in each case the new 

ideas have had their birth in the work of the early masters, and it 

sometimes seems that studies in relativity demand almost as much attention 

to the early writers as to the modern ones. 

However, there has been a rate of progress since 1962 without precedent in 

the history of the subject, and this was undoubtedly stimulated by the 

work [17] of Newman and Penrose in which spinor analysis and the calculus of 

null tetrads in space-time were combined to produce the spin-coefficient 

formalism. We shall set down some of this material in § 7, but with the main 

objective of applying it to the analysis of the conformal Killing equations. 

Consequently, the importance of N-P formalism as the starting point for many 

other avenues of advance will not be spelt out in detail, although most of 

the basic references will be given. 

2.2 Representations of. groups 

Familiarity with elementary group theory is assumed, but a few of the 

concepts and definitions that are relevant to representation theory, and are 

used later in the text, will be summarised here. 

If it is possible to establish a homomrrphism between a given group G and 

the group of linear transformations D operating on elements of an 
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n-dimensional vector space nV 
(over the complex field in general), we say 

that the nxn matrices D form a representation (of degree n) of G. 

The vector space V1 is called the representation space, or carrier space, 

for this particular representation. Thus, a representation .5 of G is a 

mapping of elements gi EG onto the set _ [D (i)} of nxn matrices such 

that if 

gi --)- D (i) and gg ---*D (j ) 

then 
_. ý. gigs D (i) D (. 7 ) 

where the operation on the left is multiplication in G and the operation on 

the right is matrix multiplication. We shall require further that the 

identity element go 6G maps onto the nx in identity matrix; 

90 >-11 

and then it follows also that 

gl-ý--_ Dt (i) , 

and all the matrices of oV are non-singular. A representation is said to be 

faithful if the mapping gi --> D (i)' is an isormrphism. 

Trio representations c$ _fD (i)ý fF (i)ý of the same group G are said to 

be equivalent if there exists a non-singular matrix P such that for all 

g1¬ G, 

F (i) = P-1 D (i) P (2.1) 

where gi-4 D(i). in the first representation and gi--ý-F(i) in the second 

representation*. In the representation space V1, the matrix P in (2.1) 

defines a change of basis -; 2 with 

2! 

*. Transformations of the form (2.1) are called similarity transformations. 
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such that if 

4-' = D(i) 

in the first representation., then 

ºL, ' =F (i) 2 

in the second representation. 
Te now restrict the discussion to continuous faithful representations of Lie sr )uns. "V 

The nxn matrices D(i) appearing in a representation P have, in general, 

complex elements, and the dimension of the matrix group £D(i)j is the 

number of independent real parameters required to define a general element 

of the group as an element of the 2n-dimensional space of all complex 

nxn matrices. The dimension of the representation o4 is evidently the 

same as the dimension of G. 

The following nomenclature will be adopted to describe the various groups 

of nxn matrices commonly encountered in representation theory: - 

L (n, C): the full linear group, consisting of allin xn matrices with 

non-zero determinant;. dimension 2n1; 

L (n, R): the'real linear group, consisting of all real nxn matrices 

with non-zero determinant; dimension n; 

SL (n, C): the unimodular group, consisting of all nxn matrices with 

determinant equal to unity; dimension 2(n'-1); 

SL (n, R): the real unin dular group, consisting of all nxn real matrices 

with determinant equal to unity; dimension n2'-l; 

U (n): the unitary group, consisting of all unitary nxn matrices; 

dimension n1; 

SU (n) : the unimodular unitary group, consisting of all unitary nxn 

matrices with determinant equal to unity; dimension n 
-1; 

0 (n) : the real orthogonal group, consisting of all real orthogonal 

nxn matrices; dimension ln(n-1); 
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SO (n): the special orthogonal group (or rotation group); consisting 

of all real orthogonal nxn matrices with determinant equal 

to unity; dimension ln(n-1). 

The definitions of unitarity and orthogonality of matrices are the usual ones: 

UE U(n) satisfies 

Ut U= In, (2.1) 

where In is the nxn identity matrix and 
t denotes hermitian conjugate; 

0E 0(n) satisfies 

00 = In , (2.2) 

where 0 denotes the transpose of 0. In 
. consequence. of (2.1), U(n) acting 

on the space of complex n-dimensional colunn vectors S_g1, i=1,2,... n, 

preserves the hermitian form 

nný 
H=£, F=Z !'§=II, (2.3) 

i=1 i=1 

whilst, in consequence of (2.2), 0(n) acting on the space of real. 

n-dimensional column vectors Z1, i=1,2,... n, preserves the quadratic 

form 

Q=2 'ý _ (ý, l)?. (2.4) 
i-1 

We shall need to generalise from the positive-definite forms (2.3) and (2.4) 

to consider indefinite forms which are preserved under certain "pseudo- 

unitary" and "pseudo-orthogonal" groups. Suppose G is the diagonal 

nxn matrix with p elements equal to +l. and q(=n-p) elements equal to -1. 
We shall call 

H=. tG1 
(2.5) 

the characteristic hermitian form of U (p, q) and 

Q=9, GI (2.6) 



the characteristic quadratic form of 0 (p, q). Then matrices UCU (p, q) 

must satisfy the pseudo-unitarity condition 

UtGU =G (2.7) 

and matrices 060 (p, q) must satisfy the pseudo-orthogonality condition 

0G0=G (2.8) 

Putting the additional restriction of unimodularity onto U. (p, q) and 

0 (p, q) produces the groups SU (p, q) and SO (p, q). Of particular importance 

in our study of representations of the Minkowski-space conformal group are 

the pseudo-unitary group SU (2,2) and the pseudo-orthogonal group SO (2,4), 

but we shall defer the detailed investigation of these groups until 

Chapter 4. As an inmdiate application of representation theory we shall 

look instead at the spinor representation of the hoirogeneous Lorentz group. 

2.3 The spinor representations of the Lorentz group 

It is well-known that the full homogeneous Lorentz group decomposes into 

two parts; the proper Lorentz transformations with determinant equal to 

+1, and the improper transformations with determinant equal to -1. The 

proper Lorentz transformations (which include the identity) form a group, 

which in the terminology of §2.2 is the group SO (1,3). We shall specialise 

further. here to a consideration of the orthochronous proper Lorentz 

transformations, which have determinant +1 and are future-preserving; 

(i. e. past and future are not interchanged under transformation). It will 

be shown that this subgroup of the full Lorentz group is homonnrphic with 

SL (2, C), the group of complex unimxdular 2 x-2 matrices. 

The construction of this homomorphism has been given by many authors; see' 
for example [18] 

, and we shall not dwell upon the details here. The 

Minkowskian coordinates xl` pct = 0,1,2,3,4, are put into correspondence with 

2x2 hermitian matrices X by the definition 

X= XA Cý, 9 (34) 
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where the 0µ are given by 

0= 11 0)o=01 ci= (o_i\ 03 =10, (3.2) 
°0110i00 -1 

and span the space of 2x2 hermitian matrices. 

If AE SL (2, C) then 

X' =AX At (3.4) 

is again hermitian and so may be written in the form 

X' = x'u ö- . (3.5) 

From the observation that 

det X''= det X" (3.6) 

it follows that 

ýx 1) _ fix' _ fix' 2 (X, 2)'ý - (xis )= (X°)1 - 

so the transformation (3.4) induces a Lorentz transformation on the x"t 

This Lorentz.. transformation 

X'P =LvXv 

can be computed explicitly from 

C IV' (A) =2 Tr (a� A °', At) ' (3.7) 

where Tr denotes trace, and it can be shown that L' is the matrix of an 

orthochronous Lorentz transformation. It is clear that the hor amorphism 

from SL (2, C) to SO (1,3) is two-to-one (since A and -A both generate the 

same Ly). We have here a faithful representation of the Lorentz group, 

but it is two-valued. 

Taking the set of matrices (A] as our basic representation in SL (2, C) it 

is straightforward to show that the sets {Ä}, Ck'l 
, 

TAI'-'j 
also form 

representations of. the orthochronous'SO (1,3). However, these representations 
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are not all inequivalent since it is easily shown that for all AE SL (2, C), 

P1 ÄA1 P=A 

and 

P1 At-' P=A, 

where 

P01 
_1 p 

On the other hand there is no similarity transformation mapping [A] to f Äj, so 

we have here two distinct inequivalent representations. We introduce now two 

representation spaces of complex 2-vectors which will be called spin spaces. 

The elements of spin space are called spinors. For the representation fA} 

the spinrs 

A 

transform according to 

A= AAIA SA (3.8) 

and for the representation 
[Ä} the spinors 

transform according to 

(3.9) 7 A' AA'A A 

The use of undotted and dotted spinor suffices is now the most common 

notation in the literature of spinors, having appeared originally in many 

of the early survey articles; see for example [19] 
. We may set down an 

invariant scalar product for the space of undotted spinors by noting that 

the metric spinorEAB must satisfy 

AAS C A' B' ABED =® (3.10) 

in order to preserve 
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sc C- 
CD SD 

under (3.8). Now any skew-symmetriceAB satisfies (3.10), so without loss 

of generality'we make the choice 

(0 
(3.11) AB. 

-1 0 

for the metric spinor. (3.10) shows that EAB may be thought of as a 

covariant spinor of rank 2 which maps into itself under spin transformations. 
AB A contravariant metric spinor6 is defined by 

E EBC =ÖB 

and takes the form 

(3. la ) 

EAB 
=01)... I. (3.13) 

=1 0 

Raising and. lowering of spinor suffices then proceeds according to the 

rules 

ýA =E ý. (3.14) 

which are consistent with (3.12). The dotted counterparts of (3.11), (3.13) 

are 

_01' AAB _01' (3.16) 
-1 0 -1 0 

and raising and lowering of dotted suffices follows just the same rules as 

those for undotted suffices ; i. e. 

ZA = GAB 2B 
, 7A = 2BEM . (3.17) 

In the following section we shall examine the link between spinors and 

tensors, and whilst it may seem at first that we are doing little except 

to replace each tensor suffix by two spinor suffices it will transpire 

that the spinor equivalents of some particularly important tensors do in 
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fact take on a simple form, and it is this thich makes' the spinor 

formalism an extremely powerful tool. 

2.4 Spinor algebra 

Although the underlying mathematics of spinor algebra was known to 

Cartan [20] in 1913, the introduction of spinors as a useful technique in 

theoretical physics is usually credited to van der Waerden and Infeld [21,22], 

who used spinor formalism to study Dirac`s equation in flat space-time (1929) 

and later (1933) developed spinor analysis in a general Riemannian manifold. 

In more recent years there have appeared two valuable survey articles on 

spinor theory; the 1953 paper of Bade and Jehle [191 and the excellent 

account given by Pirani in the Trautmann - Pirani - Bondi book 1231 
. We shall 

not attempt here to give a detailed exposition of the algebra. of spinors, but 

will confine ourselves to the most important features. of the formalism and 

the setting down of some results to be used in subsequent chapters. 

The spaces of "dotted" and "inmdotted" 1-spinors were introduced in § 2.3, 

together with the metric 2-spinor which is used for raising and lowering 

spinor suffices in the ordinary way. In order to relate spinors and tensors 

we define the mixed quantities, Ac= 0, ..., 4, A, Ä 
= 1,2, which transform 

as 4-vectors under Lorentz transformations and transform as spinors on the 

suffices A, A. The µ` 
are hermitian; 

OýA AA 
(4.1) 

and are 'chosen to satisfy 

orý a ä' - cAB21A (4.2) 

(4.1) and (4.2) do not define the uniquely, but one- permissible set 
is given by 

ý, 
AA 

_110 AÄ 
_110 o fZ' 0 i) ' 

AA __' 11 AA 
=10i . (43) cr: x 

7 
(10 

0 : 

21ff 

72, 



(This is the choice made by Penrose in most of his work on spinors. ) 

We may add the following relations on the which follow from (4.2); 

0.0AA -(4.4) 

and 

ýµÄ 0-v +ýyAýZ = g, ß, 6 . (4.5) 

This latter equation has been used in some treatments of the theory as the 

defining equation for the 
AA (see, for example, [24]-). 

The spinor equivalent T CGSBB of the tensor is now defined by 
... e... 

TAA BB ... O'BBU"@ 
Z. 

. p1 ... 4.6 CC :.. N' v CC ... Q... 
() 

which inverts to give 

Teo... _. a. V, cc... 
TAA BB (4.7) CL ... 

We shall often write 

TAV... 
m TAA BB ... 

as an abbreviated form of (4.6), (4.7). 

It is straightfoniard to establish that 

(4 g Výc13E . 8) 

and 

i&V sÄ (4.9) 

For a skew-symmetric tensor of rank 2, (1 , one finds. 

Fý cV . 
CAB (k3 + 

ýUC-AB 

where 
(4.11) OAB =iF AAB 

is a symmetric 2-spinor. 
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Finally, for a tensor 
. 
Rwith the symmetries of the Riemann tensor, 

i. e. 

-Rv/A. ec. = . -R/Avze = Rýtl,,, v ' (4.12) 

the spinor equivalent is 

EIBCDEABECD +BABE®TÄýCD + EABý®AB E® 

(4.13) 

fiECDýABCDýAB +2 
ff 

ACBDýABCD + ABECDr7-, 
AD 

EBCJ 
' 

where the completely synenetric 4-spinor JABCD 
corresponds to the Weyl 

curvature tensor, , satisfying 

ABCD - 
EBAL6 

- 
5ABM 

- 
18" 

corresponds to 

N) ERµy 
-aR gu, 

J 
, 

which is essentially the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor, and 

24 R. 

In conclusion, we shall consider the geometrical interpretation of 

1-spinors, since this is often a valuable guide to our intuition where 

applications of spinors to physical theory are concerned. We note first 

that from (3.14) and (3.15) 

S'A 
=- JA tA 

so that any 1-spinor has zero length; 

SA SA =0. (4.14) 

Men e, defined by 

i"=4' xA A 
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is a(complex) null vector. If Lis to be real it must then have the 

form 

+ Oýý x (4.15) 

where the + sign applies if is future-pointing and the - sign applies 

if I* is past-pointing. Thus, we may say that, via (4.15), any 1-spinor 

XA defines a real'null vector in space-time. This correspondence of 

1-spinors with null vectors is not one-to-one since the change of phase 

A ), ei°` )A (4.16) 

leaves (4.15) unchanged. However, XA also defines a skew-syrmetric 

tensor Ff�, through the correspondence 

F/uv ' EAB XA ýB + EjIB >A 
'. (4.17) 

and if we introduce a second spinor EA such that 
fk, 

QA] forms a basis 

for spin space with 
J 

Xn =1 A (. 1 

then 

6AB XALB 
CAi B 

and F/, , defined by (4.17), can be written 

F-2 Pv] 

where 
. is 

given by (4.15) and 

pµ-ýý XA2A fi 2A AA '. 

Under the change of phase (4.16), 

ýAý, y e-ioc 
AtkýºA, 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4. Z1) 

where k is some (complex) constant, and then (4.18) and (4.19) are 

preserved. The effect on pw is given by 
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ýý" - t,,. + (el`Ck + erl: k)4$ (4.22) 

where 

tµ ýýý e2 
oc ýA 

,ýe 
zig ýÄ ýA 

We find easily that 

ttr=-2, 

and by calculating the scalar product 
)(t�x 

of the space-like vectors p/A 

and V% we find that the angle between sand its image under the phase 

transformation (4.16) is 2o<. These results have led to the conception 

of a "flag" and "flagpole" structure [25] 
ý in which the 1-spinor xA 

defines the null flagpole according to (4.15), and the flag is the 

2-space spanned by Fu and p, which is also defined by A' A 
via (4.17). 

Then under the phase transformation (4.16) the direction of the flagpole 

is unchanged but the flag rotates around the flagpole through an angle 

of 2«. 

2.5 Lie groups and Lie algebras 

Suppose the elements of a group 
.G 

depend upon a finite number r of-real 

paraiiieters, so that we write for a general element geG, 

g= g(a', a2,..., a)ý 

ors rmre shortly, 

g= g(a) = g(a'), i=1,2,,.., rß 
ýr, 

,,:: ere the (aL) -. re points in some subspace of 

We describe the set of such r-tuples (a' , a1, ..., 
a) as the group 

space or parameter space of G. If g(a), g(b) are two elements of G with 

product given by 

8(a) g(b) 8(c) , 
(5.1) 

then there is a mapping 
0 in the group space Such that 

(5.2) 
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The mapping 
ý 

must possess certain properties in order that the g(a) form 

a group. 'Thus, associativity in G becows 

(, 0 (b , c)) = 
ý(4(a, b), c) . (5.3) 

If ao corresponds to the identity element of G, then 

J (a, ao) = (ao, a) =a, (5.4) 

for all points a in the group space. Lastly, since each g6G possesses an 

inverse in G. it follows-that to each point a in the group space there 

corresponds a second point ä with 

(a, ä) _ (ä, a) = ao . (5.5) 

If the mapping is continuous then G is said to form a topological group. 

If a topological group is such that any neighbourhood of the group space 

may be continuously mapped onto a neighbourhood of a Euclidean space we 

call the group space an r-dimensional manifold. A topological group with a 

group space that is a manifold is called a Lie group. 

The Lie groups considered in this work are of two types. Firstly, we shall 

often wish to study r-parameter groups of continuous transformations on the 

coordinates (xi, x2, ... xn) in an n-dimensional space. A typical element 

of such a group may be written as g(a): x --' x' with 

x" a1) = flo`(x, a) ý 
(5.6) 

where 

and 

x= (xi, x1, ... X) 

al = (a', aZ, ... a r) 

are points in coordinate space and group space respectively. 

(In this section, Greek suffices will always range 1,2, ..., n and lower- 
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case Roman will range 1,2, ..., r. The summation convention will apply 

as usual. ) The functions f" in (5.6) will be assumed to be analytic in 

the x°°and the a1. The r-dimensional group space Vr has locally Euclidean 

properties and constitutes a Riemannian manifold on which a metric interval 

may be defined. The mapping (5.2) on Vr must possess the properties 

(5.3,5.4,5.5) in order that the transformations (5.6) form a group. We may 

remark here that the group of conformal motions in a Riemannian space is a 

Lie group, a result proved by Kobayashi [26] and mentioned in Yano's book(2J 

A second important type of Lie group that will concern us has been mentioned 

already in §2.2. where we presented the full linear group of transformations 

in a complex n-dimensional vector space and some of its principal subgroups. 

In the next part of. this section we shall develop the concept of the Lie 

algebra associated with a given Lie group by reference to Lie. groups of 

this type. 

Let us suppose then that the group G consists of linear transformations on a 

complex n-dimensional vector space. We write g(a) for a general element of 

G and, without loss of generality, we take 

ao =p 

as the point in the group space which corresponds to the identity eG of G. 

Then 

9 (0) = eG . (5.7) 

If a, b are two points in some neighbourhood of the zero in 
. group space we 

have, to first order in a, b. 

g(a) = g(0) + a) al , (5.8) 

a=O 

and g(b) = g(0) +g 
(a) bl (5.9) 

La a a=O 
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Defining 

X. _ý. 1 aal 
aO 

(5.10) 

as the infinitesimal generators of the group G, we can then write 

g (a) = eG + al X1 ' (5.11) 

and g(b) = eG + b' Xi . (5.12) 

It follows that the product 

g(a) g(b) = g(c) 

becomes 

g (c) = eG + (a' + b') Xi , 

(again to first order in the small quantities), and comparing this with 

g(c) = eG + cl Xl 

gives cl = a3' + bl 

so that the mapping defined in group space by (5.2) becomes in this 

case 

c' =O(a, b) = a' + b' + higher order terms. (5.13) 

We show now that the generators Xi ,i=1,2,..., , form a Lie algebra. 

(For an explicit definition see, for example, 273 ). It is evident that 

the Xi form a vector Space Lr(G) of dimension r over the reals, and if we 

define the commutator of two generatorsIXl, Xj)by 

[x1, x] = xx - xjXi, (5.14) 

it remains to show that EXi, X,, belongs to Lr(G) and satisfies the 

Jacobi identity 

[x1, EXi 
31 Xk, 

J 
+ 

jj, Exk, xJJ + 
Jk' fxi, xi]] = 0, (5.15) 

for all Xi, Xj., Xk E Lr(G). 
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From 

8ýý) = g(a) g(b) , 

where c= 
5(a, b) is given by (5.13) 

, 
it follows that 

a (tý 
= 

aik c_ac+a ck 
-cý'C 

c) 
aal ab3 aaýbý aal abJ a lb 

and putting a=b=0 gives 

X. X. - 
aT- 

1 LI7 a' b3 
a=O 
b=0 

X+a ýCL (5.16) kal 
a= 

bJ b. 0 LackaJ J 
cU 

'v'l 

Making use of (5.13) to obtain 

ack ck a c, ý 

aal a and 
[CLJ 

= dý , 

aý W 

we rewrite (5.16) as 

ýk 
xx= T- Xk +c 1Ja a1&J 

k acl cJ 
aO c=o 
b=O 

Then 
[xi, XJJ = xi Xj - Xj Xi = C1ý Xk , (5.17) 

where the Cij are defined by 

d. 
= -Ck = 

a1 kab_ ý1 k(a . b)- (5.18) 
13 31 Ab' 

a3ab' 
a=O 
bO 

The Clý are constants, called the structure constants of the group, and 

therefore (5.17) shows that Lr(G) is closed under the bracket operation. 

It is also straightforward to prove that 

Chii Chj =0, (5.19) 

and this is equivalent to the Jacobi identity (5.15). 
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It is clear from the above construction that to every Lie group there 

corresponds a Lie algebra. On the other hand, although we know from Lie's 

original work that if the set of Cj are skew-symmetric in i, j and satisfy 1J: 
(5.19) then (5.17) can be solved for the generators Xi, it does not follow 

that a unique Lie group can be constructed from a given Lie algebra. In fact, 

only the strLicture of G in a neighbourhood of its identity is determined by . 
Lr(G), giving rise to what some writers, (e. g. Boernerin [28] ), have called 

a local Lie group. In this sense, two groups with the sane Lie algebra are 

said to be "locally isomorphic". 

Construction of the local Lie group from its Lie algebra is carried out 

using the exponential map from Lr(G) to G defined by 

g (oC) = exp (a) =N Ar 
N XN (5.20) 

where X is an infinitesimal generator, as defined in (5.10), and oC is a 

real parameter. The g(oc) given by (5.20) form a 1-parameter subgroup of G. 

In this way we can generate r 1-parameter subgroups of G by using the r 

independent infinitesimal generators (5.10). In general it will not be the 

case that every gEG is contained in one of these subgroups, but if G is 

connected (i. e. the group space of G is connected), then certainly g can be 

written as the product of. elements from 1-parameter subgroups. 

Because it is often technically simpler to handle Lie algebras rather than 

Lie groups, they form a useful tool in group-theoretical studies. It is 

important then to know what inferences one can draw concerning the behaviour 

of the Lie group just from an. investigation of the corresponding Lie algebra. 

In this connection we quote the following results, which are easily accessible 

in " the literature; see,. for example, [29): 
- 

(i) [Xi, XI ]=0 for all Xi, Xi E Lr(G) 

t ,e connected component of G- is Ahelian 
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(ii) If HC G is an arc-wise connected subgroup of the Lie group G 

(i. e. every element of H can be joined to eG by a curve lying 

wholly in H), then the infinitesimal generators of H form a Lie 

algebra which is a sub-algebra of Lr(G). Conversely, any 

sub-algebra of Lr(G) gives rise to an arc-wise connected 

subgroup of G. 

(iii) (the closed subgroup theorem); Let H be a subgroup of G that 

corresponds to a closed subset of Lr(G), and let Ho be the 

subset of elements of H that can be joined to the identity by 

a curve in H. Then i-P is a normal subgroup of H and the 

factor group H/H° is discrete. f is called the connected 

component 'of H. 

The brief account of Lie groups and Lie algebras given above contains the 

basic ideas that will find application in later chapters of this work. 

We have stopped short of the introduction of the Cartan metric since this 

will appear in Chapter 8, where its importance in the classification of 

Lie groups 
130J will be emphasised. 

2.6 Coordinate systems for flat and asymptotically flat space-times 

Some of the subsequent chapters of this work are devoted to the study of 

conformal Killing vectors in asymptotically flat space-times, and-we shall 

establish here the coordinate system used by Newman and Ünti [31] for the 

description of such space-times, together with the associated null tetrad. 

It is always possible in the space-times of general relativity to introduce 

a family of null hypersurfaces 

u= constant , (6.1) 

with 

9 �`v u, /1. u, y = 0. (6.2) 
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The tetrad vector 
1p is then defined by 

4= u(6.3) 

and u is taken as the first coordinate; 

XI .=U 

Thevector eis 
then tangent to a family of null geodesics lying in the 

u= constant hypersurfaces. An affine parameter r for these geodesics is 

used as a second coordinate; 

x2 = r. (6.4) 

Finally, the coordinates 
x, A=3,4, are used to label the geodesics on 

each of the u= constant hypersurfaces. With these choices, we have 

jILI= (0,1,0,0) (6.5) 

and the contravariant metric assumes the form 

0100 

1 gaz g23 g2 (6.6) . 
0 ga. 3 AB 
09 24 

g 

A second real null vector n, A, normalised according to 

(6.7) 

can be chosen, and two complex null vectors 

m'4' =1 (aµ -i It) ; IV =1 (a" +i It) 
: (6.8) 

F 

ýcc 
where a,, b" are real spacelike vectors orthogonal to and n"'; and 

satisfying 

aµb'=0. 
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The tetrad vectors .; n' , 
e, m'' are null and satisfy the following 

relations; 

L_-m, mý= 1 ,. (6.9) 
zýA. mf` = k. m" =0, nµ m`" = nµ mý`, =0. 

Using an asymptotic expansion technique$ Newman and Unti proceed to 

calculate the leading terms of the g, " components, expressed as power 

series in r-1 . The reference [31] mentioned above gives full details of 

this work, which utilises the Newman-Penrose spin coefficient formalism. 

In particular it is shown that a suitable coordinate transformation on the 
x brings the leading terms in g 

to those of a manife-stly conform.: ti iy 
flat 2-metric. 

In Minkowski space-time we shall n. ke use of a nunber of different 

coordinate systems, often with the aim of simplifying a particular analytic 

method. Firstly, one rast mention the usual Minkowskian coordinates 

va = (t, x, y, z), which give the most familiar form of the metric tensor 

gýtv = diag (1, -1, -1, -1). (6.10) 

A change to spherical polars (r, 6, c¢) for the spatial coordinates and 

u=t-r (6.11) 

for the first coordinate gives the infinitesimal metric interval in the 

form 

d2- = due +2 du dr - r1 [d&2 +$ ina 19 d 0"] , (6.12) 

where the range of & is 0 to 11 and the range of 0 is 0 to Zit 

A change of coordinates (B, q5) '> (x3 , x4) given by 

cos E) = -tann x3 T= 
x4 

sin 0= sech x3 

where x3 ranges from -co to + oo and x4- ranges 0 to 2T, brings the metric 

interval to the form 
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dsý = dui +2 du dr 
2P 

[(dx3)ý 
+( 4)ý] 

, (6.14) 

where P= 1r 
cosh x3. (6.15) 

J2 

In this version, the x3 - x4 2-space is conformally flat, so (6.14) is the 

particularisation to Minkowski space-time of the Newman-Unti type of 

coordinate system described above, The coordinates (u, r, x3, x4) relate 

to (t, x, y, z) according to 

t= u+r 

x=r sech x3 cos xt! - 
y= rsechx3sinx4' , 
z= rtanhx3 

There is a second modification of the angular coordinates that 

has been particularly important in the development of the Yoperator, 

to be discussed below in § 2.8 . Under the transformation (6, 

where 

= elý cot B, =e -'O cot i9 
1 

(6.17) 

are the usual stereographic coordinates, the metric takes the form 

ds2 = due' +2du_ dr - 4rß(1 +-Sý)-2- djdý. (6.18) 

are related to the (x3, x4-) coordinates of (6.13) by 

=e x3+ix4 , S_ex3-ixt (6.19) 
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2.7 Newman-Penrose sin coefficient formalism 

The development of spinor techniques in general relativity, originated by 

Penrose [243 in 1960, has played a major role in the enormous progress that 

has been made in the subject during recent years. The use of objects that 

are tailored to the null geodesic and null-cone structure of space-time has. 

naturally been of especial importance in the study of gravitational 

radiation, but we should note also that the simplifications achieved in the 

Einstein field equations by spinor formulations have already led to the 

discovery of many new solutions. In this field the contributions of Newnan 

and his collaborators have been particularly important, giving us a method 

of approximate solution based on asymptotic expansion techniques [31], and 

a number of new exact solutions [32-35'. Although the original 1960 paper 

of Penrose concentrated upon spinor analysis per se, much of the subsequent 

work, pioneered by Newman and Penrose [17], combined spinor calculus with 

the calculus of null tetrads, resulting in the now-familiar presentation of 

the empty-space Einstein equations as a set of first order equations 

involving the spin coefficients and the tetrad components of the Weyl tensor. 

It is from this starting point that most of the advances have been made. 

In this essay we shall give a brief introduction to the spin coefficient 

formalism and subsequently use it in the manner of Collinson and French [36] 

to set down the conformal Killing equations and their integrability 

conditions. 

Introducing a tetrad of null vectors4r, with4, n, real and 

mm complex such that 

(7.1) 
4,. n? _ 4, nß"' = ný mf'` =r mu =0, 

one has for the metric tensor 
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2m(µ m v) " (7.2) 

Tetrad notation is introduced by putting 

) 
I$ 

m=1,2,3,4. (7.3) z 
,, = (4, n,, 5, 

Tetrad indices may be raised or lowered by means of the matrix 

010. - 0 

1000 
- rrm=I 000 -1 

(7.4) ' 

00 -1 0 

The complex Ricci rotation coefficients mP are defined by 

ým np = zmµ. 
y 

znµ ZpV (7.5) 

and have the symmetry 

yp=_ (nmp 
. (7.6) 

The twelve complex spin coefficients are then defined in terms of the 

rotation coefficients by 

ßi31 
= 

L,.; 
v m'L" , =- 

Öx4t =- -ir nl; y mß`2'' f 

E_ )( öt21 - 134t) = i 
ylTL 

LV 
- ; g; ym 

e, ),. 

31 n &k -V 

oC ° ) (ýII- Ö3cw) = Z (ýtc; y nµm''- mý; y 
mv) (7.7) 

= o t33 -Xßµ ýy nfµm'ý , /ý _- 0243 _ np.. y mµ my 
v 

i( 11 j-U)=i 
(1ýý; 

y fIMfiv - mµ' y Ilt# V) 
, 

n; y 
mF 

nv , - 
µ 

mn 

ö= ?( 
ýz - 

ý3[f2) 
_ (ý, 

u. y rl"ny - mir; y 
irnv 

Some of the spin coefficients have straightforward geometrical 

interpretations, which are often made use of in the construction of 

specialised coordinate systens. It can be shown that 
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(7.8) 

so that if 

0 (7.9) 

then is tangent to a congruence of null geodesics, and further, by a 

change of scale, E +4E can be made zero. Then 

0.. 
-: 

(7.10) 

From the two relations 

(C- 

and 

(curl lac 
. 

)2 
.E 

(2 

(nc+ß )ý (7.12) K[2 C2Z 
- 

it follows, on making use of the conditions 

K= E± E=0, 

that 

+ icurl/-ý,,, ý 
' (7.13) 

so that the real part of e essentially gives the divergence of the null 

congruence defined by I/-. A similar calculation to that used in deriving 

(7.12) leads to 

Q 
V; y) 

tl'; v=2 a- IT -2 K(2 t+t ß) -K (2t +R +p) +2 (e+ (ý )z , (7.14) 

and so, in the case when .. = 0, we have 

CU; v) 

is often called the (complex) shear of the : ýp., 
congruence. 
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Finally, from 

and the observation that can be made zero by a change of scale on 

we. have 

nV -ý m1. 

so that t describes how the direction of 
/-/, 

-changes-as we move in the 

direction of n, �.. 

The equations above hold unchanged in form if the replacements,. --ý 

Y---b v ýu, Cr 't -4- rr are made throug lout, and then 

properties of the null congruence defined by np. may be deduced from the 

nature of this second set of spin coefficients. 

It is usual to make the choice of a tetrad that undergoes parallel 

propagation along the geodesics of the /-/, 
congruence, and this leads to 

the conditions 

K =E=7r=0 . (7.16) 

If it is further required that L, 
M. be hypersurface orthogonal then we have 

=e , (7.17) 

and finally if ,Q is required to be equal to a gradient field then the 

additional condition is 

'ý = 0C +ý 

For some of the considerations of Chapter 3 it will be important to have 

the tetrad vectors and spin coefficients for Minlmwski space-time with 

coordinates (u, r, x3, xx) as given in (6.13). The tetrad vectors take 

the form 
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,G 
µ= (0,1,0,0) 

n'"`= (1, -j, 0,0) 

,. = cosh xs (0,0,1, i) 
rf2 

m, ý. _ cosh X3 ( 0,0,1, -i) 
rJ2 

s 
ýý (110,010) 

s mý -r 
3 

(O, O, 1, i) 
F2 cosh x 

(0,0,1, -i) 
cosh x3 

and the only non-zero spin coefficients are given by 

e-_-T 'i--2r 
is 

inh Xs inh x3 
oC 2 f-- r3 21-- r 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

Returning to the rotation coefficients 'm P defined in (7.5), we use them 

to set down the tetrad components RIB of the Riemann tensor; 

RmnPa='nnP; qma; P, + mq £np-Vmp'Lnq 

(7.21) 

Expressing Rjpq in terns of the tetrad components of the Weyl tensor, 

the Ricci tensor and the scalar. curvature results in 

. Rnnpq = Cnnpq - (Up Rq-ý 
mq 

Rnp + qnq Rp ýnp Rte) 
(7.22) 

_R (ý jnp _ Jn nq) 

In empty space 

pa -0 (7.23) 

so that the Riemann tensor reduces to the Weyl tensor alone. Newman and 

Penrose define the quantities a, 
k, LTj, T. in terms of tetrad components 

of the Weyl tensor as follows ; 

-C 1313 

'CJall ' (7.24) 
ýý -- (C w2-C ýz 34 ) 
T3 = Cýý14 

, 
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Following Collinson and French [36) 
, we can n6w set down the conformal' 

Killing equations for empty space-time in Newman-Penrose formalism. 

From (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) of Chapter 1, we have, in tetrad notation 

" Vm; 
n + nom =4+V (yndn +Ö m) 

(7.25) 

for the conformal Killing equations, and 

c 
pq ;. C 

VI + Can1q 
ý 

Vf'm +c 
Pq > 

vl>'n + Cmiq V4; 
p + cmiPQ Vz; 

a 

2 ýnnpQ ý{ V£ L mpa me 
+ nnpr ýýq. + IIq) + Cm 

pat 
+(ý r 

r (7.26) ýýra (ýP, +ý), 

C VL + Cep Vtý -+C VLýn + crtuiL VL 
p; mP ;P 

-'C pq aý'v'¢[Crnp I+ Vim Cmp (ÖnL+rýn) 

+ Cnnr (+ rýp), (7.27) 

for the integrability conditions. In our present work we shall make use 

only of the set of equations (7.25), which become in N-P formalism 

D V, = (6+E) V, - V3 - KV4 

lýva =-+ V2 - VVa +y V4- 

a V3 = V, - Vz - (o(-') V3 

AV 
ý+DV. Vi - (E + E) VV, + . 

(Tr- f) V3 + (i - -t) V4 
, 

(7.28; 

VI + 1) V3 CcL+f3 +itr) V, -KV7 +V3 -p-V4 
SVZ+ 0V3. = -V VI - (oC+ V2- + V3 +1T T, 

V3 + 8VV+10= (p. +µ)Vj -(+ )V2 + (o. -ý3)V3 + (oC-ý3)13, 

where the operators D, ß, S, are defined by 

D 
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We may note in conclusion that the operators defined above satisfy the 

following commutator relations when acting on a scalar function ; 

OD 
- DA)ý= + (E+&)6 (i+rr)äJ (7.29) 

(SD - Dä)4' = [(öc+(a -i) D +Ki-c-ý (7.30) 

D++ (&- ö +f)sJ', (7.31) 

(bS-b5)ý'° CD+ 34' . (7.32) 

2.8 The operator and the spin -s spherical harmonics 

The differential operator ' (usually known as the "thop" operator) appeared 

first in a paper by Newman and Penrose [373 on the Bondi-Metzner-Sachs group. 

It was used there in conjunction with the spin-weighted spherical harmonics 

sYwhich 
for a fixed s form a complete set of orfihonormal spin -s 

functions on the unit sphere. A subsequent survey of the properties of and 

the sYLm appeared in the paper {38] by Goldberg et al. We shall rely heavily 

upon the 'd operator formalism in Chapter 6 of this work and the present 

section gives the pertinent results in preparation for that development. 

. 
On the unit sphere in Euclidean 3-space we introduce the angular coordinates 

8, defined in the. usual way, so that the position vector of a point on 

the sphere is given by 

r= (sin 9 cos, s in8 s iný, cosO). (8.1) 

An orthonmrmal triad (a, b, cJ is defined by 

a= (cos D cost, cos &s in fi ,-s in8) , 
b= (-sind, cost, 0) , (8.2) 

c= (sing cos#, sin8sin#, cos8) 

so that a is tangent to the lines q constant and b is tangent to the 

lines 0= constant, Construct the complex null vector N given by 

N= 
f-1 

(a +ib) s (8.3) 
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which satisfies 

N. N 0., N. N 1 

For many purposes the complex stereographic coordinates on the 

unit sphere make computation more straightforward, and these are defined 

in terms of (8, i) by. 

ecot 9, = e-0 cot 8. (8.4) 

If we introduce a complex vector M chosen so that Re M is tangential to 

Im := constant, and Im M is tangent to Re = constant, it turns out that 

M is related to N defined in (8.3) according to 

M=Ne 1#. (8.5) 

The metric of the sphere in (3', i) coordinates is 

ds2 =P dSd. , 

where 
(8P6) 

P=I (1 

and it follows that the complex vector M takes the form 

M=- 12 P (8.7) 

Analytic coordinate transformations' oi' the ! ̀bbii_is type. 

CL + 

correspond to rotations of the sphere onto itself, and under such a 

transformation we find 

P --ý P' =P ýars (8.8) 

and 
M -p M' , where 

a 
' M= M (8.9) 



From (8.9) it is clear that the coordinate transformation 
. 

I.. . ý' 

produces a rotation of the M vector. 

If 

D4 > bi' = el `r bi (8.10) 

is the result of this coordinate change then we define a quantity ý to 

have spin-weight s if it undergoes the transformation 

V= e'54' z, s an integer 
, (8.11) 

induced by (8.10). 

In (ý, ) coordinates we now define the "thop" operator, acting on a 

quantityq , of spin-weight s, by 

ýn =2 pl -s L 
(P SZ) (8.12) 

where ºý is suitably defined on the unit sphere. The operator is 

invariant (with spin weight unity) under transformations of the coordinate 

system that preserve the form (8.6) of. the metric. That is, 

n' =2 P' 1 -s (P's') = el 
(s1'I (8.13) 

where ºý is of spin-weight s. Thus has the property of raising. the 

spin-weight by 1. 

It is convenient to define also a second operator- by 

1 +S a -S c8. ý4) 
acting on a spin weight s quantity, and it is seen that - has the property 

of lowering the spin-weight by 1. 

Transforming back to spherical polars (Q-, qS) we find that (8.12) and 

(8.14) then take the forms 

äfý = -(S uie)S ýB 
+iSe 

Lsio)) 
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and 

sine., 
(8.16) 

where once again is a quantity having spin-weight s. 

Finally, we wish to express the ' operator formalism in the (x3, xx') 

coordinates introduced in§ 2.5, since it is this coordinate system that 

will be employed in Chapter 6. Operating on the quantity of spin weight s 

we have now 

and 

'cý 
_- cosh x3 3XI .+i 

äx 
-s %sinh x3 (8.17) 

cosh X3 
.. a3-i+S 

rý 5inh x 
l- (, aX axý-) 

The operators - and do not, in general, commute, and we can show that 

($ 2s rý , (8.19) 

where Z is of spin weight s. 

It is natural to use the property of the operator mentioned at (8.13) 

to generate, from the usual spherical harmonics YLm new sets of 

spin-weighted functions, to be denoted by 
SYzm 

(p, ¢), and defined 

according to 

low 

sYlm(, 9# 
(L{s) 

[r(s) !sY(9, ) 

+s s ("1) -s Yam (B, ý) 4` SE0. (L-s)! 

(8.20) 
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For (s 
sYYm 

is not defined. For a fixed value of s the 
sYQm 

form a complete orthonoxmal set , or th. exnansion of continuous, spin- iez : ht S 

Unctions defined on the unit sphere. 

Other properties of the spin-s spherical harlmnics are: 

tip Am - (-1ým+s, 
-sY, -m 

(ii) For all s, with (s(11, 

YS Y. Cm = E(L-s) (L+s+1)] 2 
s+l. 

YAM 

(iii) 
sYxm =-E (L+s) (J-s+1)1 3. 

s-I 
YZm 

(iv) e sytm 
(ý-s) (Z{sß'1) 

sYi-m 

(v) ý'ý 
sm 

ýý+s) ýý"s+1) 
sYIm 

More general versions of (ii) - (v) can be proved, giving 

(s. 21) 

(8.22) 

-.. (8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

(vi) ýP 
s'/-m = [(L-s) (ý s-1)... (ýL-s-P+1)" (Q+s+1) (Q+s+2)... (lý+s+P)ý I 

XS 
+p 

YJ 
m 

(8.26) 

z (vii) Vy (1) a L+s-1 
... 

t+s- +1 +1 Z-s+2 
... 

Q-s+ 
sm-- 

[(Z+s) ()(Q) . (/, -s )()( a) 

)< 
s-q 

Yam 
, (8.27) 

qq , 
2+s+ ! [(.. 

s) ! (9-s-p+q) i 
(viii) psm= (-1) 

s-p). (Q+s)! (/+s+p-q)l 

x 
s+p7jtM (8.28) 

(lam) p3q 
sy 

_ ß_1)q (-s+ (ß+s): (ý+s-q+pý; 
Qm 

. (1-+s-q): (Z-s), . (t-s+q-p)" 
(8.29) 

x 
s-q+p , 

Lm 
. 
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For fixed s, the SYßm are orthogonal with respect to .Q and m as the 

following 'orthogonality relation reveals; 

sYQM sYý, m, 
dS, ö,, (8.30) 

where dS = sin O de d li5 , and integration is over the unit sphere. 

The completeness relation of the sYQm 
for a fixed integer s is given by 

SYLm 
04) 

sY, 2m (et , ýý) _ (cos 6- cos &' (8.31) 
m= ýC 

In conclusion, we write out some of the spin-s spherical harmonics in the. 

(x3. x4). coordinates defined in 92.6 above, since these appear in later 

chapters of this work. 

S=0° Y00 =1 

Ylj 8- sech x3 eix 

°Yto =3 tanh x3 
47 

4 
nY 

3 
sech x3 e- 

ix 
8Tr 

s=1 ty = 
-1 

eix4 (tanhx3+1) 
, Ný3 4 

1 JT3 
tyro =- sech x3 

( 

y _' 
=1 J-e-ix (tanh x3 - 1) 

s= -1 y= 
jii 

elx 
4 

(tann x3 

-1 
ylo 

83 sech x3 

-1 
yl 

-I --13 e-ix (tanh x+ 1) 
4i 
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The following combinations of harmonics are also important: - 

1+ 
oY- tJ 

3 [o; 
I 8Tr' 

sech x3 sin x 

2 
Co Yli - 0y1 -11 

=j sech x3 cos x' , 

E, Y., + FYI =3 (tanh x3 sin x4 -i cos x4) , 4Tr 

- 
[tiYýý 

- Yý_ý' =3 
(tanhii 

x3 cos xý' +i sin x4', , 4 rr" 

-i [Y1 + , ýY1_1J =3 (tanh x3 sin x`. + i cos 
x) 

, 

-1Y11 - -1y1-11 =3 (tanh x3 cos x4' -i sin xý) 
4'fß 

From (8.24) we see that the sY4m are eigenfunctions of the operator 

Taking the particular case s=0, and transforming to (x3, x4) 

coordinates, the eigenvalue equation becomes 

Z 
cosh2' x3 +a oY, ým - -ý(2+1) a YLm 

'I c x4 

in which form it appears in Chapter 5 of the present work. 

2.9 C-K vectors in Euclidean 3-space 

As a simple example of the use of the -operator formalism we shall here 

solve the conformal Killing equations in Euclidean 3-space. The spin -s 

spherical harninics 
sYP-m will be used in the analysis and to facilitate 

this we choose spherical polar coordinates (x', x2, . 
x3) _ (r, 8, O ), so 

that the 3-space nitric gib takes the form 

100 
gij 0 r2 0 (9.1) 

00 rt'sin 9 
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The only. non-vanishing Christoffel symbols are 

1- 

11 1 11= -r 'I= -r sm 7 

r=x= r1 
,r_ -sine cos 

Or 

f= 
cot e 

Selecting a triad of null vectors n1, ml, i according to 

nl =1 

i1+ii 

r sin& 

ý3 ) m=4 (= 

ml =1(-i3) 
rj2 sin& 

enables us to express any vector : '1 in the form 

i` 
ýt mimi_+ coo ni 

where 
ý+ = '8i m' is of spin weight + 1, 

'So = ýS 
i nl is of spin weight 0, 

and "S_ = 'Si ml is of spin weight -1. 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

The operator is connected with covariant differentiation with-respect 

to gib and the following results express this relationship in an explicit 

manner: 

i; j nl 
rr+ 

11J. 

c)i; j niij = 
rJ2 

T 

ml mý _-1 -ý S+ W ml rrý 
1 '_ 

, i; j 
r* 

ml ni 
1 Si; jr rL- ý- +r 'o 
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i; j mlý -xý 
ýý- } ''° 

s 
r 

ijai )_ -i iýa 
i; j nn =ar °' 

'i; j mn 
cir + ýý'ý mn ar 

The conformal Killing equations, 

+ýgýv 

where )_ (r, ý, ý) is the usual conformal factor, can now be re-written 

using the above relationships, to obtain 

car 
7. -4 

)1(r, O, 6) 
'. (9.5) 

rL (rar ýt 
f). 

(9.6) 

ý13o (9.7) 

i=0, (9.9) 

2J-2 - rX(r, % (9.10) 

It is a straightforward matter to integrate these equations. 

Frequent use is made of the properties of -; ý', especially those given 

in (8.22) and (8.23). 

Using (9.8) and the fact that : S} is of spin weight 1 gives 

I+ =a (r) t Y,, +b (r) t Ylo +c (r) Y, 
-, 

(9.11) 

where a, b, c are arbitrary complex functions of r. ''i is a real vector, 

so 

:+ ý- 
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leads to 

(9.12 ) Yu Cr) Y(0 + (r) 
-, 

Y,., 

which satisfies (9.9) identically. 

From (9.6) and (9.8) we have 

Noting that S. is real and-of spin weight zero then gives 

'3o =d oo 
(r) , Yoo +d1, (r) 

oY i+d, o (r) oYo + d, 
_, 

(r) 
0Y1 _1 , (9.13) 

where d00, dio are real and the complex functions d11 , d, 
_, 

satisfy 

ä� - -a, . ̂, . 
(9.14) 

Substitution of (9.11) and (9.13) into (9.6), followed by comparing 

coefficients in the 
sYjm gives 

v 
d,, (r) =r a(r) - a(r) , 
d� (r) =rb (r) -b (r) 

d, 
-, 

(r) =r c(r) - c(r) , 

w1ere " denotes 7. Using (9.14) leads to the restriction 

c (r) ä (r) + Fr 

where a(r) is a complex function of r and F is a complex constant.. 

Similarly, using the fact that d jo is real leads to 

b (r) = u(r) +j Er , (9.16) 

where u(r) is a real function of r and E is a real constant. 

Substitution of (9.5) into (9.10) gives 

212% -2r. 2r-L' 
3r 
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Using (9.11 - . 13), (9.15) and (9.16) leads to the following equations for 

a (r) ,u (r) and d, 0 (r); 

r a- a+ 1F=0, 

ru-u=0, 

doo - rd., =0, 

from which 

t a (r) = Ar +2 Fr +C 

u (r) =2 Br% + D, 

d0Q(r) = Gr , 

where F. A, C are complex constants and B, D, G are real constants: 

The final solutions take the form 

- (2. Arg +22 Fr + C) 1YI, + Bra iEr + D) , Y, 0 +- Arg' + 2Fr -. ý) 
1Y1 _1 , 

ý_ - (-? Arg- + 21 Fr - C) Br + 1Er - D) 
-r ip + (i. Ar + IFr + C)Ji 

ýo ° Gr 0Y0o + (z Are - C) OYn + . 
(i Brl - D) OYIo + (-i Arm + G) 0Y1 -i " 

There are three complex parameters A, C, F, and four real parameters 

B, D, E, G in this solution, giving, as we should expect, a 10-parameter 

family of C-K vectors. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MIN}DWSKI SPACE-TIME - THE INFINITESI AL 

GONBDRMAL MOTIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter lays the foundation for subsequent development by solving 

the conformal Killing equations in Minkowski space-time with N-U type 

coordinates. A basis for the space of conformal Killing vectors is used 

to construct the operators in the Lie algebra. of the conformal group and 

the honDmorphisns of this Lie algebra with the algebras of SO(2,4) and 

SU(2,2) are exhibited. The consequent local isomorphisms between the 

Minkowski space conformal group, SO(2,4) and SU(2,2), are of importance 

in the physical interpretation of the conformal group and in the 

construction of twistors, each of which fours the subject of a later; - 

chapter in this work. 

3.2 The conformal Killing equations and their solution 

In Chapter 2 we presented the conformal Killing equations in N-P formalism 

and also gave the tetrad vectors and spin coefficients for Minkowski space 

with N-U type coordinates. This material is now used to find the general 

conformal Killing vector 8-"of Minkowski space. The tetrad components of 

, rare written in the form 

V, = L= f A4 =V (2. la) 

V, (2. lb) 

V3 -r ( '3 +i ßt'4 ), (2 . lc) 
r cosh x3 

V4 -r ý3 - (2. ld) r2 
cosh x3 
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The appropriate conformal Killing equations are 

DV1 =D (2.2a). 

DVx+4 V, -IO (2.2b) 

D V3 + 6Vs =IVs , (2.2c) 

AVa=O (2.2d) 

S V3 =- sinn X3 V (2.2e) 
rJ - 

SV2. +t Vg = -CVs (2.2f) 

3_ 
V, +_£V4=r Va -z0-rV2 +SinhX V, + SinhXV (2.2g) 

rF r12 

(2.2g) 

where the notation of Chapter 2 for differential operators has been used. 

We have also 
. 
-SA 

2(-g) '. 

and putting -g =r4. sech4 x3 we find 

+rýý- 23 tanhx3 . (2.3) 

From (2.2a) we have in8nediately 
0 

(u, xA) (2.4) 

where we use 0 to indicate functions independent of Y. 

It follows then from (2.2c) that 
3 

r-ý. cosh-x' 3 (2.5) 

and I: -' cosh' x3 4 (2.6) 

Using (2.4,5, 6) in (2.3) gives 

9ý -f 
2S2-+ 
T 

°r 13 91 + L13 + 
°ý° 3 9)4 -2 tann x- 

"ý of 
r cosh2x3(ýi334S, 4k. 

)" 

(2.6a) 

(2.2b) can now be written as 

ärEz-10- 
0S)l 

' 
and substitution of the above expression for 0 leads to 

ac-2 ý'I =A+ (2.7) 
t3T. 

7 
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Cý oý eI 0 
where A= 311+ 9)ý -1-2y3 tanh x3 (2.8) 

oa 
and B=- cash x3(03ýýý (2.9) 

(2.7) integrates to give 
x=1 rz - Ar - 2B . (2.10) 

This completes the integration of the "radial equations" (2.2 a, b, c). - 

The remaining equations of the set (2.2) give conditions on the r-independent 

functions appearing in (2.4,5,6,10).; 

(2.2d) gives 

9 
it 

and substitution of (2.10), followed by equating coefficients in powers 

of r, leads to three conditions; 
93 

0, (2.11) 

9+A, r = 0, (2.12) 
or 

A} &), - 13, r - 0. (2.13) 

In a similar way, (2.2e) leads to 

913-. §T)-4. = 0, 

9)L4 C3 = 0., 

of of 
cosh x3 ( 9,33- 9044) +2 sinh x3 9) 3=0, 

and cosh x3 1154 
+ sinh x3 g, 4 = 0. 

(2.2f) gives 

2 01 S)3 - B, 3 =0, 

2 ;y 
- B, 4 = 0, 

og ýaj31 ` A, 3 = 0, 
of 9) 41 - A, 4. = 0, 

cosh Z x3 
1 03 t, 
3 - F,. = 0, 

and cosht x3 
, 

-4 0. 

Finally, (2.2g) yields the condition 

_E3 - ! 4z 2 ý3 tanh x3 =2 

From (2.10) and (2.6a), 

4r gý - 2A +2E, 1 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 
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Then the right-hand side of (2.24) becomes 

rA-rB 0 

113 ýý 
+2'3 tanh x3 + r-1 cosh2x3 (I )J3 + 

where (2.8), (2.9) have been employed. We can easily show that the left-hand 

side of (2.24) is equal to the same expfession, and hence that (2.24) is 

identically satisfied. 

In summary then, there are thirteen equations (2.. 11) -. (2.23) giving 

restrictions on the form of A, B that appear in (2.4,5,6,10). 

The details of the integration of these equations are relegated to 

Appendix 1. The final result, depending on 15 real parameters, gives the 

general conformal Killing vector ras 

I= sech x3 sin x4 rau' + bu + c] + sech x3 cos x4'[du7, + eu + f] 

hu. 

1=- sech x3 sin x1 [a(u2' + Zur + 2r1) + b(u + r) + c] - sech x3_cos x4 
[d(u + 2ur + 2r=) + e(u + r) + fJ - tann x3 f g(u2 ± Zur + 2r1) 

+h (u + r) + j7 + 2kr (u + r) +tr, 

3= sinh x3 sin x4-[a(2u +r-Iu -)+ b(1 +r u) + cr`'J 

+ sieh x3 cos xJ (2u +r-luf) +e (l + r-ý u) + fr '3 -g (2u + r`1 ü) -h (I + r-1 u) 

jr +n cosh x'' cos x' -p cosh x3 sin x``, 

cosh x3 cos x4 r-a(2u + r-1 ul) -b (l + r-' u) - cr-'J 

+ cosh 
x sin x 

rd(2u + r-1 uý) +e (l + r-1 u) + fr-] +n sinh x3 sin x4' 

+psinhx3cosxw +q 

It is convenient for subsequent manipulation and physical interpretation 

to have the conformal Killing vectors expressed in terms of Minkowskian 

coordinates (t, x, y, z). The transformation from N-U type coordinates 

has been given in Chapter 2 and leads to the following components for the 

general conformal Killing vector; 
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%I =-2aty - by -- 2dtx -- ex f 2gtz - hz +k (tZ + x2' + yz + za) +. It + m, (2.25a) 

S% _ -2axy - d(t2 + xz - yz - za) - et -f+ 2gxz + 2kxt + 'x + nz - qy, (2.25b) 

ý3 = -a(tz +yz- xz - z2, ) - bt -c- 2dxy + 2gyz + 2kty +e y- pz + qx, (2.25c) 

j4 = -2ayz - 2dxz +g (t" +z2- xz - yz) + ht +j+ 2ktz +Zz- nx + py. (2.25d) 

We select the following 15 vectors as a basis for the space of conformal. 

Killing vectors; (the table below gives contravariant components) 

(1,0,0,0) 

(0,1,0,0) 

(0,0,1,0) 2 
f3 = (0,0,0,1). , 
14 = (x, t, 0,0) 

e 

ýs (Y, O)t, O) , 

9v " (Z, o, O, t) , 

f, _ (0, Y, -x, O) , 

(°, °, z)-Y) 

f,, (t, X, Y, z) , 
ýrý = (Z Eta + xx + Yz f ZU, tx, tY, tz) , 

z+ tt 

(Yt, yx, 2, fyz f to - x2 - z)Z) , 
ý, = (zt, zx, zy, AEz zt t= - x% - YzJ)- 

3.3 The Lie algebra of the flat-space conformal group. 

From the basis vectbiDgiven above we construct the following 15 differential 

operators 
/. ' XA - 

SA 
Txý ,A=0,1,..., 14. (3.1) 

Each operator generates a finite conformal transformation given by 

x'` = exp Cep XA) x 

where exp (EX) =I + eX + Tý X,, + ... 

(3.2) 

and C-A is an infinitesimal parameter. 'These finite transformations will 

be written down later and their physical significance will be discussed. 

For the present we are concerned only with the XA operators. It may be 

demonstrated that these form a Lie algebra. 

The conumitator of two such operators is defined in the usual way: - 
t XA, XB) XAXB - XBXA (3.3) 

The commutation relations have been calculated and are presented in the 

table on page 58. It is straightforward to verify that the vector space 
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7 

of the XA gives a Lie algebra under the bracket operation defined in (3.3) 

The axionis for a Lie algebra appeared in Chapter 2 .) Apart from changes of 

nomenclature the commutator table given here is identical with the table 

of Hill [39] 

The structure of the above Lie algebra is neatly expressed in tensor 

formalism if we introduce the following elements as a basis [401 : - 

L/, '. v = 2i' x 3.1 
, (3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

D=i Xa . (3.4c) 
K, =i [z x, x% - (xC xa) c%. 

] 
. (3.4d) 

The operators XA of (3.1) are related to those of (3.4) according to 

L, 1 = iX7 , L62 = iXg , L03 = iXq 

L« = iX 
' 

L, 3 = iX. 
, 

L13 = iX, 

PA' = iX, 
, 1LL = 0,1,2,3, D =-ix ,0 

KO = iXI, 
, Kt _ -iX, 1 , Kz K= -iX, 4. 
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Commutation relations for the operators XA =1a. 

fx0, X, ] 

fxn, 
X1] =o 

1 
11 

x3J 

fXo, X3} ýr)Xý Ikt, xý [Xe, X1r)=o 11X4-1--Xi 
ýX., xJ =X1 1X3, xr . 

[X,, x5] 
=0 1X1, X5l =-x3 ý1) X9 

=: o [x%, X5l -X, 
K, XS} =x6 

{Xo, x41 -0 [1, x; ] ý() N2) X) =-X3 
N, x =Xz ýk1 xxI =-XS 

[Xs, X2 =X4 

1x,, x7] =x, [x,, X. =x, Q2., X, ] (;, xJ =o (4. ) xj =xÜ [Xs, X, ] =x, [X� X, ] 
LXo, XQ =xi [x, 

1 
XfJ =O L L, x@ =X, 3, X =o ý4-, x6J =-X7 '(f, ^!! 

_ 
=O 

[X(., )(] =Xq 

fxo, xq) -X3 fX,, Lü lýX -O EX3, X =Xo D(4,4 =0 ýr, Xý X, o3 =-X8 
[XO, X1 } =Xc f 

1) X, ý =Xr X1, XcJ =X1 [x,, XcJ =X3 =o rxg, )q =lo 
[Xn, X4 =2X, o 

f 
,, Xj =2X7 ý2, )ýý =2Xg ý3, XrJ =2X; t 

[C4, ms E2cr, Är =O CX6, XJ =O 
[X�, X11] =2X1 Xj =2Xro CI, Ail -2Yy�ýl, X, 11 =-2 ýI� XA =X, s r, xý =Xi1. ý&, Xtz 

[Xo, X, i =M U t I, X13j =2X1, ýI, x1 =2X, n 
ý3, ) =-24 ý41 Yj =-Xtt 4 x13\ =O ý6, xi =X+4 

[x0, X, j =2X1 (X1) Xicsj =2X5 [Xl, X] =2XE, ý3' Xt2 =2X, ß X4a) +ý =O EXs, Xij =-X, ý 
ýXý, ý =-Xr3 

[X,, Xj =-x� 
,, x4] =-x5 k; 4 =--xy, 

[X7, )c;; [X8, aJý =O fX 
, )c 

[X 7) Xr, 
rJ 3 ,) `XfL. 

ýXro X, ý =brt 
[X7, 

)Y2, -X11 
1 

CM0114i3 
=Xi2 

CXl!, 
X 

2) -V 

ý71 x13, 4) [X8ý 
=X, 1 

[X9, YY3] =O [X )c3) =`Y3 
[XI1, XJj3 

1X7) , =O [X9, 
lX�, x, =X, � 

CXIO, )w] =X, 4 [X« 
e Xlii = 

Ux, 2, x3 =lo 
Exil, ÄJ =O [ a, ) ]ý 
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In terms of the basis (3.4) the coiunutation relations become 

ILJ Lwv! -i (gA, 
" 

Lxv gxý LAv + gxvLap. - gay, Lki, ) ' (3.5a) 

[PA 
, L, xj =I (g,,, 

t 
P, - ga v µ) ' 

(3.5b) 

IKA, L, =i (g, \Kv - gav K) (3.5c) 

CKM, PyI = 2i (gP, v D - Lý, v) ' 
(3.5d) 

[P I =0 , 
(3.5e) 

[K,,,,, K9] =0 , 
(3.5f) 

CDC Pýý =i Pý (3.5g) 

CD hýuj =-i Ký., (3.5h) 

LD, L,. ] = 0. (3.5i) 

The finite transformations generated by the XA have been given by many 

writers e. g. [41,42 ý. We shall take them in the form 

xý = L" , x", where L'"y Ike = gyp, . 
(3.6) 

Xw x, ̀ + aA (3.7) 

x/" = ý x, ", e constant (> 0) , 
(3.8) 

. 
Xý. = XP- - (x. X) c, ''- (3.9) 

1-2 c. x + (c. c) (x. x) 

where we use u. v = i. try for the Minkowski scalar product. In subsequent 

work we shall use C to denote this group of transformations. 

The honogeneous Lorentz group (3.6) is generated by ), XS, X6 (Lorentz 

rotations) and X,, (spatial rotations). The translations (3.7) are 

generated by X0, X1, XL, X3. The dilatations (3.8) are generated by X10 

and finally the "special conformal transformations" (3.9) are generated by 

X� 
, 

X, 
.0 

X1b 
, 

X, 

(3.6) and (3.7) together give the inhonogeneous Lorentz group (also known 

as the Poincare group), and this group, augmented by the dilatations (3.8), 

gives the Weyl group. 
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ihereas the physical significance of the Poincaree group is well understood, 

the interpretation of the dilatations and (most especially) the conformal 

transformations (3.9), has been debated often in the literature, e. g. [41,43]. 

We shall discuss some of the suggestions in Chapter 7 of the present work. 

3.4 The honDuorphism between SO (2 , 4) and the flat-space conformal group. 

In this section we shall demonstrate that there exists a homomorphism 

between the Lie algebras of SO(2,4) and the Minkowski space conformal group C. 

Let yA, A=0,..., 5 be the coordinates of a 6-dimensional space with "metric 

tensor" GAB given by 

GAB = diag (1,1, -1, -1, -1, -1). (4.1) 

The group of transformations on the that preserves the quadratic form 

GAB yA yB is the psido-orthogonal group 33(2,4). We use GAB to lower 

suffices in the usual way, and then we may write 

MAB = 2i YCAaBa 

A, B=O,..., 5 

for the generators of infinitesimal transformations of SC )(2,4). 

(4.2) 

The com utation relations between the MAB may be expressed in the form 

rh1AB, D1®I =i (GBC h1AD 7 GAC MBD + GM MBc - GiJ MAG) (4.3) 

We demonstrate that a homorrorphism exists between the Lie algebras of C 

and SO(2,4) by exhibiting the correspondence between the operators (3.4) 

and (4.2) in an explicit manner. 

Po <-' m, o - mit, Ko M'o + m: o 

P, ' -Iý1r3 + D9x3 K . ý--ý -M - bS: s 

P2 b1, ß - M. K1EM, s + 1ý11s 

P3 bl14 - M2 K 11,4 +M 24 

I'o, ý-3' -Mo3 I', z <-> 

LG, <-> kilos L, 3 ' -M 

Loa` Mo4. L144' -M, týs 
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lt is straightforward then to verify that the commutation relations (3.5) 

become identical with (4.3). 

From the homQmorphism of the Lie algebras of C and SO(2,4) it follows that 

there exists a local isomorphism between the corresponding Lie groups. 

This will be of in ortance in Chapter 7 when the question of physical 

interpretation is discussed. 

3.5 The homomorphisrn between SU(2 , 2) and SO (2,4) 

In this section we shall consider SU(2,2) as the group of 4x4 complex 

matrices U satisfying 

UtG U=G (5.1) 

and 
det U=1, (5.2) 

where t denotes the hermitian conjugate and 

G= diag (1, -1, -1,1) 

Matrices of SU(2,2), acting on the vector space of complex 

4-vectors , preserve the hermitian form 

IfiG fT G (5.4) 

where U! 

Let U=I+EV (5.5) 

represent (to first order in the infinitesimal parameter E ), an 

infinitesimal operator of SU(2,2). Then the "pseudo-unitary" condition 

(5.1) requires 

(I +. V)f G (I +E V) = G, 

from which follows the condition 

E (GV + Vt G) + O(E) =0. 

We demand then that the generators V of the infinitesimal transformations 

satisfy Vý _ -GVG -1 (5.6) 
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From the condition of unino dularity (5.2) we find, on using the well-known 

identity 0441 

dot (I +6V) =1 + 6Tr V +0(E), 

that the matrices V must be trace-free; 

TrV=O (5.7) 

The set of 4x4 complex matrices satisfying (5.6) and (5.7) forms a 

15-dimensional vector space over the reals. We now write down a basis 

Val 
'a=1,2,..., 

15 for this space and note that with a bracket operation 

define d, by 

I Va, Vb J= VaVb - VbVa 

the space forms a Lie algebra. Then we show that this algebra is 

homorraorphic with the Lie algebra of SO (2,4) by giving explicitly the 

correspondence between the basis elements in the two algebras. 

As a guide in selecting a basis for the Lie algebra of SU(2,2) it was 

helpful to first write down the sixteen 4x4 matrices that span the 

complete matrix ring 11z1. This was done simply from an examination of the 

Clifford algebra C4, since it is known [28] that the matrix representation 

of C 4. is isowrphic with the full matrix ring MI,. 

We utilise the Pauli matrices and the 2x2 identity matrix, labelled as 

follows, 

1 0_ 01z_0id10 (5.8) 
01i0 -i 00 -1 

in order to condense the expression of 4x4 matrices as Kronecker products. 

A basis f VQ, }for the Lie algebra of SU(2,2) is 

VI _ý arg Xpo VV _ O'zx0-1 

V3 =2 cgxo ve =y C-1 xat 

V4 2 Oxý Vq =Ox Ti 

Vs =2 3XClo Vo =-ý aX 

where xd enotes Kranecker product of matrices. 

V� _ 0-o x 0-1 

V,,. _ Zr. x b-1 

Via = ,2ý; x 03 

V, ti = 27 o-ý. x Cri 

V, a =2X Cri 

(5.9) 



In calculating comnutators of the Va it is useful to have the following 

relations available: - 

[0) X0k, ýýXQ" -2i (SkmEj InO On xO+ SALE Q'o xý"n) , 
CQ'x0.0, Cr, xo) _ -2i 6 (5.10) 

i jln CrnX4v 

Q-., x 4-n [c-s x 0"k, . 0". xciml_ -2l C, lum 

Pro xcrk'- ýI-xo-ol 0 

where ))= 0,..., 3 and i, j etc. = 1,2,3. 

In deriving(5.10) one makes use of the following properties of the Pauli 

matrices: - 
10-j, crk] =-21Ej kt Olt 

, 

and ("J 6-k "' O-k O'j =2Sjk ao . 

The relations (5.10) make it clear that the Va form a Lie algebra under 

the bracket operation 

[VoVb i= Va b- VbVa. 

The correspondence of the Va with the operators MAB of 90(2,4) is given by 

VI E-3 -ib112. 

V2 C-4 412.3 

V3 zs 

V4. "ý--v ß`7z4. 

Vs M 13 

V4 -Mss 

V, -M,. 

V9 c---a -1M3s 

Vq -iM34 

10 46 -S 

Vif <-> -im04 

v! a. <' iNlos, 

V, 6: ) il103 

V 14 -m01 

v157 z-ý M03. 

(5.11) 

Using (5.10) it is straightforward to verify that the coinnutation relations 

of the Va are precisely those of the Lie algebra. of 33(2,4) given in (4.3). 

We have shown that the Lie algebra of SU(2,2) is horiorrorphic with the Lie 

algebra of SO(2,4). This indicates that there exists local isomorphism 

between the groups SU(2,2) and SO(2,4), a fact which has been fruitfully 

exploited by Penrose in his development of Maistor algebra 
[9 

- 12] . 
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CHAPTER 4 

MINIDWVSKI SPACE-TIME - THE FINITE 

GONIORMA. L TRANSFORMATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This diapter looks in detail at the finite transformations of the Minkowski- 

space conformal group. The work of section 4.2 had its origin in some 

remarks of Gürsey [45], but the present treatment gives a mathematically 

deeper approach and some detailed forms of the composition properties that 

are believed not to have appeared previously in the literature. The 

remaining sections are devoted to two important representations of the 

Aiinkowski-space conformal group, arising from the homonrrphisms that exist 

between C, SO(2,4) and SU(2,2). Once again, the treatment here is more 

comprehensive than in previous accounts, especially in the work on the SU(2,2) 

representation. 
4.2 Composition properties of the conformal transformations 

The infinitesimal operators of the Lie algebra considered in Chapter 3 

generate a sub-group of the full conformal group of Minkowski space; 

viz that part of the full group connected with the identity. It is this 

restricted conformal group that we study here. The elements of this 

transformation group are given in the form 

L (L) : x1µ = L'"v x'', where Lv L, = gve , 

3 (a) 

(p) 

(c) 

X'-"_x"`+aw i 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

xý' = xý e constant, (2.3) 

x, µ _ x. ` - c1" (X. X) 
' where 0"(x) =1-2c. x+ cAx. 1. (2.4) 

0" (x) 

The notation u. v =u vv for Minkowski scalar product has been used, and u2' 

denotes u. u. 
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(2.1) are the transformations of the homogeneous Lorentz group. (2.1) 

together with the translations. (2.2) give the inhonogeneous Lorentz group 

(often called the Poincare group). Including the dilatations (2.3) with 

the previous transformations gives the group generally referred to as the 

WVeyl group. Finally, including the special conformal transformations (2.4) 

With the transformations of the Weyl group gives the conformal group 

(restricted in the sense explained above). 

As. examples of transformations of the full conformal group which are 

excluded frone the restricted group we give the reflections and the "inversion" 

transformation 
0 

X1O `x 
XQc Xc 

1 
xll _ -X 

xCZ x 
(2.5) 

ansf o '2iation is noL continuous the identity and consequently has no infinitesimal 

generator in the Lie algebra. However, the I transformation is important 

in providing a link between the special conformal transformations and the 

translations, since we can show that 

(c) =JJ (-co, cl) 
J (2.6) 

(a proof is given in Appendix 2). 

It may be verified that the operations cD, 
ý, L 

commute (with, however, 

different values of the parameters). 

Explicitly, we have, 

ý_(L) 3 (a) = 3r (L, "v ay) 
4(L) 

(or equivalently, f (b) . (L) = (L) J (A,,. Y)) 

(L) Ao_ J) (e) d-(L) 

The invers ion ý 
commutes With cV and 

d- but not with Y. 

We have 

and CL y) ý. 
_ ýK v) 

, 

where K""'. ° Loo Loa 

-Li 
0 

Li j' 
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it follows that the sp cial conformal transformations/S commute with 

and 
Lbut not with 

i. 

We note also the following results on products of transformations; 

(a(., ) _ (+a) )' (2.12) 

ý((ýý)ý(('ý,. ) = ý(eý(z) (2.13) 

(L) 
. 
(M) _ (L d ý`1 y) (2.14) 

Jj=I, the identity transformation, 

and -J (a)'(b) -''(a + b) . (2.15) 

Although J does not commute with ZI, it is possible to express a 

transformation Sij in the form d3 
obi 

f) in which i appears once only. 

The parameters of operations in this identity are obtained after a tedious 

calculation (given in Appendix 2); 

4 a/' aQoi S 
ý1 (at) J= 

ý(L'ýv) ( 
aU/ 

1j 
ýJ 

a 

1a a} ýla a, 4 a aa. a, ac 

where L", =2aa02a aj 

ao' äßc a°ýaa 

2a i 
ao Ci, 2ai 

adaa 
Cý 

a°c a oc 

ev can be shoran to be the matrix of a Lorentz transformation. 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

The rrost general confonnal transformation of our restricted conformal 

group may be written in the form 

(2.18) 
since it is clear that-s takes the form o9l 

Jý, 
where has one of the 

following decompositions; ( ný ý(k )n, (1-)nJ, -'(Jd)nJ, and it is 

straightforward to show that each of these expressions for X 
reduces to 

the form 'ý F J. With -6 in the form (2.18) the explicit dependence of 

the general conformal transformation on 15 parameters is easily displayed: -- 

-6 _ 
2(e) £ (L" vJ (b°`) J l(a)9) maps xl"'- x'' according to 

o 
X' = 

x2' + 2a x+ a2' 

[Loo [x° + a° + b° (x 2- +2a. x+ 
. 

- 
L°1Cxl - al + bl(x2 + 2a. x + a2)1 ) 
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xI + 2a. x +a= 
L1oLx J-1o Qo(x + 2a. x + aL 

+ L'. C 
-xi 

.- 
a3 + b3 (x + 2a. x + (2.19) 

The law of composition for two --9 transformation 

(1 5 (a) 

and -ýý (Ly)ýý)ýý()) 

is given by 

---ýa (L K hi v) K0( Mg )x 
M. mv 

¢ 
ao +mi_ ml 

J (1 m mý 
i) m 

aßL `c 
dµ Lo j0- where m= +bK yý(LO (ý) i (2.20) 

er (r) 
-L' Ll ' 
(. ) o (r) J 

and rt y= 2m° o . 2m°m. 

m°Sn 
1m 

2mmo i 2mlm. 
\mmc& 

m° m 

The "physical'sub-groups of the conformal group do not emerge from (2.18) 

in a straightforward way. We find that the d, J, and cOtrans formations 

appear as certain limiting cases; 

x, o 
(L4,, = lim 

1) (L Iii v) (-m 1 
in M. 

m-'o m`tlnal m`rmd, m mac 

(2) = 
lim 

CD 
1 (`i v) j (-m )j a (ä 

+m al -m 
ml 

M ýo mml m`c m- 

() =l im. (Rfln) (M v) ý (-ma) (2.21) 
m--> o 

Lou 
m°5ný m`ýnýc 

where AS v and i/ Lhave been given in (2.20). 

Finally, the special conformal transformations 
4arise 

as a particular case 

of (2.18) in the form 

cJ (-mo, ml) = cý Kl 
(hl v) (2.22) 

mma mmý i19 mac 
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the above results show that if we wish to retain contact with the 

physical significance of the parameters in a conformal transformation, it 

is convenient to write 
(m) y mo m1 

-ý = (L M v) (-m ) cJ 
(mn1 

11c ' m° 
(2.23) 

for the general form of the transformation. 

4.3 A representation of the flat-space conformal group in a projective 

space of five dimensions. 

We set up a mapping froniNinkowski space m. onto a certain hyperquadric Q in 

the five-dimensional projective space PS . The usual Minkowskian coordinates x, .M 

0 ... 3 are adopted in Land we choose hoirn eneous coordinates `i 

ýu, = 0, ... ,3 in PS . Consider the mapping xµ-ß ( '; ý; (EJ 
given by 

=Xµ- =XX S3Iw (3.1) 

where the scalar product uses the Minkowski space metric g, v = diag (1, -1, -1, -1) 

Evidently the hyperquadric QCP. is given by 

gµ. ý- §c-s= ý" (3.2) 

We consider now the image in Q of the hypersphere 

(X/""- ä") (x, -ate) =k (3.3) 

in7Q. Under (3.1) we find that (3.3) becomes 

4-C ý`ý °C c SoC) +k °ý sr=o, (3.4) 

where 04 is the image in Q of the point a'" in7. Thus, the image in P5- of 

the hypersphere (3.3) is the intersection of Q with the hyperplane (3.4). 

The null-cones of fin, are given by (3.3) with k = 0, so the image in P$. - of 

the null-cone w ith vertex a, " inTyi is given by the intersection of Q with 

the hyperplane 

+ oC4) =0, (3.5) 

where c/- is the image in Q of a'" in`Iit. We note that (3.5) is just the 
4 hyperplane tangent to Q at the point (I; ä, c) 

. 
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The following siq)le change of coordinates in P 

S- 9 
o rý (3.6) 

brings (3.2) to the form 

(()' +. (i )i - (2'- )z - (ý)2 - (ý)z -. (f), =01 (3.7) 

which shows the importance of the group 0(2,4) in the algebraic structure 

we are here investigating. The homonnrphism between the conformal group 

of Minkowski space and the group )(2,4) has been denonstrated in Chapter 3. 

We shall exploit this fact in the following paragraphs. 

The conformal transformations in in arise in PS as the linear homogeneous 

transformations on the* 
A, A= which leave (3.7) invariant. 

These transformations take the form 

A EA A QA ; A, A' = 0,1,..., 5, (3.8) 

with 
A' $ý FA GA' B' B GAB ' (3.9) 

where k is a real constant and 

GAB = GA, B' = diag (1,1, -1, -1, -1, -1). (3.10) 

We follow a method similar to that of Dirac [46], by identifying a 

particular point of Q with the point at infinity in'? l. Our choice is the 

point (1,0,0,0,0,1), where the coordinates in P. are now the 2A defined 

in (3.6). It will be shown that the transformations in P. - that leave this 

point invariant correspond to the J, 1 and c transformations in1n, whilst 

transformations in PS that do not possess this property correspond to J 

and 'd trans formations OIL 

The point (1,0,0,0,0,1) of Q is invariant under a transformation of the 

form (3.8) if and only if the polar hyperplane of this point with respect 

to Q is invariant. This hyperplane is given by 

S 
22 
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We shall find the nest general transformation (3.8) which preserves (3.7) 

and (3.11).. Suffices A, B etc. range over 0,1,..., 5 ; suffices a, b etc. 

range over 1,..., 4 and we shall use the Minkowskian metric gab = diag 

(1, -1, -1, -1) to lower small Roman suffices in the usual way. Firstly, we 

set dorm the most general transformation that preserves the expressions 

GA B QAB and It has the form 

a' 
-naa 

a+ (ýs- 2) Saar a 

C1 ºýO1 = 'f Ib0 (3.12) 

25 +', 01 ` ('2s+ 2 c) + 2/` db ýaý 
a to 

b+ (ºýS- 2) 'ý Za 

where 
b' 

i aga'b1A b =gab (3.13) 

The general transformation that preserves the expression. GAB, 2A and the 

equation (3.11) is given by the product of transformation (3.12) with a 

transformation of the form 

A' 

1S' 1 °' =X (q Sq °) 
1 (3.14) 

where A is a real-valued parameter. 

"Ihre erst general transformation that preserves the equations (3.7) and 

(3.11) is given by the product of transformations (3.12) and (3.14) with 

a transformation of the form 

ýA ý 
Aý (3.15) 

vdüere/k is a real constant. 

In order to examine the transformations induced in m by the transformations 

(3.12) 14,1S) in Q we re-introduce the I4inkowskian coordinates x' given by 

30 
x° .1 

so, xI =s1o, x=s3o, x=s 0(3. 
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It is straightforward men to show that (3.12) induces an inhonngeneous 

Lorentz transformation in stand that (3.14) induces a dilatation inrl(. 

(3.15) merely expresses the fact that homogeneous coordinates in P. are 

defined only up to a factor; it induces no transformation of the Minkowski 

coordinates. Thus we see that the transformations (3.8) which leave the 

point (1,0,0,0,0,1) invariant induce the WYeyl group in Minkowski space7l. 

Of the transformations which do not leave the point (1,0,0,0,0,1) invariant 

we say little here, except to remark that the "inversion" transformation 
3 is induced by the transformation 

2s'+2ý'°-(2s-2O) > 
in Q, and that the transformation in Q which induces a special conformal 

transfonnation Sin Ili, may be written down by making use of (3.12), (3.17) 

and (2.6). 

Since the point (1,0,0,0,0,1) of Q is identified with the point at infinity 

in Minkoi: wski space, we can identify the intersection of Q and the hyperplane 
S- 0=0 (or Ks'=-O) as the null-cone of the point at infinity. In this 

sense we have "compactified" the Minkowski space to produce the manifold 
described by Penrose [47] and used by him in his development of the algebra 

of tv. istors. 

4.4 A representation of the flat-space conformal group in a space of 

complex skew-s} netric tensors. 

Consider the action of the elements of the matrix group S[J(2,2) on the space 
Z of complex 4-vectors. Let z' , /, i= 0,... 

,3 be the components of zeZ. 
Under a transformation U-", " E SU(2,2), the z'" transform according to 

zIIIL =U z'", (4.1) 

where /Pf 
uý ý';, A, - 

Uy -ß, µv (4.2) 
/ det U/-4,,. =1 (4.3) 

and. Gµ� = diag (1, -1, -1,1). (4.4) 
`ý 
.r 



The invariant hermitian form of SU(2,2) is 

z, " Gy zV Z ZQ - z' z1 - z' zX +z3 z3 , z, z r- Z. 

(,, t) (ý1 (Z) 11111) (1) (L) (1) (2) (i) 

From Z we generate the space Z(2_1 of skew-symmetric rank 2 tensors in the 

usual way [483 
. The components with respect to a suitable basis, of a 

typical element qeZ may be written. 

qµv =z (i) - (1 
zV Cä1 'üYýEZ. 

(4.5) 
(I IA 

The transformation (4.1). in Z induces the transformation q-, -q' in Z4 with 

q'Gi =UrUy q'u' . 
(4.6) 

The product transformation I9 U of U: z-- z' = Uz and IV: z-* z' = Wz in Z 

induces in Z) the transformation 

q" yý _ (1 J) (Uf', q(4.7) 

There is a certain invariant of Z(2) preserved under the map induced in Z 

by any unimodular map of Z into itself. We consider the well-known identity. 

1, s Uµ Uy Ue Un. = Ef ieedet (Up), (4.8) 

given, for example, in [49] 
. Multiplying both sides of (4.8) by 

ýý 
(ý 

ýe 
`2ý , where Z. 

tz 
are arbitrary vectors of Z, gives 

Ti) 
V. 14, 'ze, i) = det (U ) Eye e- üiz zj) (4.9) 6,410x, cc 

where use has been made of (4.1). 

Now E, wy eo- 
ý?, 

"(i) l1) 
C1) 2µy (')e (ý) 

n 
t=1 (ty () 

, tic Y 2eý`y 
; (z q 

v 
_T yeor qµ q e°ý 

=2 (qot qzs + q02. q31 + q3 q'2 

so we see from (4.8) that when U is unimodular, the expression 

4(q) (q 'q3+qz+ q03 q'2) (4.10) 
is invariant under the transformation induced in Z) by U in Z. 

The representation space that we introduce now will be shown to carry a 

representation of 90(2,4), and so, because of the horromorphism between this 

group and the conformal group C, it also carries a representation of C. 

Define the sub-space/` C Z) to consist of those elements qE 
Z 

with 
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components satisfying-_. 

q2 = qo, 'ä3 Q02. 'a 
12. ,. aal (4.11) 

n 
We show that A is an invariant sub-space under maps induced in Z() by 

operations of SU(2,2) in Z. 

The general matrix element of SU(2,2) may be decomposed as the -product. _of. 
six "elementary" matrices, to be defined below, and a certain diagonal 

matrix. By "elementary" matrix we mean-one that describes a transformation 

confined to a particular plane of the space Z. For example, U11 denotes the 

operator of rotation in the z1 -. z1 plane. Recalling the way in which the 

invariant hermitian form of SU(2,2) has been defined, we see that the 

elementary operations of the-group are rotations Uo3, U, 2_ and pseudo-rotations 

Toi, Tot, T, 3_, T23, the terminology here being that which is normally 

employed in descriptions of the Lorentz group operators (See for example CSI) ) 

Typical elementary matrices of the two types are 

10 0`0 
Ufz (. 7 A= 0j -kelp 0 

kelß j0 

0 0.1 

(00 
c se-' 

*0 
0 

and Toi (c, ý) . 

(seit 

c00 
0 0.1 0 

0001 

where j 2' + kz =1 and c2' - sz = 1. 

Explicitly, the general element U of SU(2,2) may be written 

U= D(SI S3) T,, 3 (c4, t ) U12 (Jý, (k) T, 3 (eg, 4) Toi (e,.,, ýz ) 
(4.12) 

Toz(C,, 4i) Up3 (i1 
I 4j) s 

where D(S,, diag (eist ' eis,,. eisa 'e 
i( + 81 +ä3) ). (4.13) 

A generalisation of results of Murnaghan [501 for unitary groups to 

the case of the pseudo-unitary SU(2,2) has been invoked here.. One may 

check by direct calculation that each elementary matrix in the decomposition 

(4.12) induces in ZW a transformation that leaves the sub-spacefl invariant. 

It follows then from the way in which a product of maps in Z induces a 

composite map in Z CI) (equation 4.7) that the general matrix U of SU(2,2) 
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induces a map of Z(') which leaves the sub-space invariant. 

For qr =A the quadratic form Q (q) takes the form 

Q(q) z 12 + 1Qo3 (a. (4.14) 

In real variables 2A, A=0,1...... 5 by 

qý _ +irý3ý qOZ = 
4+i2s, e3 o+(4.15) 

puts Q(r) in the form 

Q(', ) _ Gý ýA rýB A, B, = 0,1,...; 5, (4.16) 

with GAB = diag (4.17) 

We have shown that any transformation of SU(2,2) on Z induces on Z('ý a 

transformation that leaves. invariant the sub-spaceA, and maps elements q 

of 
Ain 

such a way that the real variables 
A defined in (4.15) transform 

under 0(2,4). In the following section we shall display the matrices of 

SU(2,2) that correspond to conformal transformations of. particular physical 

importance. 

4.5 Finite trans format ions. of. SU(2,2) 

We now label infinitesimal operators in SU(2,2) by the XA, 

A=0,1,..., 14, used in the work on the conformal group C in Chapter 3. 

This should not. lead to confusion. at this stage, and has the advantage that 

the physical interpretation (which is easily made for the operators of C) 

is carried over into SU(2,2). Combining results from Sections 3.3,3.4 and 

3.5 of Chapter 3, we write. 

Xa =-- (o3 +i ý) x 0~3 

X, Z (ý+ i 01) x00 

X3=- (Oj- ie) x D'e 

X4 =-1 01 x0. 

(5.1) Xy- =ý O xOi (5.2) , 

Xý= O0 xO 
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X, -6x (T, 

Xg` ýE öx Xro = ot-X(Y-o (5.4) 
, 

x=2 Cr x 

1 X, º _ (Q- xo 

Xºi=4(Uj-ib2)x ö (5.5) 

X13 2 (01 + idy) x'0 1 

Xº4 = (0'ý+ i ci) x 0-, 2 

where 0, , O, 0"3 are the Pauli matrices given by 

010iio 

10 -i 0 

(0-1) 

00 is the 2x2 identity matrix and x denotes Kronecker product. We recall 

that (5.1) generate translations; (5.2) and (5.3) generate spatial rotations 

and Lorentz rotations respectively, (5.4) generates dilatations, and (5.5) 

generate the special conformal transformations. 

It is straightforward to show that 

Xö =X, =Xx =X3 =X�t =X11 =X, 
3 

=X1 . 
0, (5.6) 

and X4, =X1 =X6 =-X; -X9 =-X4 =-X� 
TI4, 

where I. is the 4x4 identity matrix. These properties. of the infinitesimal 

operators of SU(2,2) make it a simple matter to calculate the operators of 

finite transformations. We have already (in §4 
of this chapter) written 

down the elementary operators of SU(2,2); the present approach however, 

yields directly the operators of SU(2,2) corresponding to the physical 

aspects of the conformal transformations. Without giving the complete list, 

we cite the following typical cases: - 
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(i) the translation operators are given by 

1-e 0E 0 +E 0 -E 0 

Y = exp (2¬X0) =0 1+E 0 -a ; Y, = exp (2EX, ) = 0 1+ E 0 
o 

-E0 1+E 0 E0 1- e 0 

0E0 1-6 0 0 ' 1= . 

1iE0 -iE 1-E 0 6 

Yl = exp (2EX,, ) =iE1 -ic- 0; Y3 = exp (2eX3) = E1 -6 0 

0 iE 1 -ie 0 -6 1 6 

iE 0 -iE 1 E0 
-E 1 

(ii) a typical spatial rotation operator is given by 

Y4 = exp (2 E X4) =J0 
0 ik where j = cos E 

0j ik 0k= sine 

0 ik j0 

ik 0 0 'j 

(iii) a typical Lorentz rotation is given by 

c0 s0 
Y7 = exp (2 E X7) =0 0 -s 

where c = cosh e. ; c 

s0 c0s = . sieh ¬ 

0-s 0c 

(iv) the dilatation operator is 

c0 -s 0 

Y10 = exp (2eX, o) =0c 0 -s , where c = cosh 6 

-s 0 c0s = sinh6 

0 -s 0c 

(v) To exhibit the operators of the special. conformal transformations we 

make use of the relations 

X -X 
t, X = -X, 

t, X X ,= -X 
t 

= -X, 1i o i% ,a , , 3 , 
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which are easily derived from (5.1). It follows that 

Yý1 - ('p )-ý s Yo. = (yI t)-1 
I Y13 = (Y;. t)-1 

, Y'. (Y31)-I 

and ö, Y1, Y2., Ya have been given above. The calculations make use of 

the matrix identities (A x B) t= AA x Bt, exp (At) -_ (exp A) t and 

exp(-A) = Cexp A)-t . 

It is instructive here to establish contact with the. formalism of Penrose 

in his work on twistor algebra [9] 
. We have taken 

1000 

0 -1 .00 G= 
00 -1 0 

0001. 

as the matrix of the invariant hermitian form of SU(2,2), whereas Penrose 

makes the choice 
0010 

GP 
000 

10.: 0 0 

0100 

The unitary matrix 
1010 

p= .. 
J. 0 -1 01 

-1 010 

0101 

serves 'to transform G into GP according to 

GP =Pt GP. 

This is equivalent to the change of basis 

z --j PtZ 

(5.7) 

in the representation space. The matrix operators YA that we have 

introduced above assume the forms given by Penrose if we transform 

according to 

YA -ý Pt YA P. 
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CR, XPTER 5 

ASYMPTTICALLY FLAT SPACE-TIMES - THE 

KILLING VECTORS AND OONI )RMAL KILLING VECTORS 

5.1 Introduction. 

The work of this chapter uses the asymptotic expansion technique first 

developed by Newman and Unti [31] for the study of asymptotically flat 

space-tirries in general relativity. An important aspect of. their work 

concerned the asymptotic Killing symmetries possessed by metrics of this 

type, where it was found that the inhomogeneous Lorentz group did not emerge 

as the asymptotic symmetry group. Instead, a larger symmetry group, 

consisting of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group augmented by the addition of 

the infinite set of so-called "super-translations", was discovered. This 

group has become known as the B-M-S (Bondi-Metzner-Sachs) group or G. B. M. 

(generalised Bondi-Metzner) group. 

The present work extends the previous considerations to an analysis of 

asymptotic conformal Killing symmetries. The appropriate equations are set 

down and although the most general case is not solved here (see, however, 

Chapter 6 for a fuller discussion), we obtain an interesting result 

(believed to. be new) for metrics which are asymptotically'shear-free. 

5.2 Asymptotically flat space-times;. the tensor density Cýµy 
-v . 

The components of the contravariant metric tensor have been given in 

[31} 
. Our calculation requires the covariant components. which are 

given below: - 
g, 

1 = -a, 
- ar r+0 (r-z) ' 91, =1s 

A 
= 

bs 
+r (2PZ b3A + bz Bd 3) 

+ O(r-2) IA 4p. 4Pý 

g, = 0, g2A =0 

(A, B = 3,4 and summation over repeated suffices is to be understood) 
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g33 2P1 4 
d33 -` 

[2P'd3 
- det(d 3)J 

4P 8P 

r4 33 2 33 33 33 A$ -2 (r r) 
16Pv 

(4Pd 
s+ 4P d3 d4 -d# de t (d3 )j+0 

g- -r d34 + 0(1) 
34.4P4 

-r2. r ý4 1 44 
g=-d! - 

I2P= d4 - det (d AB) j 
44 2P 4P4 8P 

-r1 
{'4P4d44- + 4Pad 3 d4 - d4 det(d')] + 0(r_2) 

16P8 
' 

It follows that 

[-det (g,. v)] 
r Pr'I -3r3 2P2. (d 33 

+d 
ý) 

- det (d A) 

16P 

-4 s 33 33 44 33 44 _ S) 
-r 

ý2P 
(ds +d k4 )- (d d+ dk d fp (r 

16P3 

In the above work we have adopted the notation used by Newman and Unti: - 

log P, a1 =-2 Re 1x s ao = -2P" "+ a+ LaX3 

b, 3 
= -Re(2P4V(50/P2)] b1 = Im ((/p2)] 

b33 = Re L41, °ý P30°V(&°/P2)J% , b3 = Im [4Pr ! 21° + P3Ö ) 
J 

d3 3= 
-d3 

4= 2P2 (a, '+ , &, O) d334 =2iPI (o-°- dý 

d4 3= d4 4=6' e&1)d 34 
= 0. 

The coefficients d AB 
were not calculated in [31] 

. 
but they appear in a 

recent paper by Unti [52) 
, 

where a computer program is used to extend the 

original Neiman and Unti calculations to higher order terns.. 

The components of the covariant tensor density 

[-det (g. c, )] gt, y 

are found' to be: -. 

5II ao. PJr-ý -a, PJ21 rz+0(r3) , 13" _ r2 Pr +0(r-3) 
A -2 

IA 
br+rt (2Pzb3A + b, 

ýB 
d)+ 0(r 3) 

f2P 2 jP 

ýjCa1 
=8=0 
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ý33 = ^r_ -+ 
42 33rI v33 

rýs+Q(r 

12- P2 J2-P; 32P3 % 64P7 _ 

34 
G aý 

+ 0(r-x) 
J3It. 2f p3 . 

1) 

- 
-r - da 44+ 

V44 r-I +fV 44 
r-z + 01 ßr-3) 

'. JP 212P 32P ' 64P ` 

where V, AA =3 det(d3®) - 4Psd 4 

and *V= 3d M det (d ýD) 12 PdMý(d s3 +: dv 
ý) 

- 16Pýd AA 
z3ä 3d! } + 4P 

(no summation A) , over 

5.3 The equations for asymptotic C-K vectors 

The. Lie derivative of ýCý�y with respect to ýý" is 

oc + (; go, 
/Ix 

1 
fa 

YAV 
: SAYPa( 

` ., Cv 
+ 

'7 
(; 

"ui[ iy 'ýv gyp( 
(3.1) 

and the conformal Killing equations are ([2) 
, and Chapter 2) 

=. O (3.2) 

components suggests the following set Reference. to the form of the SA 

of equations for the asymptotic C-K vectors in asymptotically flat space: - 

f' c7'ß 
=0 (r-') ' 

ASýA =0 (3.3) 

O(r1) ý£ 0 
sA =0, (3.4). 

ýCý34 = 0(1) 
' (3.5). 

together with equations derived by comparing coefficients in 

4933 
= Qr +R+ O(r 1) 

(3.6) 
andLF 94.4- = Qr - R. + 0(r ) 

We can in fact impose a stronger condition on and in what follows 

we replace the above equation by 

0(r 2) (3.41 ) 

Our method generalises that of Newman and Unti [31 , in which they 

consider the conditions necessary to preserve the asymptotic form of the 

metric components in asymptotically flat spaces. 
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First, we can solve the "radial" equations (3.4), (3.4'). 

0 leads immediately to 
-J o 

(u , 
d) (3.7) 

1 

and the two equations 
(49 =0 give, after a little manipulation, 

3= ý3 - 2P2 t3 
r'-r 

ý[d 3 ý ý3 
- - dý4 + 0(r 3) (3.8) 

4= ýý` 
$ý 

zI 
- 2P 

. 
ýý4 l1 33 r- 7r 

[d 
3 ý4 

ýý 
+03 34 1)13 () (3.9) d3 

Here and in what follows, the ° indicates*a function independent of '. r 

(it is omitted on P, d AB 
etc. which are obviously independent of-r). 

Assuming that admits of expansion in positive and negative powers of r 

and then using _ff 0(r) leads to a solution for r of the form 

rZ -Ar -iB+Cr + 0(r (3.10) 

where A satisfies 
03 4220 

A++ 134 -FP, 3 
3F 

PJ4 (3.11) 

The coefficients z, A, B are of course not the same functions as in 

flat space; we use the same notation here as in Chapter 3 so that direct 

comparison is possible. 

The remaining Lie derivative equations put restrictions on the coefficients 

in the expansions. (3.. 7) - (3.10). We use. the equations (3.3) first. 

0(r ) leads to two conditions 
01 

0. (3.12) 

0_1 
= A, 1 , 

(3.13) 
a0 

Then 
13=0 

(r I) 
gives 

_J 2. a1 °3 
2P 

°i- b3 F°z -1 
33 °3 

'3'I - A'3 
P' 

J 
4P4 

Cd3 

and in a similar way J., ý ,4= 0(r-') gives 

2P2 0 

-A -b2` 
S1 

- 
1Cd3ýt °3 

X4'1 '4 Ps 40- 3 ýý 

(3.5) gives the condition 
4. 

34= 
d3 01 

3)+ 
+ J33 2PL 

oý 
d3 

ýý 

o1 
da" 

(3.14) 

= 0, (3.15) 

(3.16) 

=0. (3.17) 

(3.18) 
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Finally, we use the two equations of (3.6). The calculations are somewhat 

tedious but comparing coefficients of the various powers of r in k 33 and 
df leads to 

33 
ý3- = 

d3 
Sz (3.19) 

ý3 

1)4- 

2P: 

B_ ýV 33 ý2' 2 Pj' } 
d03 

JP 8PS 
+L 

rP3 
E23 

- 
d334 

AIL 

03 

ýp3+ 
134) =0" (3.20) 

(3.19) comes from comparing coefficients of r; (3.20) comes from the 

coefficients of r°. (3.20) can be written in a more convenient form by 

substitution from (3.18), (3.19). 

'Then we have 
0 

B+ 12P( ýý3,3 +J 
ý+ý, - 

ý2s 
det(d ) -- 4P''d, 3) 

=0 (3.21) 'P 4ýP 

5.4 Deductions from the. equations 

The work of Newman and Unti on asymptotic Killing 'synmietries has shown that 

the asymptotic symmetry group in asymptotically flat space-times is a 

"kinematic" structure, in the sense that it is independent of the nature 

of the gravitational field persisting in the space. Hc)wever, this 

observation does not hold with respect to the asymptotic conformal 

symmetries... We see from the equations of §3 that the gravitational field 

influences the conformal symmetries via the asymptotic shear cr which 

appears in d3 AB 
and d4 AB 

. It is for' this reason that we restrict our 

attention in this chapter to the case op = 0, for which the conformal 

symmetry group reassumes its "kinematic" status. There is one general 

result which may be stated here, since it follows in a straightforward way 
from the above equations; a necessary condition for the existence of 

asymptotic conformal synm tries is that 

Q'o _0, 
a ul" 
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5.5 A particular case; the )totic Killing ve 

The equations for C. K. vectors 
ýc ) (5.1 4g1 

grý 0 

reduce to Killing's equations when the additional restriction 

ý''ýýý0 (5.2) 

is inposed. We shall show that the inclusion of this restriction. in our 

analysis leads to the results on asymptotic notions given in [31] 

We have shown previously that 

gxv -7 8p. v 9 
at = (-g) a Z4 (5.3) 

where (-g)-4 gr, v 

and g= det (g,, ) 

When § ä= 0 (5.3) becomes 

L£ 
g^v (-g) (5.4) 

Suppose for the moment that 
4 

gep 0, where we refer now to the 

particular (oc,, ) component of the tensor equation. 

Then if the component gcp satisfies 

g, cp°0(r) 

we have 0(r' using (-g)-I = 0(r {). 

The relevant Lie derivative equation in our analysis would be 

oif ý{et'_ 
0 n-') 

from which (5.4) gives 

giß = 0(r) (5.5) 

(5.5) is just the corresponding Newman-Unti equation. 

On the other hand, if the (c, p) component of the tensor equation. is 

g, ý =0 it is clear (again from (5.4)) that we must take 0 in 

order to extract the Newman-Unti result. 

In our case then, all the equations of §5.3 may be adopted except that 
49 

=0 (5.6) 

must replace 0 (r ). The effect of this is to leave (3.10) and 

(3.11) unaltered and to give the extra condition 
s °) o 

B+ 2P 
)a, s+ ý')4, ) =0 (5.7) 
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Using (5.2), which sets the conformal factor equal to zero, gives rise to 

three more conditions. We calculate 
; 
ae from 

ýý; d="c o( + 
-1 (-g) (-g) 

aX 
and find that 

0; 
oý =4rz± I+ 

L3+ 
j4' 

3A-2 tj3 P)3 + P, 4JJ . 

+r -B + 
i_ det(d r) = 4P%d43, - 2P2Fi13,3 + §, 

, 4] + O(r 2) 
, 4P4 

Then (5.2) yields 

=0 (5.8) 
3 

+ 1)3+ 4. 
- 3A -2 P13 +4P, 4, =0 L" ' (5.9) 

02. 

and 
B±Px, 

3 3+S. 
Eet() 

- 4P d, ý31 
=0, (5.10) 

, T2 
P4 4LP 

This last equation is not new; it is just (3.21), obtained previously 

from consideration of gý 5 33 and 

We can now exhibit the Newman-Unti equations as a particular case in our 

analysis. Using (5.8) in (3.13) - (3.20) gives 

A.,, = 0s (5.11) 
03 oy 

, 
ý� =0 

01 
'A, 3=0 (5.13) 

A, 4 =0 (5.14) 

ý3 = 14 (5.15) 
03 133 

(5.15) 

B= -2P 4, (5.17) 

(3.11) and (5.9) give 
01 

ý-I =A 

and consequently (5.13), (5.14) are identically satisfied. We are led to 

asymptotic Killing vectors of the Newman-Unti form: - 

ýf = (u, X) 
. 

(5.19) 

P% + 1,1&141 +0(r ) (5.20) 

3= j3( A ' 2r P+ 0(r (5.21) 

4. _ 4(xA) 
- 2r -I P%' ýý4{ O(r 2) (5.22) 

' 
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where 
03 (5.23) 

(5.24) 

ýýý p (5.25) 

(5.23), (5.24) reflect the conformal flatness of the leading terms in gAB 

and (5.25) prevents. the reappearance of an 0(r) term in the transformed g 

(Recall that the present treatment, unlike that of Newman and Unti, exploits 

coordinate freedom to make g27 = 0(1) before the calculation of the 

syuui tries) . 

5.6 Asymptotically shear free metrics - their asymptotic Killing vectors 

In this and the following section we consider metrics for which op = 0; 

i. e. the asymptotic shear vanishes. We make the specific choice P=1 cosh x3, r 

which corresponds to choosing coordinates (x3, x4) so that the metric gAB is 

asymptotically the metric of a 2-sphere. This facilitates comparison with 

the work of Chapter 3. One of our principal airs is to see what symmetries 

in the asymptotically-flat spaces are inherited from Minkowski space. 

We exhibit the Killing vectors first since a knowledge of these will assist 

in the interpretation of the conformal Killing vectors derived in 5.7. 

The equations (5.19) - (5.25) become 

of A ý (u, x (6.1) 

1=r+2 cosh x3 E ! 
)IIj3 + V, ý, 41 + 0(r ý) (6.2) 

ý3 = ý3(xA) -r cosh2 x3 t, 
3 + 0(r ") (6.3) 

I& _ ``(x) - r-1 cosh z. x3 if ,: ý+0 (r 1) 
' (6.4) 

o where ý33 = §04 (6.5) 

=-fi s (6.6) 

=0 . (6.7) 

Further, when 0P =0 we have g2z = -1 +0 (r ), so the 0 (1) terrp of L1 g21 

must vanish. This leads to 

-B3% +2ý, ý =0 (6.8) 

where, as usual, B=- cosh zx3 r93W + f, 04] 
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/ NN 

Substitution of (5.18) into (5.9) gives 
144 

-2i-2 j3 tanh x3 =0. (6.9) 3+ 

To solve the above equations we put 
i=u 

04( xA) +K (X ") ' (6.10) 

so that : 
(6: 7) is satisfied and 

A 

(6.8) becomes an equation ford (x') of the form 

cosh " X3 
ýoC>3>3 2 oC (6.11) 

which has solution 

oC (xA) =. o<m 0Y, m(xA) 04m constants 

(see Chapter 2 for details of the properties of the sYj nd 
We put 

oC (x A) 
=b sin x4 seeh x3 +e cos x" sech x3 +h tanh x3 , (6.12) 

where the naming of coefficients here will make the connection with the 

work of Chapter 3 obvious. 

Furtherrrore, we can expand }{ (xA) in the form 

X (x&) =mc sin x4 sech X3 +f cos x4 sech x3 +j tanh x3 + V(xA) 
W +1 A where . 't (A) = 

_L 
' XLm (X ) 

and are are constants. 
We see then that and may be written as 

+V(A 

ý1= £}+ 4 osh x3 Ct; 3,3+? , 4) + 0(r ) 

7c ýn 
where El, Elare components of the Minkowski space Killing vectors given in 

Chapter 3. 

Using (6.5) and (6.9) leads to the following equation for g3 

. 03 
r"_ r 3tanh 

X3 =psi 

which has solution 

E3 =b sin x4 sieh x3 +e cos x4 sinh x3 -h+ 
A(x4. ) cosh x3 

where n (x4) is a function of x4 only. 
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Using (6.5) and (6.6) then gives 
3 

_ (b sin x' +e cos xh) sinh x3 +, (n cos x4 -p sin x4) cosl3 -h, (6.13) 

ýý` _ (-b cos x4 +e sin e) cosh x3 + (n sin x" +p cos x") sinn x3 + q. (6.14) 

It follows that our complete solution is 
A 

+ZO 

e_f+ .7 cosh2' x3 (T, 1,3 + Z, k, t) +0 (r-1) , (6.16) 

3= f- r -I cosh' x3 T, 3 (6.17) 

g4 = ý' - r-1 cosh'' x3 2', ý + 0(rß) (6.18) 

where-denotes the components of the Minkowski space Killing vectors (as. 

given in Chapter 3)and 
on +L 

Ir (x A) 
j. 

zým öm A) Z, ým constants. (6.19) 

The infinite group generated by the Killing vectors (6-15) - (6.18) consists 

of the inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations, augmented by the. "super- 

translations" [37] which are generated by the spherical harmonics in (x A 

In the literature the asymptotic synrnetry group of asymptotically flat 

space-time is generally referred to as the B. M. S. (Bondi-Metzner-Sachs) group. 

We have specialised our analysis to the case of metrics with ö=0 so that 

the results will be of direct use in the work of the next section. 

5.7 Astotically shear-free metrics . =. their asymptotic C-K vectors 

It was noted in ý 5.4 that. the asymptotic conformal syimietries cb not emerge 

as a kinematic structure in general asymptotically-flat space-times. Instead, 

the gravitational field influences the C-K vectors in a profound way via 

the asymptotic shear ö. In this section we consider the case. where o 

vanishes; (i. e. we are -considering metrics which are asymptotically shear-free). 

It is found that the syi ptotic C-? vectors arc those of the 3.7_S ; -roue, 

together with the _enerators of the dilatation and special conformal transformations 

inherited from Minkowski space. There are no "super-conformal" transformations 

present; that is, there is nothing that generalises the special conformal 

transformations in the way that the super-translations generalise the 

translations. 
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With. the coordinate system of 5.6 the relevant equations. from 5.3 become 
ö 

i0 C7.. la) 

-A, I 
c7.. 1b ) 

ý3I =0 cosh' x3 
C (7. lc) 

3 

cosh x3 0 (7. ld) 
3 

-ý =0 (7.1e) 

1)4-+ '3 =0 (7.1f) 

1; -A, 3=0 (7. lg) 

A)4 =0' (7. lh) 

together with 

1(u, x) (7.2a) 

r' - Ar - zB +0 (r (7.2b) 
. 

3=1,3- cosh zx3r" +0(r) (7.2c) 

ý4 = 
f4 

cosh2, x3 fý4 r + 0(r-2) 
, (7.2d) 

where A=ý, a +2 tann x3 (7.3) 

and B= -cosh 
I x3 L 3,3,3 } ýýý41 C7.4) . 

In the particular case under consideration here it is seen that since ao = -1 

the rI coefficients in 0,1 and 512. become identical. Furthermore, we have 

ensured by our condition (7.3) on A that the 0(r-1 ) term of .49,2. vanishes. 

We must therefore impose a further. condition to make the 0(rT') term in 

vanish. 

This condition takes the form 

A -. B21 + gýý =0 (7.5) 

where (7.3) has been used to simplify the algebra. 
Oµ 

We solve the equations (7. la -. h) to find the four functions §. 

From (7.1a, b) it follows. that 

A= oC(x3, x +u i3 (x3, x4) (7.6) 

and ý2 (x3, x4') ý (7.7) 

where oC, f3 are arbitrary functions of x3, A 
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Using (7.1 g, h) gives 

u o[ (x 3, xß`) +uß (x3, x4') + ý(u) + )C(x3, x4) ' (7.8) 

where '(u), K(x3, x') are arbitrary functions of their arguments. 

From - (7.1 c, d) it follows that 
3=-u 

cosh" x3 +f (X3, X4) (7.9) 

4=-u cosh 1 x3 P, y. +g (x3, x*') ' (7.10) 

and then (7.1 e, f) lead to conditions on p, f and g in the form 

cosh x3 +2 sieh x 3,3 =0 (7.11) 

_?. 
(cosh 

x3 0 (7.12) 

fi3 - g, 4=0 (7.13) 

fi4 + g, 3 =. 0 (7.14) 

(7.12) gives 

(x3, x"`) = (x4) sech x3 +fr(x3) (7.15) 

where )º,, t are arbitrary functions, and substitution of this into (7.11) 

gives 

cosh x3. + 2sinn x3 = Co .) 

where Co. is a constant. We find the solutions for A/. ininediately: - 

= Cý cos x4' +C sin x4 + Co 

7u, =-Cosechx3+C3tanhx3+C. , 

where Co , C� C 1, C3, C4 are arbitrary constants. 

(7.15) gives 

(x3, x4) _ (C 1 cos x4 + CjL sin x4) sech x3 + C3 tanh x3. + C4 
ý 

(7.16) 

and hence, from (7.9), (7.10), we find 

3=u fsinii 
x3 (C , cos x4 +Ca. sin x) 

-C+f (x3 , x4) (7.17) 

=u cosh x3 (C, sin x-C2. cos 
x )'+ g(x3, x4) ' (7.18) 

where f and g satisfy the- conditions 

fý3 = 9) 4. i f,. = -8,3 (7.19) 

It now follows from (7.7), (7.8) and (7.16) that 

iu =2 
fCC, 

cos x4 + C. sin x4) sech x3 + C3 tanh x3 + C4] + uo((xA 

+ y(u) +)< ( 
A) (7.20) 
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(C cos x4 + C, sin x4) sech x3' -C3 tanh x-C,. (7.21) 

Straightforward calculation gives 

A (u, xA) =u C(C1 cos x4' + C.. sin x4) sech x3 +C3 tann x+ C4J 

+o((xA) (7.22) 

and B= u2` [(C, cos x4- +CL sin x4) sech x3. + C3 tanh x33 

- coshzx3F (o4 
, 3)+°444) + (J<, 3,3 + K, 4,4 )3 

. 
(7.23) 

The remaining equations (7.3) and (7.5) give 

-2 C4 u+ 2L (7.24) 

fi 3-f (xA) tanh x3 = o((xA) +1 (7.25) 

cosh'' x3Cot, 3,3 +2 0C()(A) - 2ý (7.26) 

where 
£ is a constant. Using thefoperator formalism shows that (7.26) may 

be written as 

Na= -2 cC -2L ý which has the solution 

aC (A) _ °4«ºo Y, 
m where the 

m are constants. We shall takeot(X. ) in the form 

CC (xA) _ (b sin x4 +'e cos x4') sech x3 +h tanh x3 - ,e. (7.27) 

Solving (7.25) now gives 

(x'') =bs inh x3 sin x4 +es inh x3 cos xA' -h+w (x4) cosh x3- 

where w is a function of xý only.. Using (7.19) leads to 

f (x ') =b sinh x3 sin x+e sieh x3 cos x4-+ n cosh x3 cos x4' 

-p cosh x3 sin x4 -h (7.28) 

g (xA) = -b cosh x3 cos x4' +e cosh x3 sin x4 +n sieh x3 sin x4 

+p sinh x3 cos x4F" +q, (7.29) 

where n, p, q are arbitrary cans tants. 

Finally, (7.24) gives 

(u) C4, u+2 
Qu +mý (7.30) 

where m . 
i§ a further arbitrary constant. 

We now write down the "`components by using (7.2a-d) 

=? uý 
((C1 

cos x4' + C, sin x4) sech x3 +C3 tanh x3 C41 

+u E(b 
sin xý+e cos x4') sech x3 +h tann x3 +, Qý +m+ , 

j(( A) 
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ýý _- C1 sech x3 sin x4 Cu 1` + Zur -f 2rL) - C, sech x3 cos x' (ui + 2ur + 2r') 

-2 C3 tanh x3 (ua + Zur + 2rl. ) -. C4 r(u + r) 

- (u + r) [(b sin x4+e cos x'ý) sech x3 +h tanh x3J + rL 

+. cosh 2x3 X) 4r)4) +C (r 
. 
1) 

ý3 =ZC,, sinh x. 3 sin x4(2u +r ul) + C, sinh x3 cos x4 (2u +r u1) 

-Z C3 (2u +rI uz) 

+ (1 +r l u) s inh x3 (b sin x4+e cos x4) -h (1 +r1 u) 

+n cosh x3 cos x4. - p cosh x3 sin x1 - r cosh k3 k, 3 + 0(r-2) 

C1 cosh x3 cos x(2u + r-' u1) + 1, Ci cosh x3 sin x4(2u +rI uu) 

- (1 +. r-1 u) cosh x3 (b cos x4- e sin x4) +n sinh x3 sin x4 

+psinhx COS X4-+ q 

-rI cosh 
2. 

X3 k, 4. + O(r 2) 
, 

To examine the relation of the conformal symmetry group in this'case to the 

corresponding group in Minkowski space we make the following relabelling of 

parameters ; C, -+2a, C, --+ 2d, C3 ---*2g, C4--* -2k. Further, we expand the. 

arbitrary function J( (xA) in spin-zero spherical harmonics as follows 
L 

K (XA) =c sech x3 sin x+f sech x3 cos x' +j tann x3 ö 
, Qm 

A 

where TIM are constants and o 1m (xA are the usual spherical harimnics. 

Without loss of generality we have set the coefficient of O 
öo equal to zero; 

the constant term in (7.30) absorbs any additive constant in )((xA). 

With these replacements made we find 
A 

+A 

ý1 =2+2 coshI x 
3 jr113 

ý3 = 3- r -1 cosh 
2 

X3 

Fý = F4 -r cosh" x; 't,,. 

(7.31a) 

+0 (r (7.31b) 

+0 (r 2) 
' 

(7.31c) 

+O ft ) (7.31d) 

where are the Minkows i space C. K vectors-already given in Chapter 3, and 

( A) 
_ L =2 m=-L "` öjm A) 

, (7.32) 

where the ztm are constants. 

It is clear from the results of 5.6 that the spherical harnunics (1> 2) that 
A 

appear in the expansion (7.32) of Z(x) are merely generators of super- 

translations already present in the B. M. S. group. 
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Me. "true conformal" part of the symmetry group contains nothing that is 

not inherited directly from Minkowski space; there are no "super-conformal" 

transformations. 

i 

¼. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PENROSE' S CONR)RMAL TECHNIQUE - ITS APPLICATION 

10 ASYMP'II)TIC CONRJIUI&L KILLING VECTORS 

6.1 Introduction 

The earliest work on asymptotic properties in curved space-times made use 

of asymptotic expansion techniques to achieve its results. The contributions 

of Newman, Penrose, Unti and others in this area of development have already 

been reviewed in earlier chapters. Objections to this method of approach 

were partly resolved by some ti ork of Dixon L 531 which showed that 

consideration of higher order terms in the N-U expansions added no further 

restrictions to the solutions, but the fundamental criticisms concerning 

convergence of the expansions and topological questions were not met. 

The conformal technique of Penrose [ 54] avoids these objections by 

introducing a second. space-time 
f 

., conformal to the physical space-time 
ý-, 

in wnich a hypersurface of points at infinity can be treated as readily as 

any finite hypersurface. Since zero rest-mass field equations are conform- 

invariant the asymptotic properties of gravitational fields in empty space 

can be studied in a rigorous manner in 1Z and the results carried over into 
N 

the physical space 
2. In this way the "peeling theorem", the ten conserved 

quantities, the B. M. S. group and other aspects of gravitational field 

behaviour were investigated in a straightforward manner. [54,55,56 a 

Our present work will apply Penrose's technique to the study of conformal 

Killing vector fields in the asymptotic regions of asymptotically-flat 

space-tines, making use of the conform-invariance of the conformal Killing 

equations. He find only the "far-asymptbtic" terms in this analysis, and 

in that respect the calculations of the present chapter do not supersede 

those of Ciiapter S. 1-wever, the methods presented here can be readily 

taken to higher orders if one is prepared either to. solve the Einstein field 

equations for asymptotically flat metrics using the Penrose conformal 

technique, or to transform the standard N-U results into the unphysical 

conformal space 
R. 

The first of these alternatives is preferable, since it 
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is not open to the criticism that might be levelled at asymptotic 

expansion techniques. 

The thinking behind the conformal technique has been described many times by 

Penrose; e. g. t 57 ], so only a brief introduction will be given here. The 

metric structure of space-time does not allow us to introduce point's at 

infinity in a sensible way, since such a point would be infinitely distant"" 

from its neighbours. On the other hand, the conformal structure of space--time, 

since it- involves only ratios of neighbouring infinitesimal distances, allows 

us to treat infinity as though it were an ordinary three-dimensional boundary 
J 

to a four-dimensional conformal region?. "Asymptotic behaviour" in the 

physical space-time 
R becomes "behaviour at the hypersurfaceS in the' 

conformal space`f,. The manifold 
fl, has a metric tensor gv which is a. 

"conformal rescaling" (Penrose's terminology; see C12 ]) of the physical. 

metric gay given by 
2N 

9y=-ý. gµy . (1.1) 

Throughout the following work we shall use a tilde. to denote a" quantity 
ti 

associated with physical 'space the untilded quantities being associated 

with the conformal space 1. 

In (1.1)-n-. is a scalar field chosen so that-f- =0 defines S 
, 

11>0 defines 

the interior of 7, and Op 
-R 40 on . Then V 

-Jl defines the normal to the 

hypersurface S 
.. For a large class of metrics (including all those that have 

been suggested as representing gravitational radiation in asymptotically flat 

space-times) the hypersurface separates into five disjoint parts; namely, 

three points I, Io, If, representing respectively the past, spatial and 

future infinities, and two null hypersurfaces S, S+; representing the past 

and future null infinities. Any null geodesic of 
fl, 

not on 
S, 

originates at 

a point of and terminates at a point of 5 +. Asymptotic problems concerning 

future null infinity in the physical space 2 thus reappear as problems concerning 

neighbourhoods bounded by S{ in the conformal space R. The virtue of the 

conformal. technique lies in the fact that quantities in 1% expressed as 
S171C lt 
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asymptotic expansions in the radial parameter r appear in the conformal 

spaccR as expansions about J} in terms of the small parameter r, and may be 

handled there in a rigorous fashion. 

6.2 Conformal transformation formulae 

ºWe consider the conformal rescaling of the metric. tensors of and Rgiven 

Y ^' b 
^2- Dtv 

(2.1) 

We. shall suppose that there has been no transformation of coordinates between 

and ft. 

The Christoffel symbols of 
ft 

and Rare related by 

V 
rev --ý 

IEµ 
. 
ý, 

v 
(2.2) 

Denoting covariant derivations with respect to gµ, , 
gam,, by Cl, Q,. 

�" 

respectively, we have, for a scalar 4 

Qjw = V/1 (2.3) 

and for a covariant vector k. 

pý k,, - D, [kam oy.. R + k, V J1 -3,,. v k%ß-JL]. (2.4) 

We shall also need the. transformation rules for spinors under conformal 

rescaling. The relation 

3/? -v 
SAA 0BB EAa EÄ6 

is invariant under (2.1) if we put 

.., (2.5) 
EAg =ýpýg 

and AÄ AÄ _ ý. (2.6) 
AA AA 

Me transformation for covariant derivative of a spinor is! 

NN 

_ 
ýrti-E c ýxx 'A-"-LÄ--"L 

xX 

JA.., LA.., L ýX... 
Lq... L aX 

-+ SA"-"XA--"LVLX')- 
'ý- R". -L )(. --L VXÄ- 

. f.. 
(2.7) 

where r is the total nwnber of spinor indices of EA... and M is the 

conformal weight of appearing in its transformation rule. 
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A. - L 

The Riemann tensor decomposes in spinor form as given in Chapter 2 and 
[ 54 

Q Äß N 
the spinor quantities ABCD 

A transform according to 

Atc-0 - -ý-ý ABcD (2.9) 

IA 
B+ --ý 

VA a 
ß)$ (2.10) 

A7 
AA + VA V4 SL 

. 
(2.11) 

6.3 Conformal Killing vectors in B-andß. 

With gµv and g related as in (2.1) it is straightforward to show that if 

the vector field satisfies 

51(, T14 (3.1) 
, 

then 
. given by (3.2). 

satisfies 

Qty ýµý = 4+ v 
(3.3) 

with 

That is, if rALis a conformal Killing vector of R then ; 5/'given by 

ý, "ý _. 'ý/"ý (3.2a) 

is a conformal Killing vector of R. 

We note; however that Killing vectors. (0 = 0) of T. correspond in general to 

conformal Killing vectors of%Z. Thus, if we wish, to carry out cal culations in 
1N 

1. to find the Killing vectors oft, we must solve (3.1) subject to 
. 

the 

restriction 
4.. Jl eL (3.5) 

ý 

This technique has-been used by Winicour and Tamburino [56 ] to find the' 

asymptotic Killing symmetries of asymptotically flat spaces. In their work 

the equations (3.1) and (3.5) are solved on i}, giving the B. M. S. group 

described previously by Sachs [ 58 J 
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6.4 Properties of 
S+ 

Taking the case of empty space we have from (2.11) 

V, SL Q hA-ý 
= Oil (4.1 a) 

and from (2.10) Vp V 
_ft 

=0 on c1+ (4.2a) 

The tensor equivalent of (4.1a) is 

V V^ C on (4.1b) 

i. e. + is a null hypersurface. 

The tensor equivalent of (4.2a) arises simply by considering 

Vv+ EAg Vcq ß-ý- 

c CA V_ C 
-A C 

from which it follows that 

VA V gß 
4E 

to e 

Tlien the required-tensor equivalent is 

Vý, cif 
0ý ý%eý =Q. (4.2b) 

This last equation indicates that the normal to constitutes a conformal 

Killing vector field. 

We show now that a specialisation of-n. enables us to construct the rays 

so-that-they form a shear-free, divergence-free congruence. It is clear that 

the physical space may be related by- different choices of. n-to different 

(con formally related) unphysical spaces. Suppose two such choices_11, Qýrelate 

'Q, to k and "Q' respectively. Then from (2.1) 
3- A4-V 

VUý 

so that we must relate _SLandSI! according to 

(4.3) 
i 

to preserve the conformal link between 7' 
andR. f nvist be finite, non-zero 

ni 

and suitably smooth on 3+. Alternatively, we may think of as determining 

the conformal structure oft, with 
r'j`V '``v (4.4) 

expressing the conformal freedom in choice of metric onR . We exploit this 

freedom in choice of-0-to set '7 Q Ve_2= O on f +, which has the effect (see 4.2b) 

of making V V.,, ' J) =O on 
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Making use of modified forms of (2.3) and (2.4), where f replaces Q. and 

replaces", we find that 

and Qµ yYl V, 
j. 

Vvjl -r3,,,, v 
Qn- fV O-Q 

+ 2.1L+-3 rv p vv -a .. {.. vpf VO- . C1 

Taken on 
+, 

-this last equation becomes 

T. cJ 1J 

(4.5) 

from which 
`J' 

4- (4.6) 

Making a suitable choice for f enables us to put 

Q, Qý'"ýr = on+, (4.7) 

so that we have from (4.2b) 

Vjý 0y 
. 
l. ' =0 on J 

fi 
(4.8) 

Any further transformation 
L11 

must be. sudi that h 

satisfies 

Q7µ V Sly =Q on g +. (4.9) 

In summary, the geometry of } at this stage is that of a null hypersurface 

-n- =0 with the null rays-fl,, " forming a shear- and divergence-free congruence. 

We stress that these are not global properties of but they are of great 

assistance in coordinatizing a neighbourhood. of ý. in. the vicinity of Ir. 

6.5 Tetrad vectors in 12. 
and R,. 

We see from the. results of 6.4 that at any point of n, sufficiently near 

the null geodesic with tangent vector can be used as one member of 

a null tetrad. If we introduce &A as the spinor corresponding to then, 

since undergoes parallel propagation along the geodesic, we have 

F' e VS j 9A ^0 (5.1) 

In order to preserve (5.1) under conformal transformation into we put 

A- 
ýi'ý ýA (5.2) 
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Then .A is tangent to a null geodesic in 2. The affine parameter r of the 

null geodesic in R is scaled according to 

(5.3) 

and to- preserve this in "kwe must take 

dw (5.4) 

A second spinor LA satisfying 

AL =1 (5.5) 

is now introduced and used to generate the second tetrad vector Ytµ. The 

demand that LA undergoes parallel propagation along the geodesic tangent 

gives 
V6i CA -d (5.6) 

and toi preserve this relation in we must take 

LA - --fZ- 
('A + ct -2 &A 

' 
(5.7) 

where the complex function a satisfies 

gB QBi Q" ý-ý 
BgV86--(1 (5.8) 

(A derivation of (5.8) is given in Appendix 
. 
3. ) 

With the spinor basis for )2. selected in this way we generate a tetrad of 

null vectors m, w given by 

ý A6 A 

Mý = cr ärä gA g 
º'ýµ - 

Äß LA R. .9 (5) 

which satisfy 

Rµ = -- w1'`ß m, ýý =1 (5.10) 

and n, ºh'` ̀ _ r't, ý wý'` ̀-O. 

We define the differential operators D, Q, S ands by. 

b- AQaý c, RcAVA s=ýý`iaoA, S- ýaýVA (5.11) 
and then the spin coefficients are given by 

e-ýAsgA , 

zA 

a 

Y -- LALgA ) 

7T = LAb A 

A= LA ä4 

LA') (5.12) 

V=(, AAL 
A. 
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We have made the same choice of tetrad as in T 311 , and Chapter 2 of the 

present work, which gives 

K-E- Tr (5.13). 

so that in spinor formalism we have 

LA 

The scaling of the affine parameter r, (5.3) leaves freedom r -ý r+ const. 

In the present notation (5.3) becomes 

Dr = 1, (5.15) 

and we note that any further conformal transformation 

(5.16) 

must therefore be accompanied by the transformation 

(5.17) 

The remaining. freedom in choice of affine parameter along the n ull geodesics 

We know that , f+ is given by-2 =0 is used to put r=0 on 
} so we may take 

+ OO`') (5: 18) 

and (5.3) is now expressed as 

'`L (5.19) 

The conformal freedom in selection of a metric onfl,, developed- in 6.4, may be 

presented as a freedom in choice of tetrad for)2. Consider the transformation 

of the spinor dyad 
. 
(ý p, C p) given by 

A (5.20) 

A 
-f- iý f3 ýA (5.21) 

where 'f is' real, and complex. b satisfies 

6z (5.22) 

combined with 

AÄ AÄ lµ O", ý" -O 
f 

AÄ 7 kq 
5.23 ) 

, 
E ag = GA6 r=! ý AB =Eß`8 . 

(5.24) 

The induced transformation on the tetrad vectors is given by 
r"` =f ZtiK 

flbö 
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or, alternatively, 

Mµ IA =f -2 r'ßµ ffb 
rný, ý -ý- 

-I 
VA 

+Äb 
CL (5.26) 

µ 

We note that the condition (5.22), which ensures that D(-A = C) (see 5.14) 

with the new choice of tetrad, is derived in Appendix 3. . From (5.25) 

and (5.26)- it is straightforward to show that 

, µy - f2 v 

and yf LV 

which is just the conformal freedom in choice of metric onP-, expressed 

previously in (4.4). To preserve (5.15), the above transformation of spinor 

dyad must be accompanied by the transformation 

on the affine parameter r. Finally, the function. l". that relates the metric 

of 7c. to the metric of the physical spaceIZ must be iodified according to 

so that i?, continues to relate to the same physical space (see 4.3). 

From 6.1 we see that the tetrad vectors of 1'Z are related to those of by 
ti 

iLf" = 12'"` +1L a m`'` + (5.27) 

1r v ý1 C ýLµ + 

or, alternatively, 

awt1�1+-SL 
rä 

uýtý +aä, Q (5.28 

4- a 

where a satisfies 

(5.28a) 

The most general transformation of tetrad in' that leaves the direction of 

. 
eµunchanged is given by 

e4v 13 B+ABß , ýµ (5.29) 

+Aß1 
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-where' A and. C are real, with A> 0, and B is complex. 

We take DA = DB = DC = 0, and note that (5.29) is induced by the 

transformation of spinor dyad given by 

iA= Al L'c 
(5.30) 

A=A ýA+Aß 
(5.29) or (5.30) is combined with a transformation 

y" 

so that the metric, given by 
/AV V) 

.2 
WL 

is preserved, togetheru with the relationships 

1Lß_j)t 
If the tetrad transformation (5.29) (with pärameteis A, B, C) is carried out 

ti 
in physical spacel, the corresponding transformation of tetrad ink can be. 

made identical in form (i. e. made to assume the form (5.29) without tildes 

but with unchanged parameters A, B, C), if we exploit the conformal freedom in 

-choice of metric ont. In fact, it will be' shown that fl relates to the. same 

unphysical IL (with no conformal change of metric one, ), since only a. change 

Of parameter a in (5.27) is involved; there is no -change in choice ofJ2.. 

We'recall that the parameter a in (5.27) is free up to the restriction 

Da The following sketch makes the situation- clear. 

(R, t) T(A>"B, C), 

(A, a) 0 (, a/) 

T(A, B, C) 

t etc. are here. used as generic symbols for tetrad vectors. T(A, B, C) 

denotes the transformation (5.29) with or without- tildes, while a) 

denotes the inverse of transformation (5.27), given by 
AL A& 

vL"` = acti, . 
ýµ -f- aä '". (5.32) 

OIL 
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The demand that 

T(A, 6, C) -t(c )= ý(ý, ý. ý) t'(A) ß, C) 
leads to a functional dependence of a' upon a, A, B, C; 

0-' -- eý 
c [aA-' E$ (I -11 ýý "(5.33) 

It is. straightforward to -check that a' sati'sfies 

' hick is analogous to the condition (5.28a) on a. 

I 

6.6 The spin coefficients and spinor decomposition., of the Riemann tensor 

in 7l and 

In this section we shall set down the transformations of the spin coefficients 

between k 
and 

R 
and examine the form of the Riemann tensor spinor decomposition 

inR when the,. physical space (ý. is. empty. 

It is helpful to derive first the transformations foricc; v, Th, p. 

They are (using (5.19) as the transformation between `Q, andf-) 

(6.1) 

VV Yl OL ä Qy ý:. + VV tl+ 0. V, wlý 4_f2 b Vv wýyu 

-q, (a RIV *a ct) V+ Jc CL FL, -a) 0) 
+ aA± "'L-' 

-ý vh ý, 
ýýL Öt 

yý t tu y (-11`Z 

5A vPa cL 12 2a 4 --ý 
2a SL) C6.2) 

`t 

Qv Mý _' Q Yy ý/w + 
--ý- 

vv MAL 

+ 

+'mayGA 2-ýý/`ý--ý,, 
v 

ýca. ý! L+ýL 2ýa) (6.3) 

With the spin coefficients defined in (5.4) and the usual choice of tetrad 

system giving 
n, ice' rv 

K=K =CD _E_E- 77' 7i ý (6.4) 

the remaining spin coefficients transform according to 
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= -} 1L äQ+2 S1 aoc (-. R o. ) +D (-aoL 

oC =. _S2 a+r2a+ 11 D (-n 0. ) 

a -f---()ýä o- --_ Rl Aa +-(I- sa' 

CL (r 
iý _v -t- 2a ö -t aýu ä iý-_. 122 a3 0- -ý 2-2 cý. ýß + 2. Raä oC 

+, 2ci z+ =82a1ä P -t D 0. +JLa ýa +Jg+. 52 ý&&ft. 

+az ßi12. + 2o`ä s 

art iLzcto +. SLRct Q+x. 52.. -} 1Lä D--a 
(6.5) 

ö= ýfiSLaß + Rä OC-+. iýa't -E-_Q1a1Q to +-2ýd-Q cL1ý(&a-Qý 

We note . that taking e= ýa in ý2. (thus making 
4. hypersurface-orthogonal). 

results in 
.=e 

in7y so is also hypersurface-Orthogonal... If is 

furthermore -equal . 
to a gradient field (i. e. : if 6c + j3 = 'c. ) then again is 

also a gradient field (öc+ ß =t) in7. 

To obtain the transformations of the spinor decomposition of theRiemann 

tensor, introduce the spinor dyad A 
in by 

aAAA L 

and then the dyad components of ABCD are given by 

a6cd. _'. AßCD 0.6 
(6.6) 

We have, using: (2.9) 

oooO= . --ý-4 
Tooo 

0ý 

which becomes, on the adoption-of the Newman-Penrose definitions 

(6.7) 

In a similar manner the 
. remaining components of the Weyl spinor may be 

shown to trans form according to 

+Oo 
1, Z -ý1 týf °L -ý3 1+0. 

L Qý cýv 

!; Ej = --Q 3430. 
-Q2 t1 4- 3o 

-n. 
3 

t+ a3jZ" Z (6.8) 

i4 ki4 +4a. -"2'3 4-Gä-. ß + (4-OL Jä -Q J 

in 



To derive the transformations of 
IABQ) 

we use (2.10), which gives, on 

lowering suffices, 

ýlgr -ý1 to + 2--ý [Ok. cvat Sl+DScDq. D. 2ý 
NJ 

Putting JABCD 
=0 restricts our results to the case where the physical 

space ? is empty. 

(he more general situation where 1 is non-empty is in any case very 

straightforward). Translating the above equation into spinor dyad form, we 

have (with ABCb = 0) 

'ý Gý ýAc v SL ý0. 
(6.9) 

t -ý10. b 

Now, we can show that 

_ 
ý-- rr 

ý0. ýi ^Sý -Sd. VA, 4ý ab 1-a `t" E ýPa 
aýý iZ -ý Ed ý- 0. 

a6 ýL 
, 

Therefore 

aöc _ i'"R {cýac a6at 
-SL t 

a6Z + 
Pac 

+ Eý'ýaP6c cý -fL+ Ers ciiýbs-ý t ers'aC c6 S-R 
6.10) 

Men, using J(= 6 =1T =0 we find 

ýk - 
ý: ' ýd cz+oýý -t( tß+ýjo -CY j)äs? -ý äsß- v ý-ý} 

lit 

a Z_- 
S2- + cr A _a -- ESL 

_rL 

110 > ])z2-j. 
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Finally, translating (2.11) into spinor dyad form gives (once again for 

the case when is empty) , 

.. r1 -D&-R- -e AA + ýu 
"D-ý `E ((- 

(6.12) 

6.7 Choice of coordinates form, 

As a prelude to assigning coordinates to we use the tetrad freedom of 6.5 

to, specialise the tetrad vectors. We use (5.29). with A=1, C=0, (B 0), 

to set. 

--R - (7.1) 

on ±.. Since (5.19), we can write 

Q, r4 a3 \+ ä3 wýý, " ' 
(7.2) 

and from. f2, 
f,. J1', '=0 (4. lb) we have 

a 4a O. on 
Therefore 

a3ä 
XA,. 

c-3 P4 t- as w+., ý 

The trans formation (5.29) with A=1, B- -a ,C=0 
gives 

_ 
c). - VLF an .ý} VIL. 

(7.3) 

Further tetrad freedom is limited to 

A7' vv' =7 

with DA = DC '= 0. 

Making the choicell., -ný,, and. using V, 
A JJL =O on f gives the following 

simplifications of spin coefficients on S*, - 

V. (7.5) 

yö=O °c -t'(g "o. (7.6) 
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By exploiting the freedom in choice of the mf`, m' vectors of the tetrad we 

can further set 
Y. - ö (7.7) 

which gives finally 

ö=0 on (7.8) 

(7.7) is achieved as follows; 

Under A ý. ̀ý A pt' r+a'ý`_ 2 wº, '" we have 

'"1/, L; v wi. (e- 
wj,, y C, v e naý, 

ý e 

Hence ý''_ _ -º. ýrý "ý'ýn, y A"ý. (Y-fl +Z A'v? C, v 

so that we can choose C to make 

. The same tetrad transformation gives 

and 
LC ýoC-t3ý + 

so that (7.6) are preserved provided the additional restrictions 

1S =o=. SA (7.9) 

are imposed. The tetrad freedom that remains is 
C 

(7.10) At 
with A =constant, DC =0 =AC.. 

The geometrical significance of (7.5) is to indicate that there. exists a 

congruence of null geodesics with tangent vector n,, wliich is divergence-free 

and shear-free on We utilise this congruence of null geodesics in Ir 

to set up a coordinate system valid in some region of ? Qcontaining the null 

hypersurface j. 

Consider the null congruence given by 

n-m` (7.11) 
du 

where 
ný' 

IIAI- , (7.12) 
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This is a congruence of null geodesics lying in j+, with u an affine 

parameter for these geodesics. Select some space-like slice o of j 
and 

label the geodesics of the above congruence by the coordinates 
x 

of points 

in the ö 2-space where the geodesics cut o. - 
Assign to each point on the 

serve as coordinates for same null geodesic the same labels x. Then u, 
A 

Next consider the family of space-like slices 7 of '- given by u"= constant. 

Let N. denote the unique outgoing null hypersurface intersecting J in a 

particular 2-2-space. 

Emanating from each point 
x of this slice there is exactly one null 

geodesic orthogonal to 2 and lying in N. Assign the labels x to all points 

on this null geodesic and the same label 
.u 

to all points of N. Applying this 

procedure to the entire family of-u = constant slices defines the coordinates 

U, x off 

Define r to be an affine parameter for the null geodesics emanating from the 

slices. is given by r=0. Choose 

dx 
dr 

(7.13) 

to be the second real null vector of the tetrad at each point. For the 

region of in which this coordinate system is well-defined we have 

gu. 1 gIA "o10 

gµy =1'=1A00 gl, 9g (7.14) 

9IA gAB 
gg 

Using the fact that u is an affine parameter for null geodesics in P we have 

gn - giA -O on 

(or, equivalently, g11 
g=0 

on f +) 

and 
ä 

r, 
ü tt =o on 

If c{AB denotes the metric of the 2 2-surfaces in S+, then 

gAB = qAB on 

(7.15) 

(7. I6) 

(7.17) 
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The -null tetrad for the region of iL described by our coordinate system is 

given by 

+ U. ö+ iýA q (7.18) 

rr1, ý =W+Aq 

where 

2(t-w ) 

_ . XA, --( gA-i-0JgA) (7.19) 

On. +, U= XA = W- 0,. so that these quantities are 0(r) near +. The 

notation used in (7.18), (7.19) is in conformity with that of Newman and 

Penrose [17 1. The tetrad vectors thus take the following form on , 
}{; 

ýµ 
= cý 

I dom- 

/ýl iu 2 
2=ä, ýrtý = äý,,. 

, (7.20) 

"L K -. cµ 
.. 

cA 
-OA' Wßµ = ýiý 

/w 
ýAý Ä-_-A fA- 

where Ag14 O and ýAA = --1 (7.21) 

An important. aspect of the geometry of f appears if we apply the 

commutation relation (7.31) of Chapter 2 to =x, for 
. 
this gives 

A 
on (7.22) 

au 
from-which 

. on ý+ 
. (7.23) a gAB =0=- AB 

FV_ 

Thus, we may make a choice of metric for the. initial 2-space slice f 

with the assurance that successive space-like slices of 5 retain the same 

intrinsic metric. It is convenient to give the 2-spaces the metric of 

a unit sphere and to. choose coordinates 
x in one of the following ways: 

(i) take (x 3, 
x4) to be the coordinates employed in Chapter 3, giving 

gAg-2 Pte 

where P=11 cosh x3, (7.24) 
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or, equivalently, 

(7.25) 

(ii) take spherical polars or stereographic coordinates to 

establish contact. with the X operator as developed. in [ 38 ] 

For our purposes the (x3, x4) coordinates in (i) above will be chosen, so that 

immediate comparison of our present results with those of Chapter 5 can be made. 

However, the'; operator formalism and the spin-s spherical harmnics Y 
s im 

play a natural role in the analysis, and with that in mind we have already 

developed the required material in (x x4) coordinates in Chapter 2. 

Using Newman-Penrose definitions we have now 

°` z ý; e 
A. ý ß gA; s} (7.26) 

and making use of (7.6)gives, -onj 
3 

(7.27) 22 
It is straightfoiward to show that on the 'd" operator acts according to 

S (c -ý 
)ý) (7.28) 

and 

(7.29) 

where is a function of spin-weight s, suitably defined on 

The above choice of coordinates and tetrad-gives a simplification of the 

spin coefficients in some neighbourhood of i%. containing s±, and will enable 

us to present the conformal Killing equations in a particularly simple form 

in-this region. To be precise, we have 

J( = Tr _E- 0ý (7.30) 

oC x+ d(V-) (7.31) 
24-1 

Or = Cro + o-, r+ 0Crýk) 
) 

(7.32) 

e= ýý i` 
.t 

Q(r2ý (7.33) 

sufficiently near to. 3+, and all other spin coefficients are 0 (r). To 

account for (7.32), (7.33) we-note first that . 
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-CL 0 oll 

the second of these conditions following from (4.8) because 

PlIv 

^ý Yjý+ý 
(ýY Qy c 'µ 

{ "' 
y 

You ýl V -a 
+Yv 

-a 
Q C] _ 

(LM v f) cv- 

- C7 since , 
ris tangent 

to geodesics. Then 

r+0 (r3) 
. 
(7.34) 

and so (5.4) leads' to 

r=ý r+0(r3). (7.35) 

The results 

Ö +0 

given in [31 1, lead immediately to expansions for e, o-in the form (7.32), 

(7.33) when use is made of (7.34)., (7.35) and the appropriate relations from 

(6.5). 

6.8 The conformal Killing equations ' in . 

The simplifications arising from a judicious choice of tetrad and coordinates 

in the conformal space 
r, 

are now employed in setting down the conformal 

Killing equations in R. In addition to (7.30-33) we shall use the fact that 

the other spin coefficients are 0(r) sufficiently near +. We adopt the null 

tetrad (7.18), not again that U, XA' w are 0(r) and that our choice of 

coordinates (x3, x4) gives 

1 
cosh x3 +O (r) 

ý 
(8.1) 

3 

cosh x3. + 0(r) (8.2) 

sufficiently near 
J{. 

We follow the work of Chapter 2 by introducing tetrad components for the 

conformal Killing vector field according to tlie. following scheme; 
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(8.3) 

VI_ +oo. -) , 
(8.4) 

V3 
ý(8.5) 

V4 sa. cL X . 
ý' +0(1-) (8.6) 

In tetrad form the conformal Killing equations are . 

DVS (8.7) 

& Vz Vz -i- v V3 V (8.8) 

AVI+1) /z -- z( - ýY+ý)VJ -'ýV3 -'ýV (8.9) 

äV3 - V1 - o- V, - 
CSC 

-ß) 
V3 (8.10) 

5vi + v3 = '15 y- v3 - d- V4. c8.11) 

Vi +/S V3 =. VV, -2'rViV3+X V (8.12) 

VI +äY, + 
(tk+/T)VI -2eV2. V3 V4. (8.13) 

The integrability conditions for these equations have been given by Collinson 

and French in [36] 
, and, in Chapter2 of the present work. 

The equations (8.7. - 8.13) admit solutions in the form of power series 

expansions in the parameter r. Our object here is to find the leading terms 

in these, expansions, giving us the. "far-asymptotic" form of the conformal 

Killing vectors. in Z. 

We consider first the three "radial" equations of the above set. (8.7) gives 

immediately 

V. V, Cu., A) 
' 

(8.14) 

ryý 
where Vi is an arbitrary function (suitably well-behaved) in 2. 

Writing 
. 
(8.11) in the form 

DVs S V, + It V-e V3 -- o, - V4- 

and putting 
o V3 V +. V3r 

+ 
1/3. 

YI _ V4 +. Vic + 
Y4 c. i . f. ... 

shows that V3 
, 
VIF 

, 
V, V4 .... etc. are determined in terms of V3, V4 

00 
and known functions but V3 and V4 themselves are not determined. We have, 
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for example, 

TX a,, Y4. (8.15) 

V4. Vi - 0o V3 
' (8.16) 

where we have used the fact that V,, given in (8.14), is a spin-weight zero 

function on j+ 
. The final radial equation (8.9) takes the form 

D vz + V, - 't Vj -'ý V4 
. 

(8.17) 

Making use of (8.13) and the 
. relationship 't = oC + (3 we can write (8.17) as 

Dvý42eV _-AV, -Sv, -ýV 2ev3-2ýY4+tý'-t Äi)v1 
. 
(8.18) 

Assuming a solution for Vz in the form 

+ 
Y11- 

+ 
Y: 

L 
ý-1 + V, _ V2. 

leads to a situation in which 
Vz, V3 ".. etc. are determined in terms of 

0 . 
0. p0 

V2, V3 
, 

V4 and known functions but V.. is not determined. We find, for 

example, that the 0 (1) terns in (8.18) give 

V: 
L _ -- V1, I -L 

i. 

-i" V3 + 'd" V4. 
' (8.19 ) 

where we have used the'fact that Vx V4 have spin weights 0,1, -1. 

respectively. We would point out here that. the conformal factor 0 takes the 

fonn 

l 
V3 { v4 

1 on g+, (8.20) 

which follows at once from (8.13). 

The "non-radial" equations . 
(8.8),. (8.10), (8.12) impose conditions on the 

op 

leading terms V. 
1, v A4. ý4 introduced in expansions above. The 0(l) terms 

in (8.8) give 
0 

Yz)I = O` ' (8.21) 

from which V1 (NA) (8.22) 

There are of course other conditions arising from terms containing higher 

powers of r but since we require only a "first-order" solution they are 

not relevant to our purpose. These higher order conditions would assume an 

important role if we wished to develop the Killing vector field away from 3 +. 
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The leading terms of (8.12) give 
qý0 

V3 (8.23) 

and finally, from the leading terms of (8.10) we obtain 

Vg r; V2, (8.24) 

We comment that ö 
has spin weight 2, a fact which follows from-the definition 

of Tin terms of the tetrad vectors. 

Before examining the asymptotic conformal symmetries in some specific cases, 

we take the opportunity here of summarising the pertinent equations from the 

foregoing analysis :- 

(8.25a) Vi va ýu, XA) 

V1 
ýý 

= (8.25b). 

° (8.25c) Y, 

v3 _ f2 ýý (8.25d) 

As an immediate consequence of these equations we see that a necessary 

condition for the existence of asymptotic conformal symmetries is that Qo 

should be linear in u, a result which was also obtained in §4 of Chapter S. 

Differentiating (8.25d) with respect to u and making use of (8.25c) gives 
Vý = 

Viaýa 

Differentiating with respect to u again, and making use of 8.25b) gives 

aýý 

6.9 Asymptotic C-K vectors in asymptotically shear-free space-times. 

Putting o=0 in the equations (8.25) gives 

Vi (9, la) 

0 (9. lb) 

V3, (9.1c) 
(9. ld) 

V3 is of spin weight 1 and (9.1d) shows. that it consists only of 
Y-= 1 harmonics 

since 'ý operates on spin-i spherical harmonics according to 
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2 . Qwý 

Therefore, we can expand Y3 in the form 

o 
V3 aý�ý(u) typ ý�ý (9.2) 

where the am(u) are functions of u only. From (9.1b) and. (9.1c) it 'follows 

that 
0 Y3)I)I 

so that 

Vz is of spin weight zero and may be expanded in the form 

V2 61 64) 
0Y, (9.4) 

Substitution of (9.2) and (9.4) into (9.1c) gives 

6, cß CLCLt()] lye f 
CL IY,., 

Making use of the orthogonality relations of the SYjm 
f(8.30) of Chapter 23 , 

we see that V,. has the expansion 

+I ý/ 0a OL 0/l wý. 'ý OC Ov fo yý - a, - (9.5) 
where oC is an arbitrary constant, and the am(u) are coefficients in the 

. expansion (9.2) of V3 . 

Finally, we remark that V, can be expanded in the form 

v Vi Cý. "(tk) O) tý (9.6) 

where the cLm are arbitrary functions of u. 

Using the asymptotic relations 
V, V, 

V'- 

ti 

which follow from (5.2 8), we can transform the tetrad components of the 

C. K. vectors from the unphysical spacek to the physical spaceQ. We thus 
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obtain tute far-asymptotic terms of the generators of the asymptotic 

conformal symmetry group set down in g7 of the previous Chapter of this work. 

It is perhaps important to stress once more that although the Penrose 

conformal technique developed here has led to the far-asymptotic terms of 

the C-K vector field with. relative-ease, if our wish is to find the higher 

order terms then it has no virtues from a computational point. of view over 

the asymptotic expansion technique that we used in Chapter 5. I-bwever, the 

Penrose method is extremely valuable in its provision of a rigorous 

foundation for the analysis of asymptotic problems , since it avoids the 

objections which might be levelled 
. at` the asymptotic expansion approach. 

6.10 Asymptotic C-K vectors in space-times which are not asymptotically 

shear-free 

In this final section we briefly reconsider the equations (8.25); 

V, = 
V, ((.:, XA) (10. la) 

0 (10.1b) 

0o `%`r2V, (l0. lc) 

'cS Y3 - 41 er. 
, (10. ld) 

in the case when 

Oý }ý Q (10.2) 

The only conditions on o-o now are that, it should be linear in u, a property 

which was noted at the end of 
§8 

of the present chapter, and secondly, 

that it has spin weight 2. We shall show how, in principle, the above 

equations may be solved when the form of is prescribed. 

Suppose the expansion of ao is given by 

co +L 

0-o 
At 

r 
W) 

(10.3) 

where the (Y, (u) with 
d2 

2 
Ort 

m=0, are known functions. 
du 

0 Then, assuming that V,, is capable of expansion in the form 

oq 
Vi = F_ Výº+ý 

o%Cwtýx (10.4) 
L=o 
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O 

where they, are constants, we know that 0o Vl will have an expansion of. 

the form 

as 
V2. oCýý(uý zy 

`xA) 
(10.5) 

where 
d2. ß = 0, and the dim contain combinations of products of the 

du 

unknowns(ý1m and the known quantities (m(u). the explicit form of (10.5) 

-may be generated from (10.3) and (10.4) in a case where the expansion of p-o 

is known by making use of the. relation 
1 591 

y= ý- Q, +ýý(21x+ý) 
, -. >S , () S, ý. ýY 4ý cz eý, 

] 
,eý, e -ý -s S ys lo. 6 

which expresses the product of two spin-s harlmnics. as a linear combination 

of other spin-weighted harmonics. 

In (10.6) 
. 

m=m, tma 

s =si +S2 

and 1i is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of. the rotation 

group [60I. Expanding V3 in the form 

00 +t 

V=z 7-- 3ý ýwý(u.. ) I'X . (10.7) 

where the(3yßm(u) are linear functions of u, followed by substitution of 

(10.3,4,5,7) into the equations (10.1c, d) gives finally 

(10.8) 

and 

. 2wi -L]3 jw. ) (10.9) 
C) 

where the usual orthogonality relation on spin-s spherical harmonics of 

the same spin- weight has been employed. (For this orthogonality property see 

for example 
[38 

or Chapter 2 of the. present work). The quantities ° min 
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(10.9) involve the unknowns «mand 
the (known) functions 

-M 
so 

in. any particular case (10.8) and (10.9) can be solved to give the 

and the 1IM 
in terms of known functions.. This esentially completes 

the solution scheme; one need only add that from (10. la)' it follows that 

V, is. of the form 

o 4ý 
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CRkPTER 7. 

PHYSICAL INTIiRPRITAI'ION OF THE CONFORMAL 

TRANSFORMATIONS IN MINNDWSKI SPACE-TIME 

7.1 Introduction 

Since the pioneer work of Bateman. and Cunningham [7,81 in 191.0, the 

Minkowski. space conformal group-has, until recent years, made only 

-occasional reappearances in the literature. We give below a survey Of the 

early work in this area, tracing the conceptual development from the. 

conform-invariance of Maxwell's equations, through Page's "new relativity", 

and onwards to the more recent interpretations proposed by particle-physicists, 

notably Kastrup [40,611 
and Rosen [62] 

. We shall adhere throughout to 

the terminology and notation of Chapter 4. In particular, the special 

conformal transformations, which are the most interesting part. of the group 

as far as interpretation is concerned, will be denoted by. 5(a'0-) 
:. 

XA: -- ýXý 'with 
x? - a, h(x. x) 

xp-_ (1.1) 
1-2a. x + (ä. a) ý. x) 

The paper of Cunningham referred to above falls into two sections. The 

material of the first part is of no concern to us here, but the second part 

presents what the author calls an extension of the. relativity principle of 

Einstein. At'that time the usual foundation of special relativity was the 

assumption, well supported by observation, that no experiment of. an 

electromagnetic nature could be used to detect the uniform motion of an 

observer relative to the aether. The mathematical content of the principle 

lay in the fact-that the Maxwell field equations are invariant under the 

Lorentz transformations. Cunningham's work consisted in showing that the 

Maxigell equations are also invariant under the group of conformal 

transformations in Minkowski space. He saw'that. these transformations can 

be built up of inversions in the hyperspheres of the space, and the results 
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in his paper come from consideration of the simplest conformal transformation, 

of this type; ' viz, inversion with the origin as centre. He acknowledges 

that the inversions, no matter how simple they may be algebraically, are not 

easy to, describe in-geometrical terms. However, it is pointed out. that no 

conformal transformation can be found to'connectframes of reference in 

uniform relative rotation, and, in consequence, the equations. of 

electrodynamics will not be-invariant under transformation to a rotating frame. 

We shall have reason to mention this point again in section 7.3. 

7.2 Conformal transformations as transformations of coordinates 

Theearly. work on the Minkowski space conformal group took the "passive" 

view-point öf transformations as changes of coordinates in flat space-time. 

It'is probable that the influence of Einstein's original work on special 

relativity and the Lorentz transformations prompted this interpretation of 

the more general conformal transformations. The outcome of this approach is 

to give, a new description of flat space-time 'using certain systems of 

curvilinear coordinates. The transformations between coordinate systems of 

this type were widely interpreted as transformations between frames of 

reference in constant relative acceleration, in contradistinction to the 

preferred frames of reference in special relativity which have constant 

relative velocities. This sort of physical interpretation is made in the 

so-called "non-relativistic" limit as c--, >w. 

We shall look at the argument leading to this interpretation by taking a 

special conformal transformation (1.1 ) with 

a''=(0, a, 0,0). (2.1) 

This particular choice of parameters will simplify the algebra without. 

destroying the generality of the conclusions. Since it is necessary at a 

later stage of the calculation to pick out terms of specific orders in c, 

the speed of light, we will take coordinates 

x11= (ct, X, Y, z) (2.2) 
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instead of-making the usual choice in which c =. 1. An additional advantage 

in making this choice of coordinates is the consequent possibility of using 

dimensional considerations as a check in some of the unwieldy algebra. 

The conformal transformation that we are considering takes the form 

t' =t, 
1+2ax-a2-(xx. ) 

(2.3a) 

x' =x a(X*ý. ) (2.3b) , 1+ tax -a (x°txOC) 

Y' =Y 
1+2ax -a1( ) 

(2.3c) 

z z=-, 
1C) 

1+2ax- a2- (x«x, 
(2.3d) 

where x"x,, = c" t; - x'- - yz - z2`. It is a straightforward, if tedious., 

matter to calculate the expressions connecting the 3-velocities 

(ý, 
, -Ht 

1 
and'TFr ,f, 

). They are 

-lac t(l+ax) + 11+2ax+ax(cle+x *)rl-z +2a(l+ax)y 

+2a(l+ax)z 
j 

(2.4a) 

tr =1 JE: 
facty 

- 2ay(l+ax) + [l+2ax-a2. (cztl-x +yl-z2)]. 
f 

- 2aZyz Tt 

(2.4b) 

dz' 1 
dt-r 

IL 1 dx z 2- 1: :12 dz 2a c tz - 2az(l+ax) - 2a yz [1+2ax-a (c t -x -y +z 
4- 

T 

(2.4c) 

where 

_[ 1+2ax+a1( )] - tat (l+ax) - 2ä yt .- 2a zt 
ý. 

Tt- (2.4d) 

We. shall put 
dx' 

=0=f. 
- in (2.4a - d), let c TtT Cx> 
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to give the non-relativistic limit, and solve. the resulting differential 

equations for the trajectory in the x/4L coordinates of a particle which is at 

rest in the xP' coordinates. 

(2.4a) reduces to 

dx _2 (1 ax) (2.5 ) 
dt ät + 

from which 
At ä 

X (2.6) 

where A.. is an arbitrary constant. This is evidently a notion in the 

x-direction with constant acceleration 
? ä. The other equations. (2.4 b, c) 

lead to 

and .. 
dz 

= 
2z' 

dt t cTt t 

with solutions 

y= Btz = Ctz , 

where B, C are arbitrary constants. We see then that, in the limit as 

c--)Pp pO a particle at rest in . the frame coordinatised by the 'e`L'is observed 

to move with constant acceleration' in `the frame coordinatised by the x'`. 

We-therefore interpret the change of coordinates here as a transformation 

between two frames of reference in constant relative acceleration. 

An immediate objection can be raised against this particular physical 

interpretation of the conformal transformations when it is noted that a 

relative velocity greater than the. velocity of light is apparently allowed 

by the transformations linking and 
r. If, in the equations (2.4 a-d) 

we put x=y=z=0 and 
dx 

_d_ 
dz =0 it follows readily that 

dx' 
r_ -2ac2 t' 

where we have made use of (2.3a). Evidently then, for t'> we. have Tac 
mal > c. - This result suggests that a particle at rest at the origin in 

one frame might be seen to travel with a speed exceeding the speed of light 

in a second frame. This is in contradiction to observation and would therefore 

seem to remove all physical importance from the "passive". interpretation of 

the transformations. 
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7.3 Page's "New Relativity" 

In 1936 Page [631 and Page and Adams [ 641 described a new relativity that 

was subsequently seen to depend upon the flat-space conformal group in the 

same sense that Einstein's special relativity of 1905 depended upon the 

Lorentz group. The Page theory was based on two primary assumptions; 

(1) there exists at least one Euclidean reference system with constant 

light velocity; 

(2) all equivalent Euclideanreference systems with constant light velocity 

are physically indistinguishable as regards the formulation of the 

laws of nature. 

("equivalent" here amounts to the property of being related one to 

another by transformations of the conformal group viewed in the 

-passive sense. ) 

Page developed his work from the belief that only, the properties of light 

should be used in the operational. methodology. of space-time theories; the 

Einsteinian concepts of the rigid measuring rod and the ideal clock do not 

appear. The consequences of Page's assumptions depend upon the fact that in 

his theory the metric interval 

c''dt1 -. dx 3` 
- dy 1- dz 2. 

between neighbouring events is no longer invariant. Instead, the interval 

in two "Page-equivalent" reference frames transforms according to 

c''dt' )' _ dx''` dy' 2' - dz' 2` =K (x''-) jc2 dtl - dxl - dy'' - dz5 . 

The invariant quantity in Page's theory is the null interval 

c2dtL - dx2- - dyi- dz2.. =0, 

so that it is only the null-cone and null-line structures in flat space-time 

that are preserved under his transformations. 
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In his. original paper Page expresses the view that there are, in all 

probability, transformations other than those of his theory that relate 

reference frames in which the paths of light rays are invariant. In 

particular, he and Adams [641 mention the possibility of equivalent 

Euclidean frames of reference in relative rotation. 

These aspirations must seem, to modern commentators, more than a little 

surprising since the early work of Lie C65] on'the: theory of groups' of 

transformations could easily be used to demDnstrate'that the 15-parameter 

conformal group is the largest group with the property of leaving 

c2'dt2. - dx1 - dyz - dzl =o 
invariant. This work preceded that of Page by more than forty years, but 

was. evidently unknown to him. Nor could Page have been aware of Cunningham's 

work of 1910, in which the possibility of a relativity. principle based on 

frames of reference. in relative rotation was dismissed. *Needless to say, 

Page's theory faded from the literature at the first mention[66] of Lie's 

definitive treatment of the problem, and remains nowadays as little more 

than a mathematical curiosity without physical importance. 

7.4. Conformal transformations as gauge transformations in Minkowski space-time 

The mathematical framework for this discussion has already been developed 

in §. 3'of Chapter 4, 'where the local isomorphism C S3(2,4) was demonstrated 

by mapping Minkowski space?? Lonto a particular hyperquadric Q in the 

five-dimensional projective space'Ps.. The interpretation to be given here 

presents. the dilatations ) and the special conformal transformations4 as 

geometrical gauge transformations in Minkowski space-time. In the case of the 

transformations the gauge factor is a constant, but for the4 transformations 

it is coordinate-dependent. 

Since some small notational changes have been made in the present section 

we will. briefly recapitulate on the results of g 3, Chapter 4 before proceeding. 
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4 
--0,1, 

'2,3, are taken as homogeneous coordinates in P and 

then the mapping of PS intom has the form 
4 

'. Jc' x " ' ' ýs' ` xs (4.1) 

The transformations of the conformal. group C* are induced in? f by certain 

linear transformations of. homogeneous coordinates in PS.. In p articular, the. 

Poincare transformations are induced by 

-. 
S SAL (4.2a) 

ý4 - -f- 
2A&. A v+ ýs d 

', (4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

where 

µý AV 

The translation subgroup (V) is given when 
A- V 

The dilatations oV: - xr' =QX, ' are induced by 

µ_/ _C w' . 1- . (4.3a) 

E4ý 4 (4.3b) 

ýS ce ýS (4"3c) 

where is a real constant with > 0. 

The inversion transformation is induced by 

-7 
(4.4a) 

i=1,2,3, (4.4b) 

'S" (4.4c) 

~=c4 (4.4d) 

Using the identity (2.6) of Chapter 4 it is straightforward to show that 

the special conformal transformationd(a') iin1)tis induced by the 

transformation 
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in Ps. (4.2) - (4.5) are all transformations that leave the quadratic form 

invariant, and this is essentially the invariant quadratic. form of SO(2,4). 

In what follows we adopt the "active" view of transformations in space-time; 

the coordinate system is fixed, the transformation maps one region point-wise 

into another. We note that is invariant under transformations of the 

Poincare group. Following the interpretation of Kastrup [61] 
we use to 

fix a standard of length. The coordinates are taken as coordinates of 

position in space-time, and are to be thought of here as dimensionless 

nunbers. has dimension [L]-ý: As far as Poincare transformations are 

concerned, and the usual coordinates' of position x, " are interchangeable; 

it is. only whereof and4transformations are involved'that Kastrup's 

interpretation of the is significant. 

The Minkowski metric interval between points x, "; x" + d. x" is given in 1V by 

ds' = dx "dxý (dx')t - '(dxt )1- (dxt)2 - (dx3)1, 

In terms of quantities in Ps we find easily from (4.1) that 

dxA" 

and so 

ds2 = (ýs) -z 

Again from (4.1), the hyperquadric QC PC has equation 

so the differentials. in (4.8) are subject to the restriction 

1- rdf, - CýLg, - gký 
(ý 

.= 01. 
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Iti'e may add here that the finite displacement form of (4.8) is easily shown 

tobe 

(l)µ Xit`ý 
º~`ý- 

(ýsýrJ`rr ýK r)(VL -`ý ý ýýýSýSý1 (4: 11') 

where the notation is -obvious. 

. 
It is easy to verify directly that (4.8) is invariant under the Poincarg 

transformations (4.2). Under dilatations (4: 3) we find that 

ds' 2= 
e1 ds 2` (4.12) 

and under the special conformal transformations (4.5) we'have 

ds = C1 
-2 xµa1 + (x ýJ (ab a) 

J ds ý.. (4.13) 

These results are identical in form with those obtained from the conventional 

`active" view-point, as adopted, for example, in Chapters 3 and 4 of the 

present work. 

On the other hand, however, the interpretation of the, - transformations as 

gauge transformations gives a physical content to results like (4.13). 

different from that of the "active" interpretation. Referring back to (1.1) 

we note that the transformation 

Xµß . xA - a'"` (x 4 
(4.14) 

1-2aµx'"`+(a, aK) ( "x, ) 

viewed in. the "active" sense maps to infinity the points on the hypersurface 

1=2 aµx" + (a, a"`) (XOC xa) = 0. (4.15) 

Writing. this equation in the form 

(aaad) 
rx/- aµ r ate` °0, (4.16) 
L. (a °'a )L 

'" 
(aa 

_) 

and assuming that ä'`- is neither null nor zero, we see that the hypersurface 

that maps to infini under aµ ty j(a. ) is the null-cone with vertex at 
a°ca. C 
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In the interpretation of Kastrup things are rather different, the 

transformation to be considered. now is (45), under which space-time points 

(coordinatised here by the suffer a translation 

whilst there is a simultaneous gauge transformation 

57 + 

The points on the hypersurface (4.15) take part in the general translation 

but it is easy to see also that sI becomes zero on this hypersurface, so 

that ds given by (4.8) becomes infinite for separations in the hypersurface. 

The advantage of 'looking at the conformal transformations in Ps. and employing 

Kastrup's physical interpretation lies in the one-to-one correspondence 

between points and their images which obtains in that space. The disadvantage 

is the appearance of a strange gauge on the hypersurface (4.15) which leads 

to infinite measures of separation between neighbouring points in the 

hypersurface. The usual "active" interpretation sends the hypersurface 

(4.15) to 
. 
infinity, thus losing. the identity of individual points in the 

hypersurface, whilst also, via (4.13), allocating infinite separations to 

pairs of image points at infinity. 

7.5 The conformal group and causality - the "active" view-point 

A pair of events with. coordinates x' " in space-time are causally related 

if the interval x'`"- x1 is time-like or null. Physically, this means that 
czl U) 

an influence propagating with a velocity less than or equal to the velocity 

of light can link the two events. The temporalordering of the events 

ý"; is governed by the sign of the quantity 
axo 

; if this is 

positive then event precedes event if it is negative then event x 

precedes event x. It is. well known that the Poincare transformations and 

the dilatations preserve the causal structure of space-time, and it has been 

shown [67] that this is the largest connected group of transformations 

with this property. It follows then that the, -S transformations do not 
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preserve the causal relations between pairs of events, and the work-of 

this section and tue next explores this violation of causality in some 

detail. 

Let us look at the problem first of all from the "active" viewpoint using 

information from section 7.4. We have seen that 

aXµ dxý (5.1) 

from which it follows that dic""dxý and d£'"dýf,,. - df4 d£s always have the 

same sign, or vanish together, provided frj 0. Thus, we may use the 

infinitesimal interval in PS to decide whether the corresponding interval 
4s. in Minkowski space%YL'is space-like, 'time-like or null. But djAd Z dK dfis 

invariant under the conformal group C,. and so the concepts "time-like" 

"space-like" and "null", applied to infinitesimal intervals are invariant 

under C. 

To investigate the infinitesimal temporal interval dt we use 

t-a( ýcc) 
t1- 2a + (a°`aJ (xxy) 

from which it follows that 

dt 
Idt [i- (a ad) (t2-xlxi)+(2ä )1(tß-xlxi)-2 x +4ä t (xlai)] 

+ dxl [4axj(a0)+2taj_2a0aj(xJ-a0xj-2(a0c)txjj], (5.2) 

where = 1-2a ý+(aoc% (x'x, J 

There is no loss of generality in choosing xl = 0, since any infinitesimal 

time-like interval can be brought. to the form (dt, 0,0,0) by a suitable 

Lorentz transformation. . Then (5.2) gives 

dt = 
d? i (1-ä t)ý + t2 (a' )I' + (al)a + (a3) J 

from which it is clear that the sign of dt is the same as that of dt. 
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Thus we see that, provided we restrict ourscives to infinitesimal intervals, 

Einsteinian. causality in Mlnkowski space-time. is not affected by. conformal 

transformations. 

't'urning our attention to finite intervals now, we must replace (5.1) by 

(5.3) 
CO (1) 1) U) U o) U 

and note that. under the transformation4(a') we have 

(x, K'-xµ') (x,, ý -x, ) = ýsý ý'S1(xNxxw (5.4) 
. 04 ui W U) 

Ca) 

(1) c%) (A) cif U) U) 

It can be shown that provided xA`xis not null it is. possible to find 

parameters aA' such that fr/Frl and ý r/ rr have opposite signs. Then from 

(5.4) it follows that time-like intervals map into space-like and vice versa. 

There-are-a number of different cases to examine in the proof but the problem 

has been exhaustively treated in a paper 621 by Rosen. In physical terms - 

the res'ilt means that any pair of causally related events with a finite 

non-null separation will, under certain transformations of the conformal 

group, map into a pair of events that cannot be causally related. 

This behaviour of finite intervals under conformal transformations has led 

many writers (e. g. 
[681 ) to claim that-the conformal group cannot have 

any relevance for space-time physics. I-bwever, there are others, Kastrup 

among them, who maintain that because. the special conformal transformations 

are non-linear it is only to the infinitesimal intervals that we can attach 

physical significance, and therefore it is the behaviour of infinitesimal 

elements under conformal transformation that is important to the question of 

physical content. This type of thinking is of course inspired by our 

knowledge of general relativity, coupled with the fact that if we adopt the 

"active"'view of conformal transformations then the transformed space-time 

region has non-zero curvature and thus properly requires a general- 

relativistic treatment. 
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7: 6 'hie conformal group and causality -a particle physicist's. view-point 

In his interesting paper [G2] 
, Rosen points out that 

. since experiments of 

physics are interpreted "flatly", any useful interpretation of the conformal 

transformations should be consistent with the adoption of rectilinear 

coordinates in a. flat space-time. He suggests an alternative to the "active" 

and "passive" view-points by proposing that space-time transformations be 

interpreted as mapping only the events and world-lines of the physical 

process under consideration, whilst leaving the space-time manifold and the 

coordinate system unaffected. A single observer then sees a different process 

taking place but in the same background-of flat space-time. If every 

physically valid process transforms in this sense into a second physically 

valid process then the transformation group. concerned constitutes a symmetry 

of physics. 

In the present work we shall generalise some results of Rosen by examining 

the effect of the special conformal transformation (4: 14) on a general 

linear trajectory 

x" = Z""+ X 
. 
C', A real. (6.1) 

in the flat background space-time. (6.1) is a straight line through the 

event z-`-with direction given by , 
eý. If is time-like then (6.1) gives 

the world-line of a massive particle in free space; if is null we have 

the world-line of a zero rest-mass particle or a photon. The image of x'" 

under (4.14) is 

[I-2 
&. Z -: L, \ a. Z] L4.4) LZ"2 t2X(z. 1'+)º 

". 
Qý 

(6.2) 

where, as usual, u. v denotes the Minkowskian scalar product u vK. 

Letting X-te co in (6.2) reveals that the point aaa 
lies on the 

image trajectory. Then we can write (6.2) as 

X'w = aaµ +N 
ftM. g. t) 

ä - a. a .+N 
[ZM. 

t I-aA 
, 

(6.3) 
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where b'`'`= a, 4. -. so that we may define. the image-trajectory as the 

intersection of (6.6) with the plane through the origin spanned by and a'Y 

As . an illustrative example take , 
eK=. SAA_ and a'`äx with ax> 0, so 

that we are finding the image trajectory for a particle at rest at the 

spatial origin, transformed under a "boost". in the direction of the xl-axis. 

Explicitly, we have 

aXX2. Xo = x1 (6.7) 
1-aX X2 1-ax 

from which 2 Xi 11-1 
-/ 4a2 (6.8) 

x 

indicating that the image trajectory is an hyperbola. The 3-velocity of 

this world-line is easily shown to be 

v 
2aX 

(6.9) x l+aX 2. '1 

which satisfies 

vX (1. - vX 2axxa. (6.10) 

To relate events on the original particle world-line with their images 

we note the following results: 

(i) as x°-ý0 + and x1--> ax 

. _l 4, (ii) as A --ý a' xo oo and x --ý ±; 
x 

(iii) 
. as --ý - al 

xo ... 3 oo an d x' 
x 

A diagram will help to emphasise the important properties of-the transformation. 
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P. 

We can now see how causality is violated under the special conformal 

transformations. It has already been mentioned [see (4.16). ] that if 

a"(& 0) is not null, then the null-cone with vertex at maps to infinity 
a°ca 

under, -&a"'). In the above- example this singular 

null-cone has vertex at al and has been shown in(fig. 7). Note first that 
x 

the time-like interval AE remains time-like under transformation whereas the 

time-like interval AF becomes space-like under transformation. This latter 

property is a peculiarity of intervals on the initial trajectory that 

contain a point of the cone of singularity. It is a general fact that any 

finite time-like interval may be transformed to a space-like interval by a 

suitable choice of transformation; we need only choose a'4-in-Ö(ä`) so 

that the initial time-like interval intersects. 'the cone of singularity of 

the transformation. 

We note secondly that the temporal ordering of-events such as A and F is 

reversed under transformation and that it is possible for temporally 

distinct events such as A and J to-become simultaneous events under the 

transformation. 
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hic view-point adopted by Rosen permits him to argue that the violations 

of causality apparent from the'above work do not deprive the conformal 

group of physical significance. With reference to the last example, in 

which a one-particle process transforms into a two-particle process, his 

interpretation requires for its application only that the initial and finäl 

trajectories in-space-time should be those of a physically possible. pnn cess.. 

The initial trajectory is just that of a massive particle permanently at 

rest at the spatial origin; the final trajectory represents the motion of 

two non-interacting particles with equal and opposite charge-to-mass ratios 

in a constant electric field. Both of these processes are physically 

realisable. Thus, we have here,. in Rosen's view, a possible symmetry of 

physics. 

To derronstrate incontrovertibly that the conformal group is a symmetry. of 

physics-it must be-shown. that every physically valid process transforms- 

under operations of the group only-into other physically valid processes. 

(no matter how different these may be from the original process).. It is to 

be expected that particle-creation processes may transform into particle- 

annihilation processes, that particle number may not be preserved under 

transformation (a circumstance already revealed in our simple example above), 

and that conventional notions. of causality. will be violated. It is clear 

that a program to investigate the conformal group in this manner is a task 

for the experimenters; it does not lie within thescope of theoretical 

physics. 
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7.7 Conservation laws and laws of balance 

We 
. 
have already, in. Chapter 3, set down 15 vectors 

{SA] 
,A 

as a basis for the vector space of C-K vectors in Minkowski space-time. 

This basis was chosen to reflect the physical aspects of the conformal 

transformations. In particular, the Killing vectors{IAý ,A= 0301, ---, 9 

were seen to 
. generate the Poincare group (the isometry group of Minkowski 

-space-time), while , 
«generated true conformal transformations. 

It is well-known that if we. consider a conservative medium in a background 

Minkowski space-time, then to each Killing vector of the space-time there 

corresponds 
.a 

particular law of conservation relating to properties of'that 

medium. Let TV"'denote. the energy-nomentum-tensor. characterising the 

distribution of the medium in space-time. Then Tµy: is symmetric; 

Thu) Y0 

and has zero divergence; 

T ýv=0. 

Consider the 10. vector quantities defined. by 

VA 'OoA JA v 
T'' ,A=0,1, 

---, 9. (7.1) 

A straightforward calculation gives 

y 
VA ýiý - ýA"'N-Tµv + SAv T 

- 

"v T (SA, uýý } -SA v .), 
(7.2) 

and since the ýA,,, are solutions- of Killing's equation it follows that 

VA µ=0, A=0,1, ---, 9. (7.3) 
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From this "differential conservation-law" (7.3), we can, by the usual 

arguments [51 a, construct an integral conservation law as follows. 

Suppose S3 is any closed 3-surface in space-time, enclosing the 4-volume R. 

Then one form of Stokes' Theorem gives 

` 
VÄ n d(3) v_J vÄ a(pt) 

v 
S3 R 

= 0, by virtue of (7.3), 

and n, is the unit outward normal to S. The reference mentioned above 

shows how this form of integral law may be related to more conventional. 

ideas. 

Suppose now that is is a conformal Killing' vector of'W?, so that it 

satisfies 

1 ^ý ý 
iA'V ±ýA JA 

, oc gv 

where gµ� = diag (1, -1, -1, -1) is the Minkowskian metric tensor., (The ten 

Killing vectors emerge as C-K vectors having °; 
d = 0. ) Then (7.2) 

becomes 

VýTa (7.4) 

Consider the 5 basis vectors- B= 10,11, ---, 14, for which 

Then it is clear from (7.4) that the quantities 

4v VB = JB yT, B= lO, ll, ---, 14, 

satisfy differential conservation laws if and only if the energy-momentum 

tensor T'"'' is trace-free; 

Tý _' 0. 
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It is worth noting that this is indeed the case if T'"`''' is the energy- 

momentum tensor of a free Maxwell field. In general, however, (7.4) does 

not take the form of a differential conservation law but gives what 

Edelen [691 has calleda "law of balance". 

'\ 

1 
, ý 

. 
ý, 
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CHAPTER 8 

MULTIPOLE MJSEMTS AND THE CONFORMAL GROUP 

8.1 Introduction 

The invariance of Maxwell's equations under the conformal group formed a 

starting point for the discussion of phjrsical interpretations given in the 

previous chapter. However, this conforn-invariance is. not peculiar to the 

field equations of electromagnetism, since, as many writers have noted, 

e. g. 
[ 54,70 3, the field equations of any zero rest-mass field are 

invariant under conformal rescalings. Thus, for each of the familiar 

fields of spin, 0,2,1 and 2 we have field equations exhibiting this 

invariance. For details concerning the spin -1 (Maxwell) field and the 

spin -2 (linearised gravitation) field one may refer to Pirani's' 

contribution in the Trautmann-Pirani-Bohdi volume 
C 23 ] In each of these 

theories it is usual to describe the potential function as a series of 

multipole contributions which may be pictured as arising from certain source 

terms that assume the form of delta-functions and derivatives of delta- 

functions concentrated on some world-line in space-time. This conception 

of a point source with structure is particularly convenient in relativistic 

considerations, since it avoids the difficulties that are presented by 

distributions of charge or mass having finite extent. 

The intimate connection between multipole moments and the conformal group 

is suppressed in the usual treatments, but as Geroch has pointed out 

16,7l] ,a full recognition of this connection, and in particular the 

recognition that multipole rmment fields are also C-K tensor fields, 

provides a method that it is hoped may be applicable to the study of 

multipole uDments in general relativity. 

In the present chapter we investigate the algebraic structures carried by 

C-K vectors and C-K tensors, viewed both as objects in Minkowski space-time 

and as objects over the 15-dimensional space of conformal Killing 
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vectors. The link between C-K tensors in 3-space and the multipole 

moments of Poisson's equation is established in §4, and the remaining 

section develops a formal extension of this work to the study of Multipole 

moments of the wave equation in Mi. nkowski space-time. It is sufficient to 

restrict attention to the scalar wave equation since the equations for the. 

potential in the Maxwell and linearised gravitation cases reduce essentially 

to this form when an appropriate choice of gauge conditions is made. 
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8.2 The algebra of C-K vectors in Minkowski space-time 

In Chapter 3 we found the structure constants of the Lie algebra of the 

Minkowski-space conformal group, the operators of which were defined there by 

XA op =1Ä3, A=0,1,..., 14, (2.1) 

where the 
[IAý form a basis for the vector space of C-K vectors. 

The structure constants, CÄB , defined from 

CXÄ -1 
XB CDC XDp (2.2) 

are tabulated for reference on page 58 . 
It is easy to demonstrate that the C-K vectors of inform a vector space 

over the reals: We shall denote this space by-9 in the following notes. 

The set-0 is also closed under the Lie bracket binary operation defined 

on the basis vectors 
fyAý by 

, 'ý y ýp u ^P v (2.3) 
A)v 

since it follows readily from this definition that 

CRAB ýD 
(2.4) 

where the CÄB are just those that appear in (2.2). 

More generally, if 

and 

X= xA S 

Y= yA ý-ý 

are any two elements ofýc, the conponents [X, Y ý`ý` of their Lie bracket 

are given by 

[XY]A 
= ? CB An YD" (2.5) 

From the structure constants CAS we construct the Cartan metric GAB 

defined by 

E CD (2.6) GAB =%E= GBA. 
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The properties of GAB are important in the classification of Lie groups. 

For example, if GAB is non-singular then the associated Lie group is 

semi-simple. Secondly, a knowledge of the signature of GAB enables one 

to determine whether the Lie group is compact (in which. case GAB is negative: 

definite) or non-compact (in which case GAB is indefinite). 

These results may be applied to show that the Lie group from which the 

present algebra derives is semi-simple and non-compact. The detailed 

results from which these conclusions are drawn have been incorporated in 

Appendix 4. 

Within the Lie algebra of C- K vectors the matrix GAB and its inverse 

(denoted by Gam) may be used for raising and lowering suffices in 'the 

usual way. 

8.3 The algebra of C- K tensors in Minkowski space-time 

In this section we shall first of all treat C-K tensors as objects in 

and then give a reappraisal of their algebraic structure in the space 4'. 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the completely synnietric tensor 

T to be a C-K tensor of is that, for some Vß'"/"3' 

T g(vµý v'ýcc; (3.1) 

For example, both g and -SA. where fA. 

! A, I 
! A1 ... 

ýa� are C-K vectors, are C-K tensors. We define three 

operations in the algebra of C-K tensors as follows : 

(i) the tensor sum of two C-K tensors is defined in the usual way 

whenever the two tensors have the same rank; 

(ii) the product of C-K tensors P'&A'1A` */`" is given by 

PnQ P(, A41µt ... 'ý Q/AK41 .. "/uti+r.. ) = QQP (3.2) 

(iii) the generalised Lie bracket of C-K tensors P'"''/"' " , "'A'te 

Q/"/IkL" "_ ý`^ý is given by 

CP, Q] - 
[P, Q] n P' Q 

v 
- M- Q /uM-op f"w ... (3.3) 
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We have here followed Geroch [16 ] in choice of notation. 

It is easy to show that the sum and product are associative and commutative, 

the bracket is anti-commutative, 

CP, Q 3=- [Q, P ] (3.4) 

and linear, and that n is distributive over + 

Some less trivial properties of the operations are embodied in 

£P, Q^R3 = 
[P, Q]nR + [P, RJ Q (3.5) 

and [P, [ Q, Rfl + 
[Q, 

LR, P]] + 
[R, [P., Q]] = 0. (3.6) 

(3.6) is recognised as a generalisation of the Jacobi identity. 

Using the formalism developed here, the condition (3.1) for T to be a 

C-K tensor can be refrained as 
1: 

1. [g, T] = g141. (3.7) 

It is an elementary exercise now to show that -ö is closed under the 

operations (i), (ii) and (iii) defined above. 

The remaining part of this section will be devoted to a study of the algebra 

of C-K tensors formulated in terns of tensors over 4' rather than over,. 

Tensor products of-7can be set up in the usual way; see for example 
[48,72 J, and we shall assume that A=0,1,... 14, has been 

chosen to be a natural basis for¬. The basis fep fork is e0 = (1,0,0,0), 

e= (011-1.010), e (0,0,1,0), R3 = (0,0,0,1). The components TA' A1" 'An 

of a completely synertetric tensor over-9 can be expressed as 

1A1Az... An [xxAx... XAL +... + ýh'fi1... 7A`] (3.8) 
J 

where the summation extends over at most 15n-1 terms and the 
A 

are 

components of vectors \, º. G k8. 
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We define a linear mapping f: , 
e--! ), 7ksuch that 

f)=e oc , 

where are the components in Wof !AE -e . It" follows then that f 

maps the4'-vector with components \A to them -vector with components 

A 
where{3AI, A=0,1,... 14, are just the components -in» of the basis of 

C-K vectors adopted in Chapter 3. More generally, the tensor (3.8) over, & 

maps to a tensor overXhaving the components 

T 0(, 04 ... oth = TAIA2.... An ac, °Cl . °4'L (3.9) 

It is clear that T °C` °c1 ' .. a" 
, 

defined in this wdy is a C-K tensor of t. 

The operations +,, and [, ] in W1 have their analogues in g 
as follows: 

(i) the sum of two -tensors of the same rank is defined in the usual 

way, 

I, A, A%-... An 
+ QAt A2... Af (P + Q)A*A,.... An 3.10 

(ii) the product ofý tensors Pý'A""'An and QA, A1"'Am is given by 

pnQ=p (A, A2.... An QAn+t ... 
An+m) (3.11) 

(iii) if PA`Az " 'An , QA%A7-" 'A are(-tensors of ranks n, m respectively, 

their Lie bracket is ad-tensor of rank n+m-1 defined by 

[p Q] AzA3... An B An+, ... An+m-1 
= nm PAl (A,... An 

CÄ QAn+i 
... 

An+m-1)An+m (3.12) 
, An+m 

Under (3.9) each of the-'-tensors defined in (3.10,11,12) maps to a 

C-K tensor ofm. In particular, (3.12) defines 

[P, Q, AIA3... A B Anfi, "' An+m'1 in such a way that it maps to the Lie 

bracket of PQ int. This can be verified 

directly (at least for small values of n and m) by substitution of 

PýiýL""- ýh 
_ 1ý__AIAI ... All 

l X41 A, ý 
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and Q «1 oc, ý _ 
1, A s.... 

Am °f' °f; 
. .. 

°(wti 

into (3.3), but it is rather easier to proceed by using induction on n 

and m. 

In conclusion, we may make some remarks concerning the correspondence (3: 9) 

that have importance in the relation of thei tensor formalism to multipole 

moments of the wave equation. Whilst it is clear from. (3.9) that a 

specification of TAIA2"'`n in e defines a unique C-K tensor ofl1?, it is 

to be noted also that two distincte-tensors may define the same C-K tensor 

inX ; the correspondence is not one-to-one. Furthermore, there are C-K 

tensors of'}YLwhich cannot be generated via (3.9) from any tensor overe. 

An example of this is provided bygg"', where +is any scalar field. This 

is certainly a C-K tensor of V, but it cannot, in general, be constructed 

from. '-tensors since the space of rank 2 tensors overKhas finite dimension. 

The real importance of (3.9) is embodied in the result of Geroch [16 J 

who showed that every symmetric trace-free C-K tensor of Ican be obtained 

via this mapping from some (totally-symmetric) tensor overe.. The trace-free 

C-K tensors are precisely those required for the discussion of multipole 

moments that now follows. 

8.4 Multipole moments of Poisson's equation in 3-space. 

In this section alone we shall use x to denote the 3-vector with components 

x1, i=1,2,3, and 

diag (1,1,1) (4.1) qij 

to denote the 3-space metric tensor. 

We shall take 

(x) _ --ý IX - X'I 
dv ' (3) 

, (4.2) 

where dv(3) is the 3-dimensional volume element, as the solution of 

Poisson's equation 
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. 0,721 _- 4-rre(xý (4.3) 
with source distribution 4 (x). 

Then 1 
can be expanded in the form 

ýx - x'I 

x/Jx'kýJ3 
C 1' 1 

xhix 
kx/. ý *a ill 

+ 
-1 

=r- xýJCiJ l Tý + k lr) 1 
x xI 

kr . 
7. 

(4.4) 

where r= (x I 

n1 

and ja)1... 
ahn (T, 

= axis ýXJ2.... 
xJn x-x, 1 

)1 x' =0 
(4.5) 

It can be shown (proof by induction) that 

n1 (-1)n (2n): i 
xji) 

(n}i) 
(x- 

i-x"i)] 

xJ` xJ'... ýxJ (: X -X( Zn no 

X (x31-x 1 
jl)... (Xj'n x/fin) , (4.6) 

where ... jJ indicates the trace-free part of the completely 

symmetric tensor Vý`ýý From (4.6) we have then, in the notation 
... in . 

of (4.5) 

aJýaJZ... )fin (1) 
= 

(_, )n (2n): 

2 n. 
r (2n+lxj 

' 
xjxj . 

Explicitly, (4.7) gives 

djl 
(r) 

=_X; 
r 

1=3_1 2- ýJºdJý 
rs 

XJIX32 -N r ýilil 

(4.7) 

12 j' ajý- aj3 (r 

rT C 3' XJ2. XJ3 r (Xil lix J3 + xjx 
l, JI Ja + XMJº J1 

...... 
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(4.4) becomes 
Co 

1_1 (2n)! x j* x`j2-... x'in 
r+n, 2n+ý 

£xj 
xji... xjn 

(x -x1 n=1.2 n. r 

We introduce integrals over the source distribution, defined by 

I 

Ii 

I]' J2. 

IJl Ji3 
I 

with the general form 

_ 
ýýýý) 

dv<(3) 

_JQ LX /) xý dv/ (3 ) 

=3 
Ie(x') 

x'j' x'j" dv' (3) 

= 15 e (x1) x'J1 x'3-x'3' dv' (3), 
... 

IJº ix... in (2n)! 
xf) x'i x'Jý... x'in dvº (3) 

n 2 n. 

Then, using (4.8) and (4.9) we can write (4.2) in the form 

00 

(-X) =I+ 
Il, it--ina h` 

xj 
'I ... 

xjný 

n=I 
n: r 

2. n+ I 

It is usual to define the multipole moments of the source distribution 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

as the family of completely symmetric trace-free tensors given by 

Q7ý J,.... in 
_J 

{IJ, J2.... inJ (4.11) 

with the Iý' 31 ''' ßn as in (4.9). The first few multipole nnments are 

Q- Jii') dv'(3) 

Q7i _ 
1e() 

x/Jl dv'(3) 

Q7. J". = 
ýQ(i) [3x'j' xljl _ J, J2. (xlix/i)1 dv (3) 

Jz33 = 
SPA/) [15x/ii 

x'3'-x'33 - 3(ºýýý JsxýJ3+ zJ3xýJý 

+lJ3 
JI 

x'j2`) (x/"x/ )] dvi (3) 

...... 
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The potential (4.2) now takes the form 

ao . 32... In 
.x *x x" .. i n. (4.12) r n=1 ' ýý J 

n: 
2. n+1 

The above analysis is so far quite conventional, and in keeping with other 

similar accounts it makes no reference to the conformal tensor structure 

of the multipole moments. Following Geroch [16 ] let us attach the 

(ý1 1, -- -in to a particular origin. Then under changes of origin the 

multipole moments become tensor fields. To be precise, let the new origin 

0 have position vector x relative to the original origin 0. Then if x' 

is the position vector of a point P relative to 0, and x/ is its position 

vector relative to 0, we have 

Xi (4.13) 

The multipole moments referred to the new origin 0, will be denoted by 

(PI J1. """Jn, and are defined via equations of the form (4.9), (4.11) but 

with x'j replacing x'3 throughout., 

It is straightforward then to show that the transformations between the 

l Js-- "- in and the Ql' ui,. " -in are given by 

Q=Q 

Qý'= ý' -xJlQ 
QJJ: Q7 J1 _6x 31)J +33 

£Qxi1 
xJ2 

j 

ý7ý Jiit= QJI )l 3- 15a£Q(J, Jxxil)ý + 45 ý [Q(jtxitxi3)J - 153[Qx)'xilxi3j, 

and in general we have 

Q). jL ... jn Q31 J2_- --in + 

+ JqjýQ(is 
jam.. -jn-2xJn-FXjn)J 

+ ... + Ann Qxj, xjx ... xjn] ' (4.14) 
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where 

Anr = (-1)r (nCr) (2n-2r+1) (2n-2r-'-3) ... (2n-1) 
, (4.15) 

r=1,2, ..., n. 

Now consider the differential equations 

QPI 7:... Jn, k 
= n(n-1) Qk0s ... in 2 il j2-)'- 

n(2n-1) ýk(J1 QJ2.... jn), (4.16) 

forn =0,1,2, ... 

Straightforward integration of the cases n=0,1,2,3 leads to the 

solutions 

QQ 

Q'' X3 
o0 

ý7Jý 9i1 i2 
_6 

(J, 
XJz 

)I 3: (9 i' X 1} 
e 

J3 
= Qi. J3J3 - IS [Q(jf 3i xi3 

)J 
+ 45 J (Q01 

xJ 
i3 )J 

0 

- 15 ý [Q 
xi, x3'x3sJ , 0 

where the suffix o indicates initial data specified at-the origin of the 

frame of reference coordinatised by the [xll} 
. 

It is clear also that the form of the general multipole moment QJI j,; 
----in 

is given by 

7i... in = Ql, JL.... Jn +pn ý[Q(JI Jz... 7n.. jxin)J +Ai 
fQ(j, iL... in-zXJn-i 

Xin)J 

+ ... + Ann ý [Q 
xxl x3' ... X7nJ ' (4.17) 

where the coefficients Anr are defined in (4.15). 

Our conclusion is then that the differential equation (4.16) is the 

defining equation of a set of multipole moment fields having the correct 

position dependence and the required dependence upon the Q" 'Jn moments. 
0 

It is this differential equation that we shall generalise to Minkowski 
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space-time-in the next section of this work. 

From (4.16) we derive the following prop6rties of the nultipole moment 

fields: 

(i) a knowledge of Q, Q3' , QQ' 3'-, 
... QI' J'-' " "In at a particular 

point uniquely defines the tensor field Qit32 """Jn (x)everywhere; 

(ii) a knowledge of the tensor field Q'j: - *in (x) determines all the 

Q-fields of rank less than n. To see this, contract (4.16) over 

k, j, to obtain 

1j1... jn k= -n(2n+1) ýJ3"". Jn which gives (4.18) 

; ' In-l (up to a factor) as the divergence of Qý' Jz ''" In 

(iii) each of the Q)t 7a. " " -in is a C-K tensor field ofm It is 

straightforward to show from (4.16) that 

Q(31 Jz" " "jn, k) 
= _n2 n(kjt Qjx... in) 

C. 
which is the required condition on QJ' j'-' "" jn 

. 

(iv) knowing Q, Q3i ... as tensor fields we may define the 

position vector i' of the centre of mass of the system by 

QI (X1) = O. 

Then, assuming 9,0 we have 

X1 __ 
1 

Q1 

where Q1 is the dipole moment about the origin. 
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8.5 Multipole moments of the wave equation in biinkowski space-time. 

We shall extend the 3-space formalism of §4 here to consider a definition 

of multipole moments for the equation 

Q_ 'ý (xý`) (5.1) 

in Minkowski space-time. It will be sufficient to study the scalar wave 

equation since the generalisation to electromagnetism and linearised 

gravitation just requires that each component of a vector or tensor 

potential satisfy a differential equation of the form (5.1). 

By analogy with the properties possessed by the 3-space multipole moment 

fields of §4 we define the multipole moments in in 
as the family of fields 

Q, Q', Q with the following properties : 

(i) each of Q, Q*", Qaýd` , ... is completely syiºmietric and trace-free; 

(ii) knowledge of (f 4,0x' "°' as a tensor field uniquely determines all 

Q-fields of lower rank; 

(iii) knowledge of Q, Qa' ata given point 

uniquely determines the tensor field 

In the way that the set of differential equations (4.16) generated 3-space 

multipole foment fields, we propose the set 

ý n(n-1) a3... 8- om n- gý(4 Q°ý,... ° )' (5.2) 1 oil ý 

for n=0,1,2,..., to generate multipole moment fields in Minkowski space. 

g''indicates, as usual, the metric tensor of Minkowski space-time; 

9 µy = diag (1, -1, -1, -1). 

It remains to show that the solutions of (5.2) satisfy properties 

(i), (ii) and (iii) above. We note first that the equations (5.2) for 

n=Q, 1,2,3,4 have been integrated explicitly, and give 
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Q Q= 
0 

Q xv(i 
0 

Q`ýýat -4fx Qý2 t2 
)[Q 

xd' 
X 1j 

Q '>c' Ort 0(3 = 
AC' O(3 

-9ý[ x("<' Q °cz0c3 )1 j+ 
18 ý [X(""x", £�"Q ots )ý 

QX -6f 
d' 

X 
cel 

X 
£3 

0 

16j f x(°r'Qa: oc3 otý) -+ 72 
3jý 

96 3 [ki 
x? 4fc3 Q`1 + 24 ý [x d'xýLx"'1 x4 Q} , 

where 
j indicates trace-free part and the suffix o indicates initial 

data prescribed at the origin of coordinates. 

In general, the solution for Q°<' °'i '" "Oýn i' 

ocL... o<n 
+ Br { x(°<i Q°Cý... 

°) 
+ Bn 

ý( Lxx40I dQ Lofo 

x + ... + Bn 'y xdý 
ncJ 

where 

ßfl = (-1)r (nCr)z r! ,r=1,2,..., n. (5.4) 

Some results on the expressions for trace-free parts of tensors in 

Minkowski space are given in Appendix 5. 

In the following work we shall often have occasion to manipulate expressions 

of the form 

r B°cr+l ... ) A (oc, ai ... e 

where Aa 'O("* ''°' and Bo'+I "" '°ýn are completely symmetric, and we quote 

here a general result that will facilitate such manipulations; 

T(adý... ("Cr) T(dig (other (5.5) 
I 

where the summation is taken over the set I of all integers i,, i2, ... ir 

with 

IC is 1Ciz<... C irEn . 
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Let us turn our attentions now to a proof of the properties (i), (ii) 

and (iii) enumerated above. 
di. 

It is evident from (5.3) that Qd ; 
(x is a completely symmetric 

trace-free tensor field provided that the initial data Q 
41 Q(,:. is 

0 
completely symmetric and trace-free. A verification of the trace-free 

property is also possible using the differential equation (5.2) directly, 

for then we have 

(ÜC )-1 fg tLQ3. . ýýý + 

n ... 

}g 0(3 0(4 Q° o4 o(- ... 04V. +... 
J. 

- nz(RC-)_r 9/ Qo*C3... P(n + g" 4 Q°(I°ý& .. ° + gµIJQa, dÄ... iZn 

(5.6) 

from which 

QPßorý... ýu _4 (1"" De 3 ... ýn + Cn-2) qA O3... -"en 

+ (n-2) e bc3... 

+ terms in Qd`... °Cn 

-n12 Q"3... ot�+ terns in Qp0j... J 

=0+ terns in Qpý c4... o(n (5.7) 

where the Q tensor on the right hand side of this equation is of rank (n-1). 

We are now able to prove our result inductively, for (5.7) tells us that 

Oe 1. trace-free --may 
aµQ 

o<3 .. '°cn = 0. 
X a 

Now Qßß °ý3 -cýll is known to be zero at the origin (part of the initial 

data), and therefore we have shown that if Q°C' °c1' ' '0(111 is everywhere 
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trace-free then Q is everywhere trace-free. Explicit calculation 

has shown that Q Del °c} is a trace-free field, so the required result 

follows by induction. 

Using (5.6) again we can easily demonstrate property (ii), for it follows 

from (5.6), by contraction over 0( and/k, that 

Qµecl... oýIµ = ýn_lý Qd1... -n 
f4 Qdl... n+ ýn_lý Qaý... 

J 

where the complete symmetry of the Q tensors and their trace-free property 

have been invoked. Thus, we have 

Q, KO(4 .. 
' 

=- (n+l) 2 QOC2.... 14 
11.1 (5.8 ) 

from which a knowledge of the field Q"t"" (x'') enables one to 

determine the field Q (x"). Repeated applications of (5.8) then 

define the Q fields of all lower ranks And property (ii) is-proved. 

Property (iii) is easily seen to be true since a knowledge of Q, ,'..., 

Qd'Oý" at a specific point leads (via equations of the form (5.3) to a 

determination of the initial data Q, QQL<' ' and hence 

°`' °ý'' '''n '' (x) . to a determination of the tensor field Q 

Finally, we may add that each of the fields Q °`' is a C-K tensor 

of Minkowski space, a result which follows readily from syiin trization over 

d, , oc J., 
in (5.2). 

The foregoing construction of multipole rmment fields in Minkowski space-time 

mist be seen as a purely formal' extension of the Geroch analysis in 3-space. 

No attempt will be made here to establish contact with other naultipole 

formulations in flat space-time, but it seems likely that the above work 

will have close links with the multipole mDments defined by Pirani [23 3. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONFOINAL SYMMETRIES IN 

CONFONMALLY-FLAT SPACE-TIMES 

9.1 Introduction 

Since C-K vectors are conform-invariant objects it is a relatively 

simple matter to extend the considerations made in flat and 

asymptotically-flat space-times to space-times which possess conformal 

flatness or asymptotic conformal flatness. In particular, we'examine 

space-times of constant curvature (which are necessarily conformally 

flat) and a class of well-known cosmological models; those which are 

spatially homogeneous and isotropic. Knowing the C-K vectors of 

Minkowski space-time, it is easy to pick out those that become Killing 

vectors in the conformally related space-time, and this provides a 

neat approach to the derivation of the Killing symmetries. 

The chapter concludes with ashort discussion of asymptotically- 

Friedmann space-times which reproduces in a very concise manner some 

results of Hawking [73 j on the asymptotic symmetries of such medels. 

9.2 Conformally flat space-times; their C-K vectors 

It has already been-shown in Chapter 6 that if gam,, and gam,, are the 

respective metric tensors of two conformally related space-times and 

so that 

gµVT-ý 
2 

9/- '. (2.1) 

gw" _ ýz g, ~v (2.2) 

a nd if '3' is a conformal Killing ; vector oft , then ýý` given by 
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(2.3) 

is a conformal Killing vector of . The conformal factors defined by 

= V`,, r and (2.4) 

are related according to 

_ ! ýi - 4-11: (2.5) 

If we consider conformally flat metrics with Minkowskian coordinates, 

so that 

gµ, ) = diag (1, -1, -1, -1) 

I @... 

(2.6) 

and write 

gýccV - R2(X ) öý,. J 2 (2.7) 

it is straightforward to set down a basis for the 15-dimensional space 

of conformal Killing vectors in 'f by modifying the results of Chapter 3. 

The contravariant components JA A=0,1,2 , ... , 14 , together with the 

associated conformal factors, are tabulated below: - 

S, = (1,0,0,0) 

(0,1,0,0) 

`AL 
2= (0,0,1,0) 

J3 = (0,0,0,1) 

jý& = 4 
(x, t, 0,0) 

io = (y, 0, t, 0) 

(z, 0,0, t) 

'ý7 _ (0, Y, -x, 0) 

450 =4 R, 

4 
RR, 

4 
IF R3 3 

ý3 4 
-RR 

+ R2) =(i+ tR, 

rs 
4 

= ('R,, + tR33 ) 

ea = (zRj, + tR)4 ) 

7 
_4) - (YR)s - -XR ,3 
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µ- (O, z, O, -X) 
8 

jM 

q 
(O, O, z, -y) 

(t$X, Y, Z) 310 
jµ 

= 
[t'+XL+Y1+ZL1 

' 
tx, ty, 

II 
lJ 

1+t t-L-Zi (xt, 2 
[X Y' XY ý11 

ý' 
3- 

(yt, YXI i[ Y2+tz-Xt-Z'j I 

ý8 =R (zR, 2 - xt, 4 ) 

g5q = 
IZ (zR, - YR, 4. ) 

4 
- 4+ 'w R,. 

io 

= 4t +4rR tz) oil 

, xz) '= 4x + 

=4 yz) ß 
4y +Rý ý3 

R,, 

ý'ý _ (zt, zx, zY) i [z1+ti-x'-y"] ) ýrý = 4z + Rý 

It is clear from (2.5) that although conformal Killing vectors of ?, 

become conformal Killing vectors of , 
it is certainly not true in general 

that Killing vectors of 1Z map into Killing vectors oft-Z. However, the 

next section of this chapter will investigate space-times of constant 

curvature, and we shall find there that such spaces are not only conformally 

flat but also have a ten-parameter group of Killing motions. In that 

respect space-times of constant curvature are similar to Minkowski space- 

time; in each case the manifold admits the maximal dimension group of 
I. 

motions for a four-dimensional space. 

In the work of the following sections we shall simplify the notation by 

dropping the bars from all quantities inexcept when there is a risk 

of ambiguity. 
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9.3 Space-times of constant curvature; their groups of motions 

in a space-time of constant curvature it 
. 
ýan be shown (see, for example, 

[15] ) that the Riemann tensor Bµyec. takes the form 

Bµveý =K (g, 
e gy .- gýc g ve ), K constant, 

from which it follows that the Ricci tensor is 

BvQ =B yR 
r= -3K g, e 

and the scalar curvature is 

B= -12K. 

Then the Weyl conformal curvature Cyr , defined by 

C vPo. = B'"yeo- +1(e Bvý - S' Bye + gyp Bµß ' gye 1) ) 
0- cr 

BCý gYe - 
S", gyo-) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

is easily seen to vanish, and this is a necessary and sufficient 

condition for the space-time to be conformally flat. 

In fact, it is always possible in a space of constant curvature to choose 

coordinates so that 

ßµv 
My= ds2 

(3.5) 
{i+xAx, j2 

where 

P= diag (1, -1, -1, -1) , 

is the metric tensor of Minkowski space-time. This makes explicit the 

conformal flatness of the metric gµ� . It is a straightforward matter 

now to. investigate the Killing motions of (3.5) by using the results 

of § 9.2 . We establish contact with the formalism of that section by 
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noting that R(x°-) in (2.7) becomes 

i 
R(x°') = 

11 
+. `xý,, ý 

(3.6) 

Then it follows irmnediately that 

R, -KR t KRtx KRz KR 2z 
(3.7) 

2, 
R, ý =2, Rý 3=2, R, ý =2 

and so 

0' (3.8) 

revealing that 54,3, I (a , 
ý, 

, 
1ý 

j, 
ýq are all Killing vectors. One can 

show also that 

ýo = -2KRt, $= 2KRx, 'i= 2KRy, 53 = 2KRz, 

and 

ýiý = 4Rt, ¢3= 4Rx, `Y3 = 4Ry, ýry 
= 4Rz. 

from which it follows that 

are the four remaining Killing vectors. 

9.4 Homogeneous isotropic cosmological models 

Two basic assumptions concerning the large-scale nature of the universe 

have been made in the derivation of general-relativistic world-models, 

and although these principles have some support from observation, they 

are by no means incontrovertible. Perhaps, as Tolman [ 74 ] says, we 

should look upon these assumptions as an attempt "... to secure a 

definite and relatively simple mathematical problem, rather than to 

secure a correspondence with known reality". 
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The first assumption is that space (i. e. space-like 3-space of space-time) 

is homogeneous; in other words the large-scale features of the universe 

are the same in all places. The second assertion is that space is isotropic; 

an observer at rest with respect to the mean motion of matter in his vicinity 

records large-scale observations which show no dependence upon direction. 

Starting from these assumptions, Robertson [75,7b] and Walker [77 ]were 
able 

to set down a form of metric which made-it possible to find some exact 

solutions of the Einstein field equations. We shall take the Robertson- 

Walker metric in the form 

dsý (dx°) - (x°) [1 
+4 rý 

z C(dx')z + (dxý-) + (dx3) (4.1) 

where 
rz = (x' ): + (xI-) 

z+ 
(X3)2. 

It is clear from (4.1) that the 3-spaces x° = constant are spaces of 

constant curvature and therefore admit the maximal (6-parameter) group of 

Killing motions permitted by a space of three dimensions. The six 

symmetries are just the spatial translations and spatial rotations, which 

one would expect to arise as a consequence of the assumptions of spatial 

homogeneity and spatial isotropy upon which the mdel is based. 

A specialisation of the Robertson-Walker metric made by Friedmann 78,79 J 

gives us the class of cosmological models (now named after him), in which 

the matter present in the universe is assumed to be cold dust at zero 

pressure. With this assumption the Einstein field equations (with 

cosmological term included), 

BA&*j- 1 gµu B ý' \gµV X T'"`y , (4.2) 

where Bl" signifies the Ricci tensor, B its contraction, and T' 'is the 

energy-momentum tensor associated with the cosmological dust, take an 

especially simple form. In fact, (4.2) then reduces to a single 
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differential equation for R (x ), the so-called Friedmann equation, 

__ 
!C I'4 

+ 
/` 

R2 _ Ep 
dx° 4r R3 

(4.3) 

where M is a positive constant. the different types of Friedmann models 

arise with different choices of M, A, E. We shall examine some of these 

solutions in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

9.5 The de Sitter model 

The usual form of the de Sitter metric 
[80 ] is 

dsý' _ (1 -i) dt. - 
1(1 

- zz)-ý drz + rý d8ý + rt sinz8 d(5.1) 
RD Rd I 

where. Ro is a constant, showing clearly that the model is a static one. 

Using a coordinate transformation 

-t 
(1 - 

1t) ý 
r=rZe, (5.2) 

RD 

r" t+1Rolog (1- 
Ro 

due to Robertson [ 813 
, brings (5.1) to the form 

Zt 

dsL = dtv -e (dr + r2 d9ý`+ rl sin28 de ) 

Dropping bars and writing 

k-1 
Ro 

gives, after an obvious change of coordinates, 

ds2. = dta -e 
kt (dx$ + dye + dz) . (5.3) 
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An alternative derivation of (5.3) appears if we solve the Friedmann 

equation (4.3) with 

M=O, 

corresponding to a universe in which the mean density of matter is zero., 

and 

E =o, 

corresponding to space-like 3-spaces of zero curvature. It is necessary 

also to make the assumption 

A>0, 

and then (4.3) gives 

R(x°) = ArX 
0, 

(5.4) 

where 

Oct =3 
J% 

(5.5 ) 

and A is an arbitrary constant. Putting x* =t and substituting (5.4) 

into (4.1) gives, after a trivial coordinate transformation, 

dsi = dt2' -a act (dx'" + dyz + dz) , (5.6) 

which is identical with (5.3). 

To investigate the symmetries of the de Sitter model we first make a 

further coordinate change 

t -? eft 

which puts (5.6) into the form 

ds z=? rdt- 
(dx + dy*- + dz2)] 

7 
(5.7) 

t 

which is evidently conformally flat. It is a simple matter now to utilise 
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the work of §9.2 to pick out Killing motions of the de Sitter model. It 

transpires that 

0, = &. t = A= 0, 
0 

1. =4= (A= 
(which follow whenever R(x&) in (2.7) is a function of x° alone), and 

ý10 
= #12. 

= 
ý13 

- 
44- 

=0. 

Thus, the de Sitter universe admits a 10-parameter group of Killing 

motions. This group is not isomorphic to the Poincare group in general, 

but goes over into the Poincare group in the limit oC->o; `[82 3. It can 

be shown that the de Sitter group is in fact isomorphic to SO (1,4) , but 

we shall not give a demonstration of this isomorphism in the present work. 

9.6 The Friedmann nodels 

This class of models has metrics of the Robertson-Walker type (4.1) where 

the function R is determined by the Friedmann equation (4.3). We shall 

restrict our attention to the case A=0, and write 

dsý = dtv` - R1 (t) (1 +£ rý) 2 (dx z+ dy + dz2) 
4 

where 
dR }( bq 

_E. (6.2) 
dt 4TT R 

Starting from an alternative form of (6.1) 

1 
ds = dtv - Rt(t) (1 + r)-z Cdr ý. + r1d6 + r'' sin'(9 dq52 ); (6.3) 

4 

we make the coordinate change 

r -ý r (1 + rr% 
4 
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which brings (6.3) to the form 

dsz = dtl - Rt(t) jý dr1 
+rZ d1l +r Zsin? d (6.4) 

L 1-£r2 J 

We shall, with no loss of generality, solve (6.2) in the cases'¬. = O, +l, -l 

only. Noting that 

-$irG 
, C 4- 

(6.5) 

where c is the speed of light and G the gravitational constant, we find 

in the case 12 = 0, 

R=2i lcý 2 (6.6) 
2c" 

where the change of coordinates 

3 
tt (6.7) 

6c' 

has been made. It follows then that the metric is given by 

dsT =G 
M9 t4Ld r"- (dr + r' d8 +r 2sin 8 d0= (6.8) 

4c 

which is clearly conformally flat. 

Taking next the case when E= +1, one finds that 

R= 21 (1 - cost) (6.9) 

with 

t= 
Gi (C- sin's) , (6.10) 
C4. 

leading to the metric 

ds1 = (1 - cost) dt' - 
(dr 

+ rzd61+ r1sin'ed#ý> 
c tl-r 
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The diange of radial coordinate 

then gives 

r= sin, ` 

dsz = 
GI 2 

(1 - Cos Z)2" dlý - (d XL + sin xd01+ sinXsin 8 doz),. (6.12) FC4. 

To exhibit the conformal flatness of (6.12) we make a final change of coordinates 

2t' = tan Z Cl- tall 12 

2r' = tan (t+7') - tan 2 (t-1') 

which gives, after dropping the dashes, 

ds'' = 
Qý 2F %(r, t) 

[dt2- (drz + r7- d8" +r2 sin'' & dýý)J 
, 

(6.13) F4-c 

Miere , 2 f(l+t+rl) -4r t, 2 
F (r, t) _ (6.14) 

(1+t2'+r) -4r2. t2' 

Finally, in the case when e= -1, (6.2) gives 

with 

R= (cosh's - 1) (6.15) 

t= 
(M (sinh'G 
C4- 

Making the substitution 

r=sinhX 

puts the metric (6.4) into the form 

(6.16) 

2 
ds = (cosh t- 1) 

f 
dr2- (d 

2+ 
s inh2X d6+s inh Xs inzB dda. 

c 

which is the form analogous to (6.12) in our previous case. 
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Finally, the coordinate transformation 

r' = ele sinh X 

t' =e -'Y fe r' s inhX 

puts (6.17) into the conformally flat form 

ds l F2(r, t) 
[dtz 

- (dri - r"'d9 +r sin &dý: ) (c4) 

where 

F (r, t) =2 
ý1 

- (t'" - ri)-2 (6.19) 

The physical interpretation of the Friedmann cosmological models has been 

considered recently by Hawking [ 73,84 ]with special concern for the 

asymptotic analysis of gravitational radiation, and it has been concluded 

that only the last -1) case is of any significance in this respect. 

The Killing symmetries of (6.18), (6.19) can be discovered now using the 

formalism of 
§'9.2; 

one finds that 

q5+= Os- 
=q=0 

and 07 _ 08 = 
ýq 

=0 

Thus the symmetry group of this particular Friedmann ntdel is isomorphic 

to the homogeneous Lorentz group. (Perhaps we should point out also that 

this in turn is isomorphic to the group of Killing notions of a 3-space 

of constant negative curvature). 

9.7 Asymptotically-Friedmann models; their asymptotic symmetries 

Some work of Hawking [73 3 has suggested that the assumption of asymptotic 

flatness is likely to be valid only if we restrict interest to regions of the 

universe which are small compared with the Hubble radius. For applications 

of a cosmological nature the curvature and expansion of the universe must be 
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recognised and this leads to the assumption of an asymptotically- 

Friedmann space-time. For the reasons quoted in the previous section 

we shall consider only the Friedmann nD dels with negative constant. 

curvature on the hypersurfaces x° = constant, and then (6.18), (6.19) 

give the form of the metric in the asymptotic limit. 

It is possible to extend the asymptotic analysis of C-K vectors in 

asymptotically flat space-times to the case in which only asymptotic 

conformal flatness is required. The asymptotically-Friedmann case then 

emerges as a special example of this. Suppose, in the terminology of 

9.2, that P- is asymptotically flat and k is asymptotically.. conformally 

flat. Then, following the technique of Chapter 5, the equations to be solved are 

a &v 
=0 (r' "') (7. i) 

where the n (&, V) are a set of integers describiing the asymptotic 

behaviour of the tensor density 5ýv 
according to 

y=0 (r ý'`'v )). (7.2) 

Now from 

qý, v R2(ß) g (7.3) 

we see that 
ß 

det (gg) =R det (gv) 

and so the tensor density ý,, y , defined in F, by 

Cam. _ [-det Cgct)j 4 g/. v' (7.4) 

satisfies 

µý _ (y =0 (rn (I`$y) ). (7.5) 

'Thus, in '(Z the equations to be solved for the asymptotic C-K vectors, given by 

ýý Gµy =0 (7.6) 
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have the same solutions as the equations (7.1); that is, the asymptotic 

C-K vectors of fn are precisely those ofI . On the other hand, we have 

seen earlier that asymptotic Killing vectors ink do not in general go 

over into asymptotic Killing vectors inn, although they do of course go 

over into asymptotic C-K vectors. 

Explicitly, we have in (7.3), 

2 R(x°l) _( 
ri. 

- (t'" - r2 
J, 

(7.7) 
2c 

and making use of the results of Chapter 5 for the asymptotic C-K vectors 

ofT , it is straightforward to show. that only the spatial rotations 

and tue Lorentz rotations appear as asymptotic Killing 

symmetries in the asymptotically Friedmann case. The remaining symmetries 

from the B. M. S. group appear as asymptotic conformal symmetries in the 

asymptotically Friedmann space. These findings are in accord with those of 

Hawking in his original paper on the subject. 
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APPENDIX 1 

INTEGRATION OF THE "NON-RADIAL" EQUATIONS 

FOR THE C-K VECTORS OF MINKDWSKI SPACE-TIME 

In § 3.2 (pages 52-56 ) only the "radial" equations of the set (2.2 a-f) 

were solved explicitly. These equations revealed. the dependence on r of 

the the remaining equations impose restrictions on the constants of 

integration that have already appeared. 

From (2.4 - 2.6) , (2.8 - 2.10) of § 3.2 we have 

0 A (u x) (A1. l) , , 

r1- Ar -ZB, (Al. 2) 

where A= 
0 Og3 

+ý- ,ý-2 '3 tann x3 (A1.3) 

and B =-cosh x3 C 5,3, E + (Al. 4) 

ý3 = 
3- 

rI cosh2 x3 11 (A1.5) 

4= 14 
-r cosh x3 

C4 (Al. 6) 

lhere are thirteen equations (2.11 - 2.23) which must be' solved to give 

the final form of the constants A, B appearing above; 

OT ., 
I. = 0, (Al. 7) 

02. 
+A= 0, (Al. 8) 

A+ 
ýý- 

B,, = 0, (Al. 9) 

3 0 (A1.10) 

+ 
4= 0, (Al. l1) 

cosh x3 (L30 - 
k, 

ý+ 
2 sirih x3 

11 
3=0, 

(A1.12) 

cosh x3 
J'3A 

+ sieh x314=0, (A1.13) 

2- B, 3 = 0, (Al. 14) 

2 B, 4 = 0' (Al. IS) 

T, 
3, ß - A, z = 0, (Al. 16) 

A, 4. = 0, (A1.17) 

cosh 3`x3 3 
- 

A= 0, (A1.18) 

and cosh x3 
i 13 a4 0" (Al. 19) 
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(Al. 13) gives 

= o((u, x') sech x+ (u, x3) , (Al. 20) 

where oC, ý are arbitrary functions of the given variables. Hence 

B= oCsech x2 - oCsinh 
x 

tanh x3 - cosh 
I 

3) 3 -. cosh x06�4-, p .. (Al. 21) 

Substitution from (Al. 20), (A1.21) into (Al. 15) leads to the solution 

for k(u, x 

Cý (u, x4- )= ý(u) sin x4 + S(u) cos xx' +E (u) , (Al. 22) 

where e are arbitrary functions of U. 

(Al. 12)' leads to the following form for ý(u, x3) ; 

(u , 
x) 

= -¬(u) sech x3 +X (u) tanh x+ A(u) 
, (A1.23) 

where X, )t are arbitrary functions of. u. 

Combining (A1.20), (A1.22), (A1.23) we have 

= 
['(u. ) sin x4. + 8(u) cos x, sech 

x+ K(u) tanh x+A (u) 
, (Al. 24) 

leading to 

B=2 sech x3 
f(u) 

sin x4 + S(u) cos x, '] +2 K(u) tanh x3. (A1.25) 

Then 

B- 2ý 2Ö(u) , 

so that (Al. 14) is identically satisfied. 

Using (A1.9 - Al. ll) we can solve for 3, in the form 

3 `ý sin x+ cos x4 
J 

sinh x3 +Ji. (u) cos. x4 x 
-v (u) sin 

4 
cosh 

(Al. 26) 

and 

= [-X)cos 
x sin x4 x3 cosh +. (u) s in x+V (u) cos xI s inh x3 + (u 

(Al. 27) 

where all functions of u are arbitrary at the moment. 
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Substituting (A1.24) and (A1.26) into the expression A-1 gives 

A-E, 
t 

2X,, , (A1.28) 

and we see that (A1.16), (A1.17) are identically satisfied. 

(A1.28) leads to 

A= ýö� sin x. + ý� 
cos x4] sech x3 + JOitanh x-, 

' 
A1.29) 

where we have made use of (A1.24). 

Now (A1.8). gives 

all 
=- 

[YI, 
l sin x4 cos x 

Jsech 3+. 
K,,, tanh. 

x 
(A1.30) 

Substitution of (A1.30) into (A1.18) and A1.19) gives 

Iký vii 0' 

so that/A-, v, are constants. 

The remaining equation (Al. 7) gives, on substitution of 
ý from (A1.30) 

3V_39_ a3 x_ a3 
0 Vs 

cýü3 
ýu3 au3 aua 

so that Ö, ý, J(, ý\ are quadratic functions of u. We set 

Ö(u) =au''+bu+c 
(u) = du 1+ eu +f 

K(u) =gut+hu+J 

ýti (u) = ku1 + Zu +m 
ý=n 

v =P 

Q 

where a, b, c, ..., q are 15 constants. 
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The final solution for ris 

= 
[au+ bu + c) sin x4' + (du' + eu + f) cos xJ sech x 

+ [gut + hu +j, tanh x3 + (ku2- +Lu + m) , (Al. 31) 

y 
=. -2 

Ca sin x4, +d cos xk] sech 
x- 2g tanh x3 +'2k. , (Al. 32) 

S3= C(2au 
+ b) sin x4' + (2du + e) cos x }sieh 

x3 

+ En cos 0' -p sin x4j cosh x3 - (2gu + h) (A1.33) 

4' 
_ 

[- (2au + b) cos x4' + (2du + e) sin x4'' cosh 
x+ 

+Cnsinx* +pcos x 
Jsinhx3+q 

, (Al. 34) 

and by substitution into the equations (A1.1), (A1.2), (A1.5), (A1.6) the 

results quoted in § 3.2 are obtained. 
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APPENDIX 2 

SOME COMPOSITION. PROPERTIES OF THE CONFORMAL 

TRANSR)RMATIONS IN MINK)WSKI SPACE-TIME 

We give here the calculations leading to equations (2.6) and (2.16) of 

Chapter 4. 

The translation ý (a) is defined by 

XIµ. =X" +a" % 

a nd the inversion 
3 

is given by 

(A2.1). 

"o i 
x'o = x'1 =wX, i=1,2,3 . (A2.2) 

X*'Xx x xd 

We investigate the form of the composite mapping 

(-c°, c1) 
J 

which will be shown to be that of a special conformal transformation 

x c(xxo 
xtp- 

(A2.3) 

1-2 cýex°C + (cs) (x%4) 

Operating on (A2.2) with Gl ') gives the mapping 

x° + b° (x xw) i _xi + bi (x xac) X= 
x9 (A2.4) 

x xaz x°. Cxc 

from which we note that 
1 

x" ,=1+2 ()ob - xlbi) + (Ir-br) (x° )J 
(xbx ) 

Then the effect of 
ji 

on (A2.4) gives 

04 
X' 

°= x° + b° (X xoc1 

1+2 (xob0 - x3-bi) + (b"`bý,,, ) (x x, J ' 

x1 i= xl - bi (x xc) 

1+2 (x°bo - xzb i) + (1b, ) (O)Scc) ' 
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and putting 

b° _- c° , 
bi = cl 

leads to the transformation x' -. -x''"' given by (A2.3). 

Thus, we have, in the formalism of Chapter 4, 

Id (cam) =J3 (-c°, c') J (A2.5) 

The proof of (2.16) is a pore lengthy business'. First, it is straightforward 

to show that the transformation 
gJ 

(a"5 3: 
xt: >-x' I"" is given by 

Now consider 

x° + a° . () 
x1O 

1+2 ()? a° - xlai) + (a'"aý J (x°`xx) 

i xi al (xxa) 
x' 

1+2 ()°a° - xlai) +. '(a ä, ) (x°' 

cJ 
a° az 

a°`aý add . (t) 

(A2.6) 

(A2.7) 

xo = xo + ao xl = xl - 
al 

(ý) ä a, ý (1) a°ac 

and premultiply with the inversion 
j. 

The outcome is given by x"4with 
(2. ) 

x° (aat)+ä 
x° 

(1) 1+2 (x°a° - xlai) + (a°`a, ) ( .. ) 

-xl (aaý + al 
xi 

(s-) 1+2 (xoao - xlai) + (a° c) (x'x J 

Applying next the dilatation 1 
and the translation aµ 

gives the composite mapping x"-> x" with 
(3) 

(3) 
=1 -2 + ago 

f2 (xoao - x'ai) + (a 4. ) ( 
() Y- aw 
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Xi -1 xl + 
ai [2(xoao - 

A. 
) + (aMaJ (x x, 4)] 

. (3) a°taa 

where 

=1+2 (xoao - )lai) + (20za 
,) 

()? ̀xc) 

Finally, we apply the Lorentz transformation 
L(L y so that 

x"`--- x' 1=Ly x'' 
(3) (3) 

(A2.8) 

where 

Lo = 
2a ao -1 o 
a° ad 

Ll = -. 
2a1 ö 

o 
ac4a c 

Lo _ 
2a %j 

i 
a"a, ý 

Li = ci - 
2a aj 

a aI)c 

(We 
shall show below that L"`v thus defined is a Lorentz transformation). 

Some straightforward calculation gives the result that 

x'0 =1F? Co +a (x x, ý, x' 1=1 Exi 
- al (x a] 

where is defined in (A2.8), and this is precisely the transformation 

given in (A2.6), (A2.7). That is, we have the following identity; 

i 

S DC 
(a") 

(-l 

aaa 

CaaL 1(a(c 

and it remains only to show that L p, given by 

2äao 2äa. 
K-1 

- 2alao ýl - 
2alaj 

a°Cac aa, 4 

is the matrix of a Lorentz transformation. We are required to verify that 

o-Y L, vt 
= nµ v, (A2.9) 
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where º1 = diag '(1, -1, -1, -1) is the metric tensor of Minkowski space-time. 

Taking ( , y) _ (0,0). the left-hand side of (A2.9) is 

. ai aJ 
4 (a 0 

L° 
0o. 

L° + L° 
i 

L°J 

a°Cäaaoat 

+ 
(a°-a 

)1 
n1ý 
I, ý2 

+ 4a° 
_4a°1 _4ä 

[(a')2. + (al)s + (a311 
(a°`aj (a°"ac) (a°`ýj. 

4ä)z _4(a)1+ 1 
a°`ýac aKa, ý 

1, which is the right-hand side of (A2.9). 

Taking (?., v) we have in a similar way, 

Lo 
Lj + 

Lo ik Lj 
2aaao 2a°ao 

-1} 
2ä ai cjk 

. 2a? ak ik 
0oik aKa aa ad aKaa, a at (. 

_4a_(a) + 2aJo+2aaj 
+ 

2a0 

(ate )ý a .c«z 
I(a+(a3)) 

ac a a, ý a a,, ( (a a«) 

_ 
4a3ä 4aßä 

K-ý 

Ißä 
)1- (a I )2 - (a1) - (asýi 

aa (a a«) 

= o. 

The remaining cases (µ, v) _ (i, 0) , (IL, v) (i, j) follow in the same manner, 

and this completes the proof. 
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APPENDIX 3 

SPIN FRAMES IN THE PEN ROSE 

CONFORMAL TECHNIQUE 

In 5 of Chapter 6 we examined the transformation of the spinor dyad 

(), CA) from the unphysical conformal manifold 7fl. to the physical space-time 

%L, noting that in 
. we should desire the properties- 

ýA CA =1, (A3.1) 

BgBYBB§A = 0- , 
(A3.2). 

and B KBOBA CA r0 (A3.3) 

to hold. To preserve the form of (A3.2) inXit is sufficient to put 

M1 

ýA - SA (A3.4) 

(i. e. EA transforms with conformal weight Z under conformal rescalings), 

and then the transformation CA--ý LA may be written in the form 

t. A= -f): 
1 'IA + az ýA 

' (A3.5) 

which immediately satisfies (A3.1). The purpose of the present 

calculation is to find the condition that the complex function a in (A3.5) 

irrest satisfy in order to -give 
NN 

BB 1%BB 
to =0 (A3.6) 

in X. 

It is clear from (A3.5) that LA does not possess a definite conformal 

weight under conformal rescalings. On the other hand, it is straightforward 

to verify that 

-aa LA 
1 

9q 

is of conformal weight - 2, since under (A3.4), (A3.5) we have 
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± .. 
R-ýA 

(A3.7) LA + .aa ýA - . 1L 2 
(LA 

1 ( -1L 

Making use of equation (2.7) from Chapter 6 it follows that 

Vd 
A +d 3A 

= 
O. VBB LA +Ja 9A 

S% 
+ý 2r-fA+ JLa 

Al 
Q 

BB-R + (B + 'ýI B 
QAB 

`ciJ 

Multi 1 in this equation bB ~B and makin use of A3.1 A3.2 and A3.3 PY S Yý ýgC), )C), 

we get 

BB ^' A-B,.. B Wis. B iB QBg ýA + OBB 1ýa ýA VBB (_(. a) 

' 
rB 1a 

-ý. 
(CA +1 A) 

9BB 

Since -'a is a scalar we have, using (2.3) and (2.6) of Chapter 6, 
1ý 

M 

BB ̀la = _il 
19 -fta 

1ý_ BB 
. 1-1L 

and therefore 

reVBA 
--n-Z A 

ýBB 
1-ýL 'LAV BB 1- 

-s 
VAB 

.. 
L. ýA +r 

jcA 

BB tv. 
B-ý ' 

This last equation reduces to 

-ft 
BB VBB LA = -lZ 

r l* ýA BB %B a -ý 
BQAý1L 

SL to ýB B %$i 

and using the expression 

KB %jI, ýA CAB B17BB-Q) - I-A (B 
BB-aý 

leads to 

13 ý BB U'A - ý2 gA C--ý1 ýB ýBq BB a- LB g BQ 
BB-- 
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Thus the condition on a requi-red. to make 

BB 
BB 

ILA 
=0 

may be written 

B -B VBB 
a= jj2 tB 

B QBB 
-ý ý 

as quoted (5.8) in Chapter 6. 

We may add. finally that, with only some slight changes of notation and 

interpretation, the above proof applies also to the condition (5.22) 

of Chapter 6. 
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APPENDIX 4 

1}II CARTAN METRIC FOR THE LIE ALGEBRA 

OF THE FLAT-SPACE CONFORMAL (COUP 

In Chapter 8 we defined the Cartan metric GAB, A, B = 0,1,2,..., 14, by 

Gý = E Cý CDC = G13A 

where Cý are the structure constants of the Lie algebra of the flat-sp ace 

conformal group. The CE have been given implicitly in the. commutator 

relations on page 58 , and lead to the following components of GAB ; 

O O -16 
0 

00 

-16 0 

0 

0 
0 0 -16 0 

0 00 -16 
---- ----ý -------- ----- -- ------ -- 

'-8 0000 001 
0 -8 000 00 

_ GAB 0 ' 00 -8 00 
0 

00 
00 80 00 

1 00008 001 

.. 
1 00000 80 

0000.0 08 
----- - --- - --- --- --- ---- ------ - 

-16 0 00 

0 -16 
00 

00" 

-16 0: 
O 

00 0 -16 

The Cartan metric has an importance in the classification of Lie groups. 

We state, without proof, the following results, which may be found, for 

example, in E303; 
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(i) a Lie group is semi-simple, (i. e. contains no abelian 

invariant subgroup), if 

det (GAB) 0 

(ii) the Cartan metric is negative definite for a. compact Lie 

group and indefinite for a non-compact Lie group. 

In the case of -the flat-space conformal group we can easily verify that 

detGAB _ -l68 

showing that the group is semi-simple, and by a similarity transformation 

G P-' GP 

with 

1I1 

V` 

Y= 0 I7 0 

110 I4- 

where I4, I-7 are-respectively the 4x4 and 7x7 identity matrices, we' 

bring G3 to the form 

GAB =8 ding (-21 -21 -2, -29 -1, -1, -1$ 1,9.1y 1s 1ý 1a 1,1,1) , 

denonstrating that the conformal group is non-compact. 
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APPENDIX 5 

SOME RESULTS CONCERNING TRACE-FREE PARTS 

OF TEN. i)RS IN MINI'DWSKI SPACE-TIME 

In the calculation of multipole moment fields Q°`'°"-' ' in Minkowski 

space-time (§5 of Chapter 8) the following results have frequently been 

used. We employ. the same notation here as in that chapter. 

cý 
ýX(ý`Qß) 

= x(aQ0 ' gat3(4"XV) 

3fxxfI = xxP- g°fß(xx,, ) -Tl 

3ýX(°ýQRý1 = xt°`Qßý - 
.. g(CPQY)Vxy 

{x(cxp(ý)} X( xSQö) -a g(``pxa) (Q'xv) - -6 g(°`ßQP (x''xv) 

ý)C `xl'x 9= xxVI -1 g(°`pxy) - Cx x,, ) 

g(apQýb)v 
xy 

x(ýýYb) = X(Q Q, srb) _3 

P-xp Qxb)) = X(axp Qrs) _ 1$ g(cpQý'S) (x x, ) - -IT gf x'Q6)YXy 

+ý (AP WS) (Q'' 0x, X r) 

3x xßx"Qs) =x (°`xpxrQs) 
-$ (x xv) g (aax Qb) ̀$ (Qv ,, ) g (°`px1xa ) 

+ (Qµ (x'x,, ) g 
(`cpg äb) 

lx*xi%xyxsj 
= xe`xpx xb -3 (x xy) g('Cýx xý) +1 (x x�)z g(dpglS) 
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